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ABSTRACT 
Some concern has been expressed that the load capacity of corner columns might be 
reduced in fire due to the expansion of unprotected fire-exposed connected beams, 
even through the columns themselves are protected from fire. A structural analysis 
program VULCAN has been used to perform a series of parametric studies on corner 
sub-frames. In order to obtain the best possible representation of the column cross- 
section, the formulation of beam-column elements was developed to allow the cross- 
section to be divided into large numbers of segments. The analyses indicate that the 
existing fire design codes, such as BS5950: Part 8, give an un-conservative result. 
The finite element method is shown to be capable of modelling this type of sub- 
frame, but is too complex to be used routinely. As an alternative, a generalised 
simplified approach to enable a rapid assessment of the sub-frame by hand or 
spreadsheet calculation has been developed. The results, in comparison with the 
finite element analyses, give some confidence in the use of this approach. 
The beam-column elements of the program VULCAN were further developed to 
model the three-dimensional behaviour of asymmetric steel beams for fire conditions. 
The general approach, including the principles and details of the modifications to the 
formulation for asymmetric cross-sections, together with the refinement of the cross- 
section, are presented. The modified program has been validated by comparison with 
classical analytical results and test results at ambient and high temperatures. 
A new generalised beam model has been developed, which can model not only 
reinforced concrete sections but also steel sections of different shapes including 
hollow sections, for three-dimensional composite structures at ambient and high 
temperatures. The method currently includes both geometrical and material non- 
linearities and considers the cracking and crushing of concrete. Several material 
models have been included, especially for concrete in tension which shows 
significant effects on the results. The thermal expansion and degradation of both 
steel and concrete materials with elevated temperatures are also included. The cross- 
section is divided into an appropriate number of segments so that non-uniform 
temperature profiles, and variations of strain and stress across the section, can be 
represented with more accuracy. The formulation is used to further develop the 
program VULCAN, and is then validated by comparison with theoretical and 
experimental results. 
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(Only the general notations used during this thesis are presented here. Symbols which 
have only been used once and are of a more specific nature have been clearly 
explained where they arise in the text). 
A area of cross-section; 
At, Bt, nt temperature-dependent constants; 
ýA ] 
geometric description matrix; 
non-linear strain-displacement vector; 
(BO) 
, 
(BLý small and large displacement strain-displacement vectors; 
R. (By. ) non-linear shear strain-displacement vectors; 
[C] constitutive matrix; 
Et tangent modulus; 
f 
"O ý. ,e 
concrete compressive and tensile strengths at elevated temperatures; 
f fy, shear forces parallel to x, y directions; 
G shear modulus; 
I, ,Iy 
first moments of area for an element; 
Ixe ,I y2 second moments of area for an element; 
Imo, product second moment of area for an element; 
I 
x ,I}. n ,I xnyn 
higher (nth order) moments of area (Appendix); 
Ion Icxn Io3. 
n 
(nth order) sectorial properties for an element; 
J St. Venant torsion constant; 
K Wagner coefficient; 
[ka ] constant vector; 
[K0 ] small linear displacement stiffness matrix; 
[KL ] large displacement stiffness matrix; 
[Ku ] geometric matrix; 
[K, ] element tangent stiffness matrix in local coordinates; 
[Kr ] element tangent stiffness matrix in global coordinates; 
xv 
nix , my stress resultants for internal moments about the x and y axes; 
"'x2 , »ty2 stress resultants for 
internal second moments about the x and y axes, 
mz2 stress resultant for torsional moment; 
Ina, stress resultant for warping bimoment; 
12 stress resultant for internal axial force; 
N number of segments in either half-flange or half-web of the cross- 
section; 
[N] shape function matrix; 
q; nodal displacement in local coordinates; 
{Oq} vector of incremental nodal displacements corresponding to 
unbalanced forces in local coordinates; 
{Q} vector of externally nodal forces in local coordinates; 
{QR } vector of internally nodal forces in local coordinates; 
(iQ) load vector of nodal unbalanced forces in local coordinates; 
{Or} vector of incremental nodal displacements corresponding to 
unbalanced forces in global coordinates; 
{R} vector of applied nodal loads in global coordinates; 
{R R} vector of internally nodal forces in global coordinates; 
(AR) load vector of nodal unbalanced forces in global coordinates; 
T, , Tsv twisting moments due to the warping shear stress and St. Venant 
shear stress; 
T. Wagner effect; 
[T] transformation matrix; 
AT increment in temperature; 
it , v, w displacements of an arbitrary point A 
in axes z, y, x; 
Ito , vo , wo 
displacements of the reference axis in axes z, y, x; 
Vx , Vy stress resultant for 
internal axial force; 
W virtual work; 
x, y, z local co-ordinates; 
a coefficient of thermal expansion; 
W sectorial co-ordinate of the arbitrary point A; 
xvi 
v the Poisson's ratio; 
6Cr O concrete tensile strain at peak stress; 
sa concrete strain corresponding to fc. e ; 
so, EL axial strains under small and large displacements; 
6Z axial strain at the arbitrary point A; 
ev total axial strain; 
SZm mechanical axial strain; 
6Z1h thermally-induced axial strain; 
Szr residual axial strain; 
0.1 O, rotations of infinitesimal segment about axes y, x; 
BZ twist angle about reference axis z; 
y1r shear stains; 
0-Z axial stress; 
z., ry. shear stresses; 
{} denotes a column vector; 
<> denotes a row vector; 
[] denotes a matrix; 
[]I denotes a matrix inverse. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background 
1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Steel Structures are extensively used in Industrial and Civil Engineering due to 
steel's advantages as a relatively cheap material with fast erection, high strength and 
light weight. However, the big disadvantage of steel as a structural material is its 
vulnerability to elevated temperatures. Under fire conditions steel loses a 
considerable amount of strength and stiffness, so the fire resistance of steel framed 
buildings becomes important. Active and passive fire protection measures are 
normally adopted in buildings to reduce danger to persons and property. The former 
is used for fire detection and extinction; the latter is more common and covers the 
fire-resistant structural systems which include: applied fire insulation, bare steel 
designed to structural fire engineering principles, composite steel-concrete members 
(partially encased/concrete filled steel sections), integrated structural elements 
(steelwork built into walls, ceilings or floors), water cooled systems, etc['].. At 
present the most common method of protecting the structure from the effects of fire 
is simply to apply a prescribed amount of thermal insulation. However, this method 
lacks systematic and in-depth analysis and is believed in many cases to be highly 
uneconomic. An analysis of UK fire statistics shows that the major causes of 
fatalities are smoke and burns, (which account for more than 97 percent of all 
deaths) -- not building collapse[z][3]. 
Two real fire incidents are given here as examples. One recent fire incident occurred 
in a partly completed 14 storey office block on the Broadgate Phase 8 development 
in London in 1990. Despite the lack of fire protection, there was no overall failure of 
structural elements and the floor slab maintained its integrity. Another fire incident 
occurred in the Mercantile Credit Insurance Building (twelve storeys) in Basingstoke 
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UK in 1991. The building was protected for 90 minutes' fire resistance. During the 
fire, the fire protection performed well and there was no permanent deformation to 
the steel frame. After the fire the fire protection was replaced, although visually it 
appeared undamaged, and the steel structure required no repair and was reused. 
It is, therefore, becoming increasingly important and interesting to understand the 
behaviour of whole structures, especially that of bare-steel frames in fire. It is 
preferable from an engineering point of view to perform fire design without fire 
protection, by utilising any inherent fire resistance of the structural steel. An 
unprotected steel structure would have many economic advantages, which include 
eliminating the cost of protection, reduced construction time, simplified construction 
and greater ease of installation of building services[4]. It may even reduce the 
maintenance cost of the building. In recent years, six fire testst5'6'7] have been carried 
out on an 8-storey composite steel framed building which had been constructed as a 
typical multi-storey office building at the Building Research Establishment's 
Cardington laboratory. The test results indicate that existing design codes may be 
over-conservative. This is because these codes have been based on the results of 
standard fire resistance tests, which are commonly conducted on single elements. 
The behaviour of these elements can be quite different compared with their 
performance as part of a complete frame. For example, some concern has been 
expressed by BaileyE8J, based on evidence from one of the Cardington corner fire 
tests, that an additional bending moment may be induced in a corner column by the 
pushing-out of unprotected beams during thermal expansion. It is particularly 
important to know whether this push-out can lead to column buckling and give an 
un-conservative result in comparison with the current fire design codes. Further 
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research needs to be carried out to investigate its potential effect. Some background 
information related to this analysis is given in following sections. 
Unfortunately realistic tests on whole structures are very expensive, and so computer 
modelling has become more important for investigating the behaviour of whole 
buildings. Two types of computer modelling exist for fire analysis. One is the fire 
simulation and heat transfer analysis model, which can simulate fire development 
and/or predict the temperature distribution histories within the components of the 
structure. This kind of modelling is often used for composite or concrete structures, 
whilst pure steel members are often assumed to have uniform temperature 
distribution since the thermal conductivity of steel is relatively high. This type of 
application is very useful, but is not detailed here since it exceeds the scope of this 
thesis. The other is well-known as structural fire modelling which is used to analyse 
the structural response based on known temperature distributions over the member 
cross-sections and lengths. 
Interest in the performance of building construction elements in fire conditions can 
be traced back to the late nineteenth century, resulting from disastrous structural 
failures due to fire[9]. Numerical analysis has begun to attract attention, however, 
only within the past three decades. One of the earliest reports about the analysis of 
steel members in fire was presented by Witteveen in 19671101. Since then fire 
engineering has undergone enormous development, and many researchers have made 
significant contributions in this area. Structural fire modelling has been developed 
from simple isolated members to complicated frames, including two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional analysis of steel and composite structures. This work is 
continually being developed with the aim of simulating the behaviour of whole 
structures in real fires. However, a limited number of fire tests are still necessary 
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because the development of fire engineering should be based on both theory and 
experimental evidence. A brief review of analytical work based on numerical 
modelling under fire conditions is given here. 
In 1972 Culver et al[11,12] used the finite difference method to investigate the 
buckling loads of an axially loaded unrestrained steel column subjected to fire. In his 
mathematical model the temperatures were assumed to be constant over the cross- 
section but to have a linear gradient along the length of the column. Thermal 
expansion was not included, but the effect of the residual stress was considered. In 
1973 Ossenbruggen et al. E13] analysed similarly axially loaded steel columns 
subjected to thermal gradients across the cross-section and along the length of the 
column. The mathematical procedure used in his study was based on Newmark's 
numerical integration method[14]. The influences of residual stress, thermal stress and 
material degradation were included in his analysis. In 1974 Becker and Bresler[151 
developed a finite element computer program, FIRES-RC, which could be used to 
analyse the structural response of reinforced concrete frames in fire. This 2D 
program was based on the work done by Bizri[161 and was defined as a one- 
dimensional stress analysis program. This program considered thermal expansion, 
material degradation, shrinkage and creep, but not geometric non-linearity. Later in 
1991 Ellingwood and Lin[17] used a modified FIRES-RC to take into account the 
transient strain of concrete at elevated temperatures and to carry out structural 
analysis of reinforced concrete beams in fire. In 1975 Uddin et alE9] presented a 
comprehensive review, providing up to 219 articles, on analyses of the behaviour 
and strength of both steel and concrete structural members at elevated temperatures. 
In 1975 Cheng and MakE18] conducted a general-purpose elastoplastic thermal creep 
analysis of the deformation behaviour of a steel frame in a typical fire compartment, 
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using a finite element displacement method. In the finite element model the structure 
was divided into a number of linear elements. The temperatures were assumed to 
have a linear distribution along the lengths of the members but to remain constant 
through the cross-sections. Both thermal strain and thermal creep strain were taken 
into account. In 1983 Jain and Rao(191 developed a numerical model for the analysis 
of plane steel frames subjected to fire based on using incremental and iterative 
procedures. The effects of creep and geometric non-linearity, a complex visco-plastic 
model, temperature dependence and an implicit scheme of time-marching were 
included in their model. In the same year (1983), Cheng[201 developed a 2D finite 
element program to investigate the behaviour of steel structures in an elevated- 
temperature environment. In 1990 Lie and Chabot[21] proposed a method to calculate 
the structural behaviour of plain concrete-filled columns exposed to fire. Later 
Lie[221, in 1994, extended this method to include bar-reinforced concrete-filled 
hollow structural section columns subjected to fire. In this method the cross- 
sectional area of the column was divided into a number of annular elements. The 
strength of the filled column could be calculated by a method based on a load- 
deflection or stability analysis. In 1996 Kodur and LieF231 developed a model for 
predicting the behaviour of fibre-reinforced concrete-filled steel columns exposed to 
fire by using a similar numerical procedure to that presented for plain concrete-filled 
columns. In 1995 an inelastic semi-analytical finite strip method, which was 
originally presented by Cheung[241, was used to analyse the local buckling behaviour 
of cold-formed steel plates of composite steel-concrete structural elements at 
elevated temperature by Uy[25]. In his numerical model the element used was a 
lower-order strip element with two nodal lines and four degrees of freedom per nodal 
line. Also in 1995 WangE26] developed a finite element computer program to predict 
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the three-dimensional structural behaviour of composite frames in fire. In his 
program a two-noded beam element with each node having six degrees of freedom 
was used as the basic building block. The second-order effects of large deflections 
are considered by the inclusion of a geometric stiffness matrix for each element. 
Both material non-linearity and flexible beam-column connections were considered. 
Concrete and steel/concrete composite members could also be analysed by the 
program. Almost at same time, LiuE33] developed a three-dimensional mathematical 
model to simulate the response of steel structures subjected to fire conditions. The 
model, which was based on a tangent stiffness approach, used eight-noded 
isoparametric shell finite elements, so that the behaviour of local buckling could be 
predicted. Both material plasticity and geometric non-linearity, and residual stresses, 
were included. In 1999 Bailey[281 developed a computer program to predict the 
structural response of asymmetric slimfloor steel beams, which are used with 
composite concrete floor slabs consisting of deep-profiled steel decking. Full 
composite bonding action between the steel and concrete encasement were assumed 
in Bailey's model. Many other finite element models have also been developed by 
researchersl29,30'31,32,33] and are continually being improved. 
It is believed that this technology will be widely used for practical design in the 
future. The developments in analysis have enabled similar advances to be made in 
practical design tools, and there is an increasing awareness within the design 
profession of the opportunities which these offer. It is envisaged that computer 
programs could be used to assess the structural damage caused by a fire, and to 
determine the remaining structural capacity of a fire-damaged structure. 
At the University of Sheffield the software VULCAN, which is described in the next 
chapter, has been developed[to, 341 and has mainly concentrated on the overall 
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behaviour of steel frames. This finite element software is also capable of performing 
non-linear analysis on composite structures with concrete slabs, subjected to fire 
conditions. The limitation of the software prior to this work was that the beam cross- 
section was restricted to bi-symmetric I sections for which a fixed number of 12 
segments was used for each section. In normal cases analytical results can be 
obtained with acceptable accuracy. However, it was considered necessary to have a 
more general form so that the Asymmetric Slimdek Beam with arbitrary cross- 
section division could be simulated in fire. A generalised beam element has therefore 
been developed for the beam member, with a cross-section composed of one or two 
materials. Validations have then been carried out for various members. 
In the following sections some background material, especially for corner sub- 
frames, is introduced for further investigation. 
1.2 FIRE TEST 
In general, natural fire can be characterised into three phases, which can be defined 
as growth, full development and decay, as shown in Fig. 1-1. In the growth phase 
some combustible materials begin to burn and produce smoke and a relatively small 
amount of heat. Then the temperature rises rapidly to a peak value in the period 
following flashover, which defines the point at which all organic materials 
spontaneously combust, in the full development phase. In this phase, the temperature 
becomes practically uniform through the compartment, and the structural risk of 
collapse is high. After the combustible materials finish burning the temperature will 
decrease, in the cooling stage known as the decay phase. 
The behaviour of a structural element subjected to fire is described in terms of its fire 
resistance, which is the period of time of exposure to fire in a standard test at which 
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failure occurs. The fire resistance of elements of building construction is assessed 
based on standard fire tests. The standard fire curves differ from code to code but the 
most widely used is the internationally agreed time-temperature curve defined in ISO 
834, [35] (BS476[361 in the UK), which has been used in furnace testing of components, 
as also shown in Fig. 1-1. 
Pre-flashover I Post-flashover 
- -N- -ISO - 834 
,' Natural Fire ? lashover ' 
Growth F development Decay 
Time 
0 
Fig. 1-1 Development of natural fire in a compartment, 
comparing with the ISO 834 standard fire curve 
In the USA and Japan there are other curves such as ASTM-E. 119[371 and JIS A 
1304(38] available for fire tests. These standard fire curves are not designed for the 
purpose of representing any type of natural building fire, but are for convenient 
comparison between fire testing cases. 
The fire resistance of an element is measured in units of time, and during this time 
the element must satisfy the criteria of load bearing capacity, integrity and insulation 
in a standard fire test. Structural elements can be classified as separating elements or 
non-separating elements, where non-separating elements only need to satisfy the 
criterion of load bearing capacity. The criterion of load bearing capacity imposed by 
BS476: Part 21 [39I defines the failure of beams as either the deflection exceeding 
span/30 if the rate of the deflection (mm/min) exceeds span 2/(9000 x beam depth), or 
0- 
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the deflection exceeding span/20; for columns the failure will occur when the 
column cannot carry the applied load. 
Beams are tested horizontally in a floor furnace, and are normally supported by 
rollers. Columns are tested in a cylindrical furnace subjected to constant load and are 
allowed free expansion at the top end. The specimens in tests are usually less than 
5m long because of the sizes of standard furnaces. A large number of fire tests on 
isolated elements[17,40,411 have been conducted, but the behaviour of elements in 
buildings is critically different from the furnace tests. 
Furnace testing using the standard fire curve is the traditional means of assessing the 
behaviour of frame elements in fire, but it is clear that it is difficult to conduct 
furnace tests of representative full-scale structural members under load. Full-scale 
fire tests can rarely be carried out on complete buildings and are very expensive. At 
present there is still very little data available from such tests. Most recently six 
scientifically monitored fire testsE5'6'7] have however been conducted. An eight-storey 
composite steel-framed test building was designed for the Building Research 
Establishment (BRE) and constructed at their Cardington laboratory, near Bedford in 
the UK, to represent a typical modern city centre office building. Composite action 
was achieved with the floor slab, as in conventional composite construction. On 
plan, the building covered an area of 21m x 45m with an overall height of 33m. The 
structural design was carried out in accordance with BS5950 Part 1 and also 
complied with Eurocodes EC3-1-1 and EC4-1-1. A total of six major fire tests were 
conducted on this frame between January 1995 and July 1996, four by British Steel 
and two by the Building Research Establishment. The layouts and locations of these 
fire tests are shown in Fig. 1-2. Most of the beams in these tests were unprotected, 
although columns were generally protected. 
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Test 1: Restrained beam (BS) Test 4: Corner (BRE) 
Test 2: Plane frame (BS) Test 5: Large compartment (BRE) 
Test 3: Corner (BS) Test 6: Office demonstration (BS) 
Fig. 1-2 The Cardington fire test locations 
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The first test, Test 1, the Restrained Beam Test, was carried out on the seventh floor 
using a purpose-built gas-fired furnace which heated the beam over the middle 8. Om 
of its 9. Om span. The maximum atmosphere and measured beam temperatures during 
this test were 913°C and 875°C respectively, the maximum measured vertical 
deflection was 232mm, with a residual deflection after cooling of 113mm. Test 2 is 
generally referred to as the Plane Frame Test, in which the primary beams and 
columns on one grid-line across the full width of the building on the fourth floor 
were heated using a gas furnace. The maximum beam temperature in the fire was 
820°C and the maximum recorded deflection in the 9m span was 265mm. The first 
Corner Test, Test 3, was conducted in the corner of the building on the second floor 
where a compartment lOm x 7.6m was constructed using block-work partition walls. 
The test fire was generated by burning wooden cribs with a fire load density of 
45kg/m2 of wood. The maximum steel temperature for the primary beam was in 
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excess of 1000°C and its maximum vertical deflection was 325mm. The maximum 
temperature recorded for the central secondary beam was 950°C with a maximum 
vertical deflection of 425mm. Tests 4 and 5 were carried out by the Building 
Research Establishment using the same fire load of 40kg/m2 of timber. Test 4, 
referred to as the second Corner Fire Test, covered an area of 54m2 and was located 
in the corner of the building, between the second and third floors. The maximum 
temperature on the unprotected secondary beam was 903°C with maximum 
atmosphere temperature in excess of 1000°C. The maximum vertical deflection in 
the centre of the slab was 269mm during the fire, returning to a final value of 
160mm on cooling. Test 5, referred to as the Large Compartment Fire Test, was 
carried out in a large compartment between the second and third floors. This was 
claimed to be the largest ever monitored fire test in the world and covered an area of 
340m2. The maximum displacement recorded during the fire was 557mm, returning 
to a final value of 481mm. In Test 6, referred to as the Demonstration Office 
Furniture Test, real office furniture including modem furnishings, computers and 
filing systems were used to provide the fire load which was equivalent to 46kg/m2 of 
wood. The compartment, with a floor area of 135m2 was constructed between the 
first and second floors, using concrete blockwork. Columns and beam - to - column 
connections were protected, with the primary and secondary beams left exposed to 
the fire. The aim of this test was to examine whether the type of structural behaviour 
observed in the earlier tests would also occur when the building was subjected to a 
more realistic fire scenario. The Cardington test programme involved European co- 
operation and attracted the attention of fire researchers from all over the world. The 
aim of these tests was to study the structural response of a whole building when 
subjected to fire, and to provide comprehensive test data for validating computer 
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software. With the validated software, different structural and fire scenarios could 
then be investigated economically. 
Following the Cardington fire test programme, further research is continuing to 
investigate whole-frame and structure behaviour under real fires, and to develop 
design guidance which will almost certainly involve using less applied protection 
and possibly greater use of active safety measures. 
1.3 ANALYSIS 
1.3.1 ANALYSIS OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF COLUMNS 
To analyse the behaviour of isolated elements, the classical methods can be applied. 
The critical or Euler load of a pin-ended ideal elastic column subjected to axial load 




The above equation is based on small-deflection theory and assumes that the material 
follows Hooke's law. For columns with different support conditions it is still valid, 
using the concept of an effective length in which the actual length of the column is 
replaced by the length of an equivalent pin-ended column. The behaviour of the 
column is represented by the Euler curve. However, if the column is short or its 
compressive stress exceeds the proportional limit apr of the material, the critical 
load will be less than that calculated by Eqn. (1-1), as demonstrated in Fig. 1-3. 
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stress Euler's curve 
ßu 
A Strength limit 
Inelastic stability limit 
bpi B 
Elastic stability limit 
OlII is 
Short Intermediat Slenderness 
column 4. column J,, - 
Long column ratio 
Fig. 1-3 Diagram of critical stress versus slenderness ratio (L/r) 
Pcz 
0 
Fig. 1-4 Load-deflection diagram for columns: I for ideal elastic column with 
small deflections; II for ideal elastic column with large deflections; III for elastic 
column with imperfections; IV for inelastic column with imperfections. 
For intermediate columns, from A to B in Fig. 1-3, instability will be accompanied 
by yielding. Current methods typically used for solving this inelastic buckling are 
based on the tangent-modulus theory or the reduced-modulus theory [43]. For very 
short columns, collapse is due to material yielding. If we consider large-deflection 
effects and the column being imperfect, the behaviour is again different as illustrated 
in Fig. 1-4. More detail concerning large-deflection behaviour is given in Ref. [44]. 
Columns generally include imperfections, such as initial out-of-straightness, 
eccentricity of the axial thrust and residual stresses. All the imperfections can be 
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regarded as an equivalent initial out-of-straightness. An analysis developed by Perry 
indicated that for a long pin-ended column with an initial imperfection of 
7CX 
Yo = ao sin , the initial deflection of the column 
(yo) would be increased by an 
amplification factor of 1/(1-P/Pe) due to the axial load P, where PQ is Euler buckling 








where f}, is yield strength of the column, ae is Euler buckling stress, il is the 
imperfection ratio which is equal to aoc/r2 (where c and r are the distances from the 
neutral axis to the point of maximum compressive stress and the minimum radius of 
gyration of the section respectively). Eqn. (1-3) is known as the Perry equation, and 
is based on the assumption that failure of the column occurs by the material reaching 
a `first yield'. When a concentrated lateral load is applied at the centre of an axially 
loaded pin-ended column, the maximum deflection and bending moment are given 
by[24], 
Q13 3(tan U -u) (1-4) "'ax 
48EI 113 
M_ 
QI tan it (1-5) 
mý 4 it 
where, Q is the concentrated lateral load and it = 
kl 
=1PF. In both equations, 22 EI 
the first factor on the right-hand side gives the deflection and bending moment under 
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lateral load Q alone, and the second factor represents the influence of the axial load 
P. 
The more general situation of an elastically restrained column is shown in Fig. 1-5. If 
the two coefficients of end restraint are a and 0, the equations for the end moments 










Fig. 1-5 Column with 
elastic restraints 













where boo and gob are the angles of rotation calculated for 
pin-ends, and 
3 1_ 13 1_ 1 
W ýýýý - 2u 2u tan 2u 
ýýýýý -u sin 2u It 







Once the equations for columns at ambient temperature are determined, the high 
temperature forms can be obtained by replacing the modulus, the yield strength and 
the Euler critical load with the corresponding reduced temperature-dependent values. 
The effect of thermal elongation is ignored. 
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1.3.2 ANALYSIS OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF SUB-FRAME 
When we investigate the behaviour of a structure by hand, the structure is usually 
separated into sub-frames for the sake of simplification (Fig. 1-6). Each sub-frame 
may contain only one beam or column, which is then treated as an isolated individual 






KoL KOR K 
T Sk 4M 
- 'A 
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Fig. 1-6 Separation of the structure 
The restraints derive from the surrounding structure, and include both translation and 
rotation stiffnesses, and relate to the position of the member and the stiffness of the 
adjacent members. Li, et alE45] developed very detailed formulations to calculate 
these elastic restraints, which were based on a typical plane frame as shown in Fig. 











(a) Frame for restraint (b) Model for axial (c) Model for rotational 
stiffness calculation stiffness calculation stiffness calculation 
Fig. 1-7 Model for stiffness calculation 
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The axial stiffness at the end A or B, is given by: 
18(h. i. -h. i. 
J i 18(hiic,. +l -h,. +1ic, .)i K- 
{[12+ 
12 + ci+, W hi+l 2 Ici + Ici+l + 6lbl ,i %1i 2 lci + tci+l + 61bi '1i+1 
(1-8) 
where, 
lci = (X 1(X 3 1ci 2 






, a2=- 1+ 
1, 
4 1+ ici 4 1+ Ici+l 
Ici-1 + 3lbi-1 + 1.5 bb Ici+2 + 
31bi+1 + 1.51bu 
1111 
a3 +, a4 +, 2 1+ Ici 2 1+ T ci+l 
Ici_1 + 3lbi-1 + 1.5lbb Ic, +z + 3ibi+l + 1.5ibu 
i=EI/1, 
yr is the reduction factor considering the effect of the axial deformation of the 
member; values are tabulated in Ref. [45]. 
The total axial restraint of the member will be, 
1 
KT =11 (1-9) 
KA KB 
The rotational stiffness at the end A or B of an edge span is given by: 
-2 
Ka=4(i, +iZ+i3)-3hZiZ-hll (1-10) 1: 
1 
12 +h 211 
Otherwise, for an internal span, 
Ke = 4(T, +1*2 +"3) (1-11) 
where, 
Il =ß1i1 IZ = ß2I2, I3 = ß3I3, 
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ß -1 3+ 
1 P2 = 3+ 
1 
'41 +'11 'Ib Z41 +i2 /i2u 
_1 
[3+ 1 
R3 41 +13 1 Zar 
Details of the coefficients in Eqns. (1-8) to (1-11) can be found in Ref. [45]. 
When the elastic restraints of a member are known, a normal analysis can be carried 
out on the "individual member". This can include the effect of temperature. Failure 
of the structure can be defined by any of the members exceeding the prescribed limit 
state according to standard codesE39] or being unable to carry the applied load. 
1.4 DESIGN CODES 
Fire engineering designs are normally performed by an engineer according to 
prescriptive fire design guidance (46,47,48], rather than by carrying out complicated 
analyses. For columns, two design codes, BS5950: Part 8 and Eurocode 3: Part 1.2, 
have been considered in this thesis. Both are based on the results of standard fire- 
resistance tests, which are commonly conducted on single elements. 
1.4.1 BS5950 PART 8 FOR COLUMNS 
BS5950 Part 8: Code of Practice for fire resistant design[47], which was one of the 
first structural fire design codes in the world, was published in 1990, and treated fire 
as an accidental limit state. For a column exposed to fire, the Limiting Temperature 
Method can be used. The limiting temperature of a member is based on its load ratio, 
which is the ratio of the load carried during the fire to the member resistance at 
20°C, which is tabulated against limiting temperature in Table 1-1. 
18 
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Table 1-1 Limiting temperature for design of column 
Member in compression, 
Limiting temperature at load ratio of: (°C) 
for a slenderness X 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 
<_ 70 510 540 580 615 655 710 
> 70 but :5 180 460 510 545 590 635 635 
For columns in simple construction designed in accordance with the 
recommendations of BS 5950: Partl, the load ratio is either 
R= 
Ff 
+M js + 
Mfy 












AgPy MI. Me,, AgPC Mb PyZy 
greater, for columns in continuous construction (1-12b, c) 
where, 
Ag is the gross area; 
PC is the compressive strength; 
Py is the design strength of steel; 
ZY is the elastic modulus about the minor axis; 
Mb is the buckling resistance moment; 
Ff is the axial load at the fire limit state; 
M fx, Mß, are the maximum moments about the major and minor axes at the fire 
limit state respectively; 
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Mme, Mc, are the moment capacities of the section about the major and minor axes 
in the absence of axial load; 
in is the equivalent uniform moment factor. 
The limiting temperature determined as above is then compared with the design 
temperature, which is the temperature the steel column may be expected to reach at 
the end of the prescribed fire resistance period. Values for the design temperature are 
tabulated in BS5950. If the design temperature is less than the limiting temperature 
no fire protection is necessary. If not, then some fire protection must be applied. 
1.4.2 EUROCODE 3 PART 1.2 FOR COLUMN 
EC3 Part 1.2[46] treats the design of steel structures for fire as an accidental situation 
(the fire limit state). Three levels of calculation method are allowed: tabular 
methods, simple calculation models and advanced calculation models. The tabular 
methods are based on simple design tables. The simple calculation models are 
suitable for calculation by hand and are based on conservative assumptions. 
Advanced calculation methods are generally appropriate for computer analyses. The 








Er d is the design effect of actions for the fire situation, determined in accordance 
with ENV 1991-2-2, including the effects of thermal expansion and deformations; 
R f, d, t 
is the corresponding design resistance of the steel member in fire. 
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The critical temperature of a steel column subjected to fire can be conveniently 
obtained by using the simple calculation model (or tabular methods). For a column 
with a uniform temperature distribution, the critical temperature (AQ c, 
) is given by, 
0 = 39.191n 
1 
3.833 -1 + 482 
[0.9674µo 
(1-14) 
For members with a Classl, Class 2 or Class 3 cross-section, the degree of utilisation 
µo at time t=0 may be defined by: 
µo =Ef, d /R f. d. o (1-15) 
in which Rfdo is the value of Rfd, for time t =0. 
A design table (Table 1-2), which defines the critical temperature (6Q c, 
) according 
to the utilisation factor µo based on Eqn. (1-14), is also given in EC3 Part 1.2 as, 
Table 1-2 Critical temperature 6Q 
cr 
for values of the utilisation factor µo 
µ0 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.30 0.32 0.34 0.36 0.48 0.40 
OQ, 
cr 
(°C) 711 698 685 674 664 654 645 636 628 620 
µo 0.42 0.44 0.46 0.48 0.50 0.52 0.54 0.56 0.58 0.60 
OQ, 
cr 
(°C) 612 605 598 591 585 578 572 566 560 554 
µo 0.62 0.64 0.66 0.68 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.78 0.80 
OQ, 
c, 
(°C) 549 543 537 531 526 520 514 508 502 496 
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1.5 MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
1.5.1 STEEL PROPERTIES AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
Structural steel, generally mild steel or low-carbon steel, is the most widely used in 
steel construction. It has high strength, light weight and good ductility. However, 
when exposed to fire, its material properties are changed and thermal expansion is 
induced. The typical mechanical properties of this steel in tension at ambient 
temperature are well known. They can be found in many standard books on 
mechanics or materials and are based on data determined from tests on small 
specimens of the material. In engineering practice, the strain-stress relationship, as 
shown in Fig. 1-8, is normally idealised as an elastic-perfectly plastic material by 
using a bilinear curve, as shown in Fig. 1-9, or a tri-linear curve to account 
approximately for the strain hardening of the material. Most of steel's material 
properties are temperature-dependent. From 300°C steel begins to lose its strength 
and stiffness, and continues to lose strength at a fast rate until 750°C. Beyond this 
temperature, steel continues to lose its remaining strength at a slower rate until 
reaching its melting point (approximately 1500°C). Only 23% of the ambient- 
temperature strength remains at 700°C, and at 800°C this has reduced to 11% and at 
900°C to 6%. The elastic modulus of steel also decreases when the temperature rises. 
At elevated temperature the stiffness decreases and its bi-linear nature is lost. This 
leads to difficulty in recognising the yield point and elastic modulus clearly. 
Therefore, 0.5%, 1.5% and 2.0% strain limits are defined by design codes [46,47] for 
the fire limit state. Based on these straight-line relationships, some mathematical 
models for steel at elevated temperature have been suggested [49,50,51] However, the 
bilinear model has proved to be unsatisfactory for accurate analysis, even though it is 
quite adequate for most design purposes. More complex continuous models [10,52,4,46] 
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have therefore been developed, and two typical examples currently used in analysis, 
are the Ramberg-Osgood [4,101 and EC3 models[46] . Both are suitable 
for representing 








ET) a,. are strain and stress at temperature T respectively. 
AT, B,. and nT are temperature-dependent constants whose variation is detailed in 
Ref. [10]. 
EC3: Part 1.2 presents the stress-strain relationship of structural steel at elevated 
temperature as a set of linear-elliptical curves as shown in Fig. 1-10. The form of the 
curve is divided into four ranges as summarised in Table 1-3 
Table 1-3 
Strain range Stress 6 Tangent modulus 
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Where, 
fy e is the effective yield strength; 
fP e is the proportional limit; 
E,,,, is the slope of the linear elastic range; 
spe is the strain at the proportional limit; 
sy, a is the yield strain; 
Ere is the limiting strain for yield strength; 





Fig. 1-8 Stress-strain relationship at ambient temperature for a 
typical structural steel in tension 
6 
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Fig. 1-10 Stress-strain relationship for structural steel at elevated 
temperature according to EC3. 
The rate of thermal expansion of steel changes at high temperatures. EC3 part 1.2[461 
defines three ranges to model this, although more simplified virtually linear models 
are available [47'52]. The details of the EC3 model are as follows: 
Al/1=1.2x10-50Q +0.4x10-802 -2.416x10 ' 
Al/1=1.1x10-2 
01 /1= 2x10-SOQ -6.2x10-3 
-- for 20°C <_ OQ < 750°C 
-- for 750°C <_ 0Q <_ 860°C 
-- for 860°C < 6Q <_ 1200°C 
where, 
1 is the length at 20°C; 
Al is the temperature-induced expansion; 
6a is the steel temperature (°C). 
Creep strain is considered to be essentially non-recoverable, and normally depends 
on applied stress a, time t and temperature 0. Due to the short duration of typical 
building fire scenarios (usually being no more than a few hours), the effect of time t 
may be neglected. Previous research has indicated that creep of steel is unimportant 
below 550°C. A comprehensive creep model, based on the Dom 0 concept of 
temperature-compensated time, was generally used [52,53,541 However, in some 
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experimentally-based models, for example EC3's model which requires the heating 
rates to be limited to between 2°C and 50°C/min, its effect has been approximately 
included. 
There are two kinds of reinforcing steels used in reinforced concrete construction, 
(i. e. hot-rolled and cold-worked steel). The characteristics of hot-rolled 
reinforcement are similar to those of structural steel. However, cold-worked 
reinforcing steel is "cold formed", and this changes the microstructure of the steel so 
that it exhibits a higher strength and its properties are therefore slightly different 
from those of structural steel. At elevated temperature, EC4: Part 1.2[48 assumes the 
same thermal expansion characteristics for all structural and reinforcing steels but 
provides different reduction factors for the stress-strain relationships for cold-worked 
reinforcement. 
1.5.2 CONCRETE PROPERTIES AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
Concrete is generally understood to mean a mixture composed of cement, which 
principally combines lime (CaO) with silica (SiO2), alumina (A1203) and ferric 
oxide (Fe203), various aggregates and . water. This 
hardens at ambient temperatures 
and is designed to achieve a specified compressive strength after 28 days 1551. Light- 
weight concrete is often defined as having a dry density of 1600 to 2000 kg/m3 
whilst that of normal-weight concrete is approximately 2400 kg/m3. Because 
concrete is of a heterogeneous nature, including pores which contain a large 
proportion of water of various forms including chemically combined water, adsorbed 
water and capillary water, it is difficult to establish an accurate mechanical model at 
elevated temperature, especially using a uniaxial model to describe the behaviour 
under multi-axial stress. Different experimental techniques may give conflicting 
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results. At high temperatures, concrete releases most of the contained water, 
producing a physico-chemical change. In physical terms, when the temperature 
increases the coefficient of thermal expansion of concrete increases but its 
conductivity decreases. These properties are mainly influenced by the aggregates 
used and by evaporation of water. Differential dilatation between the cement paste 
and the aggregates easily lead to the destruction of the concrete. The physical loss of 
moisture and shrinkage (especially at lower temperatures) both give a decrease in the 
coefficient of expansion, but as temperature increases their effects diminish. 
The mechanical properties of concrete also degrade with increase in temperature, 
being influenced by the loss of both the combined and free moisture, and 
disintegration of concrete with chemical transformation, for example from Ca(OH)2 
(decomposition) or CaCO3 (de-carbonation) into CaO + H2O. At a certain 
temperature local degradation occurs in the form of cracking or crushing of the 
concrete. The rates of shrinkage and creep normally increase with an increase in 
temperature. The effect of high temperature on the properties introduced above have 
been well documented in Refs. [15], [16] and [54] to [57]; these references also 
present a number of models. 
In this study the uniaxial mathematical models for concrete suggested by EC4 part 
1.2[48 are used consistently. The thermal expansion model is given by: 
For normal-weight concrete: 
Al/1=-1.8x10-4+9x10-60c+2.3x10-"(0c)3 --for 20°C<0, -700°C 
Al/1=14x10-3 -- for 700°C < 0, _< 
1200°C 
For light-weight concrete: 
Ll/l =8.1x10-6(e, -20) 
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The mechanical model for concrete in compression is given by a set of stress-strain 
relationships with a shape as specified in Fig. 1-11 and Table 1-4, 
fce 
0 
Fig. 1-11 Stress-strain relationship of concrete at elevated temperature 
Table 1-4 
Strain range Stress 6c e Tangent modulus 
ý 3d fc e3 3d' 
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f, © is the compressive strength of concrete; 
sc, e 
is the strain corresponding to f; 
ce is the ultimate strain of concrete -- recommended values are given in EC4 part 
1.2[481. 
In engineering design the tensile stress of concrete is often ignored. This is both 
convenient and safe. It is recognised that tensile and flexural strength is more 
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sensitive than compressive strength to the effects of temperature, and the rate of 
reduction of tensile strength is greater than that of compressive strength when 
temperatures increase. EC4 part 1.2 suggests that, if tensile strength is taken into 
account, it should not exceed 10% of the corresponding compressive strength. No 
explicit expression is provided. However, an accurate analysis may require the effect 
of tension to be considered. At low levels of tension, concrete usually shows linear 
elastic behaviour until cracking occurs (reaching its ultimate tensile strength). When 
a region cracks, concrete cannot fully resist the subsequent tension and the effective 
tensile stress decreases. However, the amount and rate of these decreases seem still 
to be matters of controversy. Vecchio, et a1.1581 proposed an equation to model the 




in which f, f, ' and Ear are the tensile stress, strength and strain, respectively. 
However Rots, et al. E591 presented what they claimed to be a more simple and 
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1.6 THE OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH WORK 
The main objective of this research is to develop the capability of the structural 
software VULCAN to perform non-linear analysis of three-dimensional composite 
structures subjected to fire conditions, and to carry out the investigations on 
composite structures, especially on the behaviour of corner sub-frames for fire 
conditions. This includes developing a more generalised beam-column model 
suitable not only for pure steel but also for reinforced concrete members and 
different section shapes under fire conditions. This chapter and the next outlines the 
background to the research work and the software VULCAN. Chapter 3 investigates 
the corner sub-frame based on the observed behaviour of the Cardington BRE corner 
test compared with 2D plane, 3D skeletal and composite frame analysis using 
VULCAN, and calculations according to fire design codes. These design codes are 
based on simplified assumptions and are normally considered as over conservative. 
One aim of this comparison was therefore to study the degree of conservatism of the 
design methods for the special corner column sub-frame. In Chapter 4a generalised 
simplified approach is developed for corner sub-frames in fire. This is different from 
the complex finite element approach, being based on classical analysis and much 
simpler in its analytical solution. This sub-frame approach allows a quick 
approximate assessment of the behaviour to be performed. In Chapters 5 and 6, the 
development of the software VULCAN to improve the accuracy of the solution by 
using the member cross-section refinement is described. Chapter 6 also introduces a 
new type of steel beam cross-section into VULCAN. This is the Asymmetric 
Slimflor® Beam (ASB) which was developed for use with composite floors with 
deep steel decking. The principles and details of the modifications to the 
formulations together with software validations are included. In Chapter 7a 
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generalised beam element has been developed to perform non-linear analysis for not 
only pure steel but also reinforced concrete beams in fire. Detailed formulations are 
given, followed by validations for various section types and materials. Chapter 8 
presents the generalised conclusions for this research, with recommendations for 
further studies. Appendix A lists a post-processing programme, which can extract 
useful nodal displacement and force information from the VULCAN output file 
(S. 1). This programme is written in standard Fortran and C++ languages, 
respectively, and is very easy to operate. Appendix C defines the data format for the 
input file of the generalised concrete beam member. 
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2. INTRODUCTION OF THE FINITE ELEMENT SOFTWARE 
VULCAN 
In the course of several research projects at the University of Sheffield, the structural 
analysis software VULCAN has been well developed and is capable of modelling 
three-dimensional frames and sub-frames subjected to fire conditions. This chapter 
briefly introduces the development history of the software and its main principles. 
2.1 HISTORY OF SOFTWARE VULCAN 
In 1985, the fire research group at the University of Sheffield, which was led by Prof. 
Roger Plank and Prof. Ian Burgess, launched its work in numerical modelling, starting 
from simulating isolated steel members in furnace tests. In that time, OlawaleE601 firstly 
used the finite strip method to analyse uniformly heated columns in fire. In his studies, 
the degradation of structural properties of the material was taken into account by 
considering the stress-strain-temperature relationship as a series of Ramberg-Osgood 
equations. In 1990, Saab[61,621 developed the two-dimensional non-linear finite element 
software INSTAF, which was based on EI-Zanaty and Murray's work[63,64], and this 
was extended by including temperature to investigate plane steel frames in fire. The 
original software covered both geometric and material non-linearities for steel 
beam/column members. Their stress-strain relationship was assumed to be temperature 
dependent only. The effects of thermal strains and residual stresses were also 
considered, and the cross-section of a member was intentionally divided into six sub- 
segments so that the variation of stress and non-linear distribution of temperature 
could be approximately modelled, even though within each of the sub-segments both 
were represented as linear distributions. In 1994, Najjar[34'651 extended this software to 
three-dimensions to analyse three-dimensional skeletal frames in fire, and named it 
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3DFIRE. Several different material models had been adopted in Najjar's model, and 
the cross-section was supposed to be divided into twelve sub-segments. Shortly 
afterwards, the further work had been done by Bailey['°] to develop the numerical 
model to include semi-rigid connection characteristics, lateral-torsional buckling and a 
4-noded linear plate-element which could represent slab continuity. The unloading 
behaviour of steel-framed buildings in the cooling phase of a fire had also been 
addressed in Bailey's studies. This was the original version of the software VULCAN. 
In 1996, Shepherd[66] rewrote this software using structured standard Fortran language. 
Based on this version HuangE67'68] developed it to include a layered slab which 
addressed cracking behaviour. Since that time, Huang[74'751 has extended the 4-noded 
plate element to a 9-noded formulation in which both the geometric and material non- 
linearities for reinforced concrete slabs have been included. At present VULCAN has 
been developed to be able to perform non-linear analysis of three-dimensional 
composite structures in fire. The finite element approach currently includes both beam- 
column and flat-shell slab elements and is continually being developed by fire research 
group members. 
2.2 BASIC PRINCIPLES AND FORMULATIONS 
VULCAN is three-dimensional non-linear finite element analysis software. This 
software is intended to perform highly non-linear analysis for composite and steel- 
framed buildings under fire conditions. As shown in Fig. 2-1, the numerical model 
currently includes three different kinds of elements -- two-noded one-dimensional 
beam elements, four-noded/or nine-noded concrete slab elements and two-noded 
special elements (shear connector and spring elements). All these elements are related 
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to a reference plane but not necessarily simultaneously. Within this software certain 




Fig 2-1 Normal composite structure division 
  The common reference plane is assumed to coincide with the mid-surface of the 
concrete slab element when a slab element is represented, otherwise it should be at 
the centroid of the steel beam/column element. 
  The beam/column element is straight, prismatic and symmetric about both the x- 
axis and y-axis, and its plane cross-section remains plane under flexural 
deformation. There is no distortion in cross-section and no shear deformation. 
  The slab element is layered and there is no slip between adjacent layers. Concrete 
layers of the slab are in a state of plane stress, and concrete is considered to be 
orthotropic after cracking. Reinforcing steel bar is assumed to be modelled as an 
equivalent steel layer in which stiffness exists only along the reinforcement 
direction. 
  There is no relative movement between the beam and slab elements unless shear 
connector elements have been included, and it is assumed that in the shear 
connector elements only relative movements parallel to slab plane have been 
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considered (i. e. the longitudinal and transverse slips between beam and slab 
element have been allowed, but uplift and other relative movements are 
prevented). 
Based on these assumptions, the basic finite element stiffness equation for an element 
can be obtained through numerical manipulations 
[Kr ]{oq} = {iQ} or [Kt ]{oq) = {Q} - {QR } (2-1a) 
In global coordinates Eqn. (2-la) can be rewritten as 
[KT J{Or} = {AR} (2-1b) 
Where, 
[K, '] is the incremental tangent stiffness matrix in local coordinates. 
[KT 'j is tangent stiffness matrix in global coordinates and [KT'T ]= [TJT [K, ][T] 
in which [T] is a transformation matrix and has been defined by 
(Lq) = [T]{Lr} (2-2) 
we also have Eqn. (2-3) for the globally unbalanced nodal force vector 
{OR} _ [T] T (OQ) (2-3) 
The beam/column element is represented by a two-noded one-dimensional line 
element, and each of its nodes has eight degrees of freedom in local coordinates as 
shown in Fig. 2-2. In order to assemble the elements in the structure these local 
degrees of freedom need to be transformed into eleven global degrees of freedom by 
using the transformation matrix [T]"t which has been readily defined in Eqn. (2-2) and 
is detailed elsewhere[34]. It is evident that a beam node has the greatest number of 
degrees of freedom, and these numbers are regarded as common nodal degrees of 
freedom in spite of slab and special elements. Therefore the slab element has to extend 
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(a) Nodal degrees of freedom in local 






(b) Nodal degrees of freedom in global 
coordinates (eleven D. O. F) 
(c) Twisting and warping degrees of freedom 
Fig. 2-2 Nodal Degrees of freedom in local and global coordinates 
After assembling all the elements in global coordinates, the basic equation for the 
whole structure can finally be obtained as 
[KT]{Ar} _ (OR) or 
Where, 
[KT J{Or} = {R} - {R R} (2-4) 
{Or} is the assembled nodal displacement vector, 
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(AR) is the assembled unbalanced nodal force vector, 
(R) is the applied load vector in global coordinates, 
{R R} is the assembled resisting force (internal nodal forces) vector, and is 





I+ Ej [Rspring ] 
(2-5) 
i=1 i=1 i=1 i=1 
[Kr. ] is the assembled incremental tangent stiffness matrix, and can be expressed by 
NMnm NsInA Nshrnr NsDrtng 
L 





A brief view of these of three kinds of element can be given as follows. 
2.2.1 BEAM ELEMENT MODELLING 
The steel beam element is a two-noded line element with each node having eight 
degrees of freedom (as already shown in Fig. 2-2). Within this beam element, the 
displacements at any point on the reference axis between two end nodes can be 
expressed by 
{tio }= [NJ{q} (2-7) 
Where [N] is a cubic shape function matrix and {q} is the nodal displacement vector in 
local coordinates. 
If a cross-section of the beam element cuts across the reference axis at this point, the 
displacements of an arbitrary point A on this cross-section can be obtained in terms of 
the reference axis displacements, according to the geometric description, as 
{tr} = RAJ{uo }+ {k, } (2-8) 
where [A] is the geometric description matrix, {k,, } is a constant vector and 
Ott = 
(11, V, IV). 
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The general definition of axial strain at any arbitrary point in the beam element can be 
found from the large displacement equationsE69l as 
EZ =<S>{u} (2-9) 
where <S> is a suitable operator vector. Since Eqn. (2-9) represents the highly non- 
linear strain-displacement relationship, the vector <S> contains displacements and 
their derivative terms. Thus Eqn. (2-9) may be rewritten in terms of the infinitesimal 
and large displacement components by 
Ez =Eo+CL =<Bo >{q}+ý{u'}T{u'} (2-10) 
where {u' }T = 
(u', v', tiv) and < Bo > is the usual small displacement stain- 
displacement vector. 
From Eqn. (2-10) it is implicit that FL _ {u }T {u'} and thereby we have 
AL =2 {dtu}T {u )+ 2 
{W}T {du' }_ (ii')T {du'} =< BL > {dq} (2-11) 
Then there is 
dsZ = dco + AL = (Bo){dq} + (BL){dq} 
in which only (BL ) depends on the displacement. 
Denoting <B >=< Bo >+< BL > Eqn. (2-12a) becomes 
CIE, = 
(i ){dq} 
where (B) is the non-linear stain-displacement vector. 
(2-12a) 
(2-12b) 
Based on this stain-displacement relationship, the principle of virtual work can be 
applied, 
SW = t& aZdV -{Sq)T(Q)=o (2-13) 
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where 6, expresses the mechanical axial strain such that 
EM = £z - £zth - £zr 




The stress is related to strain by using the constitutive matrix [C]. However, since a 
two-noded one-dimensional line beam element is used here, the relationship can be 
simplified as 
ö=E, SEZ (2-15) 
Equilibrium requires 
aW 
=0 (2-16) al 
i 
Where the range i is equal to the number of local nodal displacements, and 
{y} =Jj {B }6ZdAdz - {Q} 
in which {yr} represents the sum of external and internal generalised forces. 









{B }Et {B }T )dAdz " 
{Aq} = {Q} -Jf, 
{B ýZdAdz (2-18) 
Substituting <B >=< Bo >+< BL > into Eqn. (2-18) and rearranging produces 
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ýK6 represents the geometric matrix and 
f (K,, Sf 
a(B` )' 
6ZdAdz aq; 
[K0 ] represents the small displacement stiffness matrix and 
[K01= $J{ {Bo }Et {Bo }T dAdz 
[KL ] represents the large displacement matrix and 
[KL 1=1 jý T {Bo }T }T )dAdz {ao }Et {BL}+ {BL }Et + {BL }E, {BL 
This is often written in symbolic form as 
[K! ]{Aq} _ {EQ} (2-1) 
in which [K1 ] is know as tangential stiffness matrix. 
The detailed formulations of the beam element have been given by Najjar[34]. One can 
also consult chapter 7 of this thesis for reference. 
2.2.2 SLAB ELEMENT MODELLING 
Reinforced concrete slab elements can be represented by over-lapped four-noded 
Mindlin plate elements and four-noded plane stress elements. Each of their nodes has 
five degrees of freedom (three translations and two rotations) in local coordinates. For 
the sake of compatibility with the beam element, which has eleven nodal degrees of 
freedom, six additional dummy degrees of freedom are introduced for the slab. These 
are for convenience in combining the different elements and contribute nothing to the 
stiffness matrix. The following brief introduction to the slab formulations concerns 
only five basic nodal degrees of freedom. 
As shown in Fig. 2-3, a typical slab shell element is considered as a plate bending 
element (with 3 degrees of freedom each node) superimposed on a plane stress 
membrane element (with 2 degrees of freedom each node). Since a node of the plate 
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bending element has only one transverse displacement and two rotations, the 





Nplate J( q 
plate 1 
(2-20) 
Where [Nplate] {gpIate} expresses the displacements at reference plane, and [Apiate] is 
geometric description matrix, and {u plate 
}' = (11, V, w) 
u Z Z (_` 
Z 
H) 
Slab element Plate element Plane stress element 
Fig. 2-3 Concrete shell element 






in which [S] is a suitable operator matrix and {s prate 
}T = 
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./ (q plate 1 
(2-22) 
in which [B plate 
] is the strain-displacement matrix, 
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Applying the principle of virtual workl16], 




LBPlate JT LCPIate 1k1 
IBPlate Ik 
late )dV -f 
{6q 
plate 
IT [NPIate ]T {k2 
JpdA =0 
(2-24) 
where [k, J is a constant factor matrix in which the actual non-uniformity of the 
I 
5I, and 
(k2 )T shearing stress has been considered[73], [k, ]= 
[101 ]0 
6[] 
It is requires yr; = 
aiy 
=0 (here i has the range of the number of local degrees of 
aqi 
freedom for the plate element): 
J, [B 
plate JT[Cplate][Bplate][k1]dV{gptate}-2Q/=0 (2-25) 
where {Q} is the vertical load intensity and is given by: {Q} =j [Npate JT {k2 } pdA . 
If Eqn. (2-25) is not satisfied, the Newton-Raphson iteration method may be applied 
producing 
L 
KpfateJ (Agplate )= 
(AQplate 
) (2-26) 
in which [K plate J=L 
Kbend 1+ [Kshear I 
[Kbend 
1=f 
[Bbend jr (JYZ [Cbend I dY)[Bbend I dA 
L 
Kshear I= fw[Bshear IT6L Cshear I dY)[Bshear I dA 
Within the plane stress membrane element, it is considered that there are two 
horizontal displacements at each node. The displacement will be 
(it! 
=[Nm]{qm) (2-27) 
where the subscript in identifies the membrane element. 
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The strain can therefore be obtained by 
(Em) =[SJ(tlm}-ýBm]{q 
m) 




Finally we have 
ýK,,, ](z q,,, )= {'Q,,, } (2-30) 
where [Km J=J [Bm IT (j"[Cm Jdy)[Bm JdA and [Cm 
J= [Cbend J 
By combining the plate element and the plane stress membrane element, the complete 
formulation for a reinforced concrete slab element can be written as 
CKslab Jt Agslab J- (LtQslab ) 
where, 








slab ro] EKm F slab Q slab Q LJL qm 
Qm 
(2-31) 
Further details about this slab formulation can be found in references [67,681. 
2.2.3 SPECIAL ELEMENT MODELLING 
Some special elements, such as spring element and shear connector element, have been 
developed in the software. The spring element is a special beam element with zero 
length and can represent a semi-rigid connector between beam and column. The shear 
connector element is used to model the shear stud connection between the steel beam 
and the concrete slab. 
The spring element is similar to the beam element but has zero length. The typical 
equation for this kind of element can be expressed by 
[K, p Rq} = {Q} 
(2-32a) 
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as illustrated in Fig. 2-4. 
(2-32b) 
Within the stiffness matrix [Kp ], all the parameters are assumed to be independent. At 
present the spring element is assumed to be rigid in the lateral direction and the 
corresponding stiffness coefficients are therefore set to very large values. The in-plane 
parameters (K u, 
Kti) of the stiffness matrix are normally obtained from experimental 
data. A formulation to calculate the rotation stiffness parameter Ký, at various 
temperatures was introduced by BaileyE'°]. He suggested using a Ramberg-Osgood 
expression to fit the moment-rotation-temperature curve, and gave a set of 
temperature-dependent factors for a particular extended end-plate connection. He also 
considered the unloading behaviour of the connections in his program. The Ramberg- 
Osgood expressions are 









where 0 is the relative rotation (rads/1000), M is the moment (kNm) and A, B, n are 
temperature-dependent factors. 
The shear connector element is also a two-noded element of zero length, each node 
having eight degrees of freedom in local coordinates. It is assumed that there is no 
relative vertical displacement or rotation between the beam and slab at common nodes. 
The tangent stiffness approach can be used to determine the relation between nodal 
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forces and nodal displacements for the connector, based on an empirical shear-slip 
relationship[70'71] given by 
F=a(1-e-b'`) (2-35) 
in which F is the shear force, 2 is the longitudinal slip and a, b are experimental 
constants which depend on the dimension and strength of the connector, surrounding 
concrete and temperature. 
The longitudinal translation stiffness (tangent stiffness) can be evaluated by 
differentiating Eqn. (2-35) with respect to horizontal slip (a, ) producing 
K" = 
dF 
= abe-b'`ý (i = it, iv) (2-36) dki 
where X. = it and k,, = iv 
Then, the basic equation for a shear connector element is given by 
[Ksn 
1{iq} = {AQ} (2-37) 
as illustrated in Fig. 2-5. It should be noted that because Eqn. (2-37) is based on the 
assumption that there is no vertical uplift, or relative rotation between the beam and 
slab, the corresponding stiffness matrix coefficients will have infinite magnitude. 
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2.3 SOLUTION PROCEDURE 
The finite element soffivare VULCAN has been developed for the large deflection 
analysis of three-dimensional composite structures in fire conditions. This software 
considers both geometric and material non-linearities. As outlined above the governing 
equation gave 
[KT J{or} = {AR} or [KT J{Ar} = {R} - (R R) (2-4) 
In order to perform the integration described above, the two-point formula and four- 
point formula of Gauss quadrature are employed for slab element and beam element 
respectively. Within the software the Newton-Raphson iteration procedure, which is 
probably the most rapidly convergent process for the solution of non-linear problems, 
is adopted for solving the nonlinear equilibrium equation Eqn. (2-4). During this 
process, the external loads and temperatures are assumed to remain constant within 
any single step. Loads or temperatures are only changed at the beginning of the 
subsequent step. This numerical procedure can be demonstrated by Fig. 2-6: 
(1) At room temperature To the stiffness matrix [KT] can be established based on 
displacements r (initially assumed. to be zero), and the set of unbalanced forces 
iR; evaluated. 
(2) Based on the stiffness matrix [KT] and unbalanced forces OR; the incremental 
displacements Ar; can be obtained by using the equilibrium equation of Eqn. (2- 
4), and the displacements are updated by adding incremental displacements Or; to 
previous displacements. 
(3) Steps (1) and (2) are repeated until the real solution point A has been approached 
with both the unbalanced forces and incremental displacements being sufficiently 
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small. 
(4) The temperature is increased to T1, and the structure is reanalysed by repeating 
steps (1) to (3) based on the initial point B until the solution converges on point C. 












Fig. 2-6 Schematic representation of Newton-Raphson solution process 
(Temperature Tl > To) 
2.4 SHORTCOMINGS OF VULCAN 
So far the basic formulations and principles of the original VULCAN have been 
introduced in this chapter. All the works introduced above have already been done by 
the group researchers[ 10,34,681. Further developments based on the author's research 
work will be presented in the following chapters. Since the beam element in the 
original version of VULCAN is limited to a bi-symmetric I-section divided into twelve 
segments, it is necessary to develop a more generalised version for asymmetric 
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members with arbitrary section divisions. These modifications also allow the more 
accurate solution and highly non-linear distributions of temperatures and stresses 
across the cross-section to be represented. These developments are described in 
Chapters 3 and 6. In chapter 7a new generalised beam element is described, capable 
of representing reinforced concrete members as well as steel sections of solid, open 
thin-walled, or hollow section. This enables the slimedek® floor system to be 
modelled. All these software developments are presented in detail the following 
chapters. 
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3. REFINEMENT OF BEAM-COLUMN ELEMENT CROSS- 
SECTION FOR SOFTWARE VULCAN 
As introduced in the preceding chapter, for reasons of computational efficiency the 
software VULCAN uses two noded one-dimensional beam elements for prismatic 
members. The cross-section of these members is automatically divided into several 
segments by VULCAN. However, no deep study has been conducted until now to 
establish how refined this division should be to fully represent the behaviour of such 
members, especially at higher temperatures, even though Najjar [34] presented a 
preliminary study on it. His study used 12,24,36,48,60 and 72 segments and only 
two simple examples of a simply supported beam and a single column, were given. No 
detailed formulation was given. In this chapter, a general approach for refining the 
cross-section of a member and the formulations for its properties are developed. The 
results obtained using different segmentations are compared with original 
segmentations. 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The finite element software VULCAN has been developed at the University of 
Sheffield over many years to perform non-linear analysis of three-dimensional frames 
and sub-frames in fire. The software uses two-noded one-dimensional elements for 
beam/column members, with element nodes located at the reference axis, and it is at 
only these node positions that strain and stress are needed to perform the finite element 
analysis. However, in order to represent the true behaviour of the whole section and 
the variations of strain and stress, several sampling points are considered. Najjar [34,65] 
first developed the three-dimensional formulation of the beam-column elements as bi- 
symmetric thin-walled I- or H-section, whose cross-section was divided into twelve 
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segments, as shown in Fig 3-1, so that displacements and stresses are defined at 
thirteen points. This allows a considerable variation of stress through the cross-section. 
1234 
6 
Original reference axis 
8 
9 10 11 12 13 
Fig. 3-1 Original Segmentation of a Beam-Column Element 
From the non-linear axial stain-displacement equation (2-9), the axial strain at any 
arbitrary point on the cross-section can be expressed in terms of the displacement of 
the reference axis, which was originally sited at the centroid of the cross-section. The 
sectional properties and stress resultants can also be specified according to the 
formulations which were given by Najjar [34] and are not repeated here. However, there 
are some detailed changes in the exact expressions for certain properties resulting from 
the current more generalised approach, and these are listed. These are expressed on the 
basis of the assumption that the reference axis is at the centroid of the cross-section, 
for the case of symmetric section considered here, this coincides with the mid-depth 
and is consistent with Najjar's development. No studies have been undertaken to 
determine the optimum number of segments to maximise accuracy while keeping 
runtimes to a reasonable level, but it is no doubt that using more segments will 
produce more accurate results. This chapter concerns a re-formulation of part of the 
program in order to obtain a more accurate representation, in particular, of warping 
effects in unrestrained beams or columns, and comparisons are made based on uniform 
and non-uniform temperature profiles. 
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3.2 MEMBER CROSS-SECTION REFINEMENT 
In order to refine the cross-section representation, the program has been upgraded so 
that the cross-section can be divided as finely as necessary. A new variable N has been 
included which defines half of the number of segments in either flange or the web of 
the cross-section. This means that the cross-section contains (6N+1) sampling points, 
as is shown in Fig 3-2. 




Fig. 3-2 The Refined Symmetric Cross-section 
Although the number of segments of the cross-section can be varied in this way, the 
basic formulation and section properties are unchanged. However the detailed 
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6N 6N 
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Fig 3-3 Co-ordinate system for segments. 
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and the co- '= 144 4'a_- 80 ' °" = 80 ' 12 '" 12 
ordinates are defined in Fig 3-3. Here b is the side length of a segment measured in the 
x-direction, and h is its side length in the y-direction. 
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where c) is the sectorial co-ordinate of the corresponding point. 
Stress resultants are 
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111x2 =112 {6, [4y, + 2y; +2- (y; - yr )2 (1 + 
212 )] 
z 





L ai(Xj +2x1)+c 
(X1 +2x)] 
k_1 6 
my2 =Zit{a, [4x; +2xß+! -(xj-x, )Z(1+212)] 
k=l 
2z 
+61[4xx+2x; +! -(xx-x; )2(1+IZ)J} 
I it 
niw =L {o, (co + 2av, ) +o (w; + 2wß )] 
r=l 6 
t 
ntz2=1-1t {6; [4(x; +y; )+2(xj+yj)+ -12J 
k=I 
6, [4(x, 2 +y j2) + 2(x? + y; ) +ý -121) (3-3) 
where 1 and t are the breadth and thickness of any plate segment in the section (which 
means that I is an x-measurement in flanges and a y-measurement in the web). There is 
an exact match between b and 1 (and h and t) in a flange, but the correspondence is 
reversed for segments of a web. All calculations are based on the transformed section, 
that is t, =t, in which t1 is the transformed thickness of the plate segment, E, is 
the average tangent modulus of the material within the segment, t is the original 
thickness of the plate segment, and E is the original Young's Modulus of material 
within the segment. 
Applying these steps within the program, a more exact result can be obtained when a 
large number for the sub-segment variable N is set. The results also show some 
improvement in convergence behaviour, since the refinement to the cross-section gives 
a smoother variation of stress resultants. 
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3.3 PROGRAM VULCAN MODIFICATIONS 
The following subroutines of the program VULCAN have been modified to take 
account of the re-formulation presented above: 
" SUBROUTINE MAINMG 
" SUBROUTINE STIFF 
9 SUBROUTINE STEP 
" SUBROUTINE STEPF 
9 SUBROUTINE GET TEMP 
" SUBROUTINE INPUTI 
" SUBROUTINE INPUT2 
9 SUBROUTINE GET INFO 
" SUBROUTINE GET RES 
" SUBROUTINE GET DPLY 
In order to validate the modified program, several analyses were carried out by using 
the same sectional representation of sub-segments as in the original program (N=2, i. e. 
twelve sub-segments), for both restrained and unrestrained members. All the results 
showed an identical comparison with the original program, indicating that the 
modifications had been correctly implemented. 
3.4 COMPARISON STUDIES (VALIDATION STUDIES) 
To generalise the study of the effect of section refinement three cases have been 
considered. The first two were based on a simply supported beam with different 
temperature profiles, and the last one was based on a more realistic sub-frame. 
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The first case was a simply supported beam of 1000mm span and 356x171x51UB 
symmetric section, loaded by a central point load of 1000KN. The material for this 
beam was S355 steel and it was uniformly heated up to failure. Five different levels of 
section refinements, that is 6,12,30,60 and 600 segments respectively, were used 
through this analysis. The results for mid-span deflections (horizontal and vertical) at 
increasing temperature for the different refinements are tabulated in Table 3-1. Fig 3-4 
shows the displacement profile along the length of the beam at the predicted failure 
temperature of 582°C. It can be seen from Table 3-Ithat at ambient temperature there 
is no difference between results, regardless of how the section is divided, but as the 
temperature rises deviations develop. For vertical displacements these show a 
difference of 37% between 6-segment and 600-segment at 570°C but less than 5% 
difference between 12-segment and 600-segment at the predicted failure temperature 
of 582°C. The differences in horizontal displacements between 6-segment with 600- 
segment and 12-segment with 600-segment were both less than 5% at a beam 
temperature of 570°C. 
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The above example was re-analysed using a different temperature profile. The layout 
and temperature distribution are shown in Fig 3-5, where the top and bottom flange 
temperatures are increased in steps of 20°C and 50°C respectively. The results of the 
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Fig. 3-6 Horizontal displacement at mid-span for a simply supported symmetric 
beam (356x171x51UB) 
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Fig. 3-7 Vertical displacement at mid-span for a simply supported symmetric 
beam (356a171x51UB) 
From these it can be seen that there is more than 32% difference in horizontal 
displacement and 54% difference in vertical displacement between 6-segment and 
600-segment when the beam temperature exceeds 280°C, but the 12-segment model 
gives results which are almost identical to those for more refined sections. 
In order to investigate further the influence of section refinement, a more complex 
case was analysed using the original program and its re-formulation. This was a simple 
sub-frame as shown in Fig 3-8 for which the column length was 8370mm, and the 
lengths of beams 1 and 2 were 6000mm and 9000mm respectively. The column used 
was a 305x305x137UC (S355 steel) symmetric section and beams 1 and 2 were 
356x171x51UB S355 section. An axial load of 2684KN (load ratio=0.55) was 
imposed at the top of column, and the lower column and both beams were uniformly 
heated at the same rate, with the upper column being kept cool. 
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Fig 3-8 Skeletal sub-frame used for validation 
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Fig 3-9 Horizontal Z displacements at 14/20 of lower column 
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Fig 3-10 Vertical Y displacements at 14/20 of lower column 
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Fig 3-12 Twisting displacements at 14/20 of lower column 
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Fig 3-13 Horizontal Z-displacement of Column at 582.89°C 
600 
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---"12 subsegments for a cross-section 
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Fig 3-14 Horizontal X-displacement of Column at 582.89°C 
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Fig 3-15 Vertical Y-displacement of Column at 582.89°C 
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Fig 3-16 Twisting of Column at 582.89°C 
Note: asterisk expresses reaching the predicted final temperature. 
The z, x, y and twisting deformations at 14/20 of lower column where the maximum 
horizontal x displacement occurred are shown in Figs 3-9,3-10,3-11 and 3-12 
respectively, for different numbers of sub-segments. Since the warping effects 
according to the computer predictions were very small and showed no variation with 
number of segments in this study, these effects are not plotted here. It can be seen that 
VULCAN stopped at 420°C when a 6-segment model was used. This was because of 
numerical instability of the program, the iterative processes not converging. Beam 
displacements were well represented by 12 segments. Figs. 3-13 to 3-16 show the 
displacement profile for the column at 582.89°C (the failure temperature when cross- 
section was divided into 12 sub-segments). The results show little difference for the z 
and x deformation, but there is some difference for the y deformation. However, the 
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general pattern of deformation is consistent and in any case the deformations are very 
small, suggesting that the original division of the section into twelve segments was 
quite reasonable. 
3.5 DISCUSSION 
The results from the three cases considered indicate that 6-segment division is too 
crude to represent the cross-section in VULCAN but 12-segment is appropriate, 
nevertheless more refinement provides marginal improvement. Although this study 
considered only three simple cases, the conclusion can be drawn that the original 
division of the section into twelve segments was quite reasonable for most analytical 
purposes. In the case of symmetric members, it is therefore suggested that the cross- 
section should be divided into at least twelve segments, since a more coarse division of 
the cross-section, for example into six segments, can cause either big errors or 
numerical instability. However, in some special case, such as beams using 
Asymmetric Slimflor® Beam (ASB) with highly non-linear temperature distribution, 
the situation will be more complicated, the cross-section may really need to be divided 
into more than 18 segments. This new asymmetric beam (ASB) forms part of slim- 
floor system and have a number of advantage for fire resistance, which will be 
introduced in chapter 6. 
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4. ANALYSES OF COLUMN SUB-FRAMES 
There has been some concern [8'76] that column distortion due to the expansion of 
beams exposed to fire may reduce the axial load capacity to such an extent that failure 
occurs in the column, even if it is protected from the fire. In this chapter and the next 
the structural analysis software VULCAN has been used to predict the behaviour of a 
range of column sub-frames in fire scenarios. The effect of thermal expansion of 
unprotected beams on the critical temperatures of edge columns has been studied for 
different levels of axial load. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In current structural fire engineering design practice it is usual to use some method of 
fire-protection for steel columns because they play a key role in carrying loads back to 
foundations. Failure of columns, as distinct from beams, may cause widespread rather 
than localised collapse of the structure. However, some concern has been expressed181, 
partly based on observation of the recent fire tests on a full-scale composite building at 
Cardington, that increased bending moments may be induced in the perimeter columns 
because of the pushing-out of unprotected beams due to thermal expansion. Internal 
columns, although often subject to higher loads, are generally unaffected by this 
because the effects of thermal expansion either side of the column are approximately 
balanced. No column failures were seen as a result of this push-out, but the 
phenomenon clearly merits investigation. 
The concerns expressed have questioned whether existing specifications for fire- 
protection of columns are sufficient to ensure their stability, since this column 
distortion will lead to additional secondary bending stresses and cause a reduction in 
load capacity. The benefits of continuity due to cool upper and lower columns are 
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already allowed for in EC3 Part 1.2[46 by the use of effective length factors of 0.5, 
thus removing one inherent safety factor which might otherwise have compensated for 
this reduction. In this chapter, a series of parametric studies, based on a column sub- 
frame of the Cardington BRE corner fire test, have been carried out to investigate the 
potential effects of thermal expansion of unprotected beams on the critical 
temperatures of edge columns. 














56x171x51UB, Grade 50) 
Beam 1 
56x171x51UB, Grade 50) 
Fig. 4-1 Corner sub-frame used for studies 
A simple sub-frame, shown in Fig. 4-1, was used to simulate the corner frame of the 
Cardington test building, representing the worst case of column push-out. In this 
model, two orthogonal beams, both of 356x171x51UB (S355) section, one 6000mm 
long, the other 9000mm, are pinned to the mid-point of a 305x305x137UC (S355) 
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column of 8370mm length. A constant axial load (P) is imposed at the top of the 
column, and it is assumed that the beams are unloaded. The beams and lower column 
are exposed to fire whilst the upper column is kept cool. 
















Fig. 4-2 Three-dimensional model for analysis 
As an initial study, the column is subjected to an axial load (P) of 2684kN. This gives 
a load ratio of 0.5 when an effective length factor of 0.7 is assumed. Since columns are 
normally fire protected, the lower column was assumed to remain below 550°C. In the 
analysis it was uniformly heated up to 540°C and then held constant. Both beams were 
uniformly heated until instability occurred. The column is divided into 40 finite 
elements with the beams each divided into 8 elements so that reasonably accurate 
results can be expected. The structure and its boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 4- 
2. The computer predictions indicate that failure occurs when the beams reach 646 °C. 
The maximum lateral deflection of the column is at 17/20 of the lower column (point 
B) which is 627.75mm below the beam connection (point C) and the maximum 
deflections of beams are near the mid-span (but not exactly at mid-span since out-of- 
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plane action of the joint is assumed to be rigid). The results are shown in Figs. 4-3 to 
4-8. Figs. 4-3 and 4-4 present the horizontal displacements of the column, and it is 
evident that the column does not buckle. Fig. 4-5 shows the total out-of-plane 
deflection for the beams. This is partly due to the horizontal deflection at the 
supporting, and partly due to the relative deformation of the beam between the two 
ends. Fig. 4-7 gives the bending moment at the central point (C) of the column. The 
relative lateral deflections of the beams can be obtained by subtracting the effect of the 
column push out, as follows. 
The relative deflection = The total deflection - 1/2 deflection at the mid point of 
column. 
The results are given in Fig. 4-6. 
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Fig. 4-3 Column horizontal deflections at beam temperature of 646.660°C 
(Lower column 540°C, P=2684kN) 
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Fig. 4-4 The horizontal deflections at 17/20 of lower column 
Beam temperature (°C) 
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Fig. 4-5 The total lateral horizontal deflections at the mid-point of the beams 
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Fig. 4-7 Induced bending moment at the central point C of the column 
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Fig. 4-8 Column minor axis bending moments at the beam temperature of 
646.660°C (Lower column 540°C, P=2684kN) 
From Figs. 4-5 and Fig. 4-6, it is clear that the deflections of both beams accelerate 
rapidly at temperatures in excess of 600°C, giving a strong indication of actual beam 
failure rather than numerical instability and column failure. In this case, even though 
some bending moments have been induced in the column as shown in Fig. 4-7, their 
effects are limited and do not change the conventional critical temperature for the 
column since the beams are the critical members. However, if the lower column 
temperature is allowed to rise to 550°C, the structure fails by column instability when 
the beam temperature reaches 671.367°C. The results for the case are shown in Figs. 
4-9 to 4-13. The maximum column deflection about the minor axis is found to be at 
15/20 of the lower column (point B), which is 3138.75mm above the bottom of the 
column, as shown in Fig. 4-9. This accelerates at temperatures above 500°C, 
indicating failure of the column. It is interesting to see from Fig. 4-13 that beam 2 is 
always in tension for the duration of the heating. This is because, at the connection 
point C, the deflection caused by P-A effect is bigger than that produced by thermal 
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expansion of the beam so that beam 2 holds the column back in the minor axis 
direction. However, failure of the column was still associated with the connection 
point C moving out in spite of this restraining effect from the beam. The column 
temperature at failure (550°C) is 30°C less than that calculated according to BS5950: 
Part 8147j, which gives a critical temperature of 580°C based on a load ratio of 0.5 (an 
effective length factor of 0.7 being assumed). This result suggests that the existing 
code rules although based on conservative assumptions, may be under un-conservative 
for the case of corner columns. If we assume that point C is free to move in position 
but effectively restrained against rotations, the effective length factor becomes 1.2, 
giving a load ratio of 0.66. Based on this load ratio, BS5950: part 8 gives a 
conservative critical temperature of 522°C for the column which is 28°C less than the 



















Fig. 4-9 Column out of plane displacement at different beam temperature 
(Lower column 550°C, P=2684kN) 
























Fig. 4-10 The horizontal deflections at 15/20 of lower column 
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Fig. 4-11 Column minor axis bending moments at the beam 
temperature of 671.367°C (Lower column 550°C, P=2684kN) 
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Fig. 4-13 Beams internal forces (Negative sign expresses compression) 
The above case has been re-analysed by considering the lower column unprotected, i. e. 
the column and both beams are uniformly heated at the same rate. The analysis 
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predicts instability of the structure at 560°C with the maximum horizontal deflection 
of the lower column about its minor axis at 14/20 of its length (point B), which is 
2929.5mm above the bottom of the column, as shown in Fig. 4-14. The horizontal 
deflections and moments in the column and the internal forces in the beams are 
summarised in Figs. 4-14 to 4-17. It is obvious from Fig. 4-14 that instability occurs in 
the column since the minor axis deflection of the column tends towards infinity, and it 
is interesting from Fig. 4-15 that the position of extreme minor column moment is very 
close to the one of extreme deflection. It can be seen from Figs. 4-16 and 4-17 that 
both the column moments and internal forces in beam 2 (x-direction) have reversed in 
sign, in contrast to those shown in Fig. 4-13. It is clear that the thermal expansions 
firstly push the column out and induce additional bending moments in the column 
(Point C), but as the failure temperature is approached the moments and expansion 
forces reverse sign to restrain column buckling. Because of the P-0 effect the point of 
maximum deflection has dropped down towards the central point B, almost coinciding 
with the position of maximum column moment as shown in Fig. 4-15. It is to be noted 
that if both beams and upper column are kept cool whilst only the lower column is 
uniformly heated, instability will occur when the column reaches 577°C (Fig. 4-18). 
This is less than the critical temperature (580°C) according to BS5950: Part 8 based on 
an effective length factor of 0.7, suggesting an effective length factor of 0.85 is more 
suitable for this no beam push-out case. This case implies that the beam push-out 
caused by thermal expansion does not affect the column critical temperature too much 
as we imagined, giving a difference of 17°C by comparison with the above beam 
heated case. It is also evident that the lower the stiffness of beams the smaller will be 
the thermal expansion forces, and hence the critical temperature of the column will be 
greater. In order to investigate further the behaviour of edge columns, three cases -- a 
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2D plane frame, a 3D skeletal frame, and a 3D composite frame including floor slabs - 
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Fig. 4-15 Column minor axis deflections and bending moments 
at 559.551°C (P=2684kN) 
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Fig. 4-16 Minor axis column bending moments at the floor level 













Fig. 4-17 Beams internal forces (Negative sign expresses compression) 
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Fig. 4-18 The horizontal deflection at 11/20 of lower column (Maximum 
horizontal deflection) for the case of only the lower column being 
uniformly heated (P=2684kN) 
4.2.2 CASE STUDY 2 -- 2D PLANE FRAME 
The 3D sub-frame described above has been further simplified to investigate the 
accuracy of using a 2D representation. A simple plane sub-frame with the column bent 
about its minor axis (Fig. 4-1) has been analysed with different levels of axial load 
ranging from 2000kN to 5000kN. Two models (model 1 and model 2 as shown in Fig. 
4-19) are used to represent the braced and unbraced structure respectively. For the 
unbraced model (model 2) an axial spring is included at the remote end of the beam to 
simulate the axial stiffness of a total of six columns, giving a horizontal restraint of 
22015 N/mm as demonstrated in Fig. 4-19a. The lower columns in both models are 
protected to different level of 400°C, 450°C, 500°C and 550°C respectively, whilst the 
beams are uniformly heated. This allows more systematic studies to be implemented. 
Again the column is divided into 40 elements with 4 elements used for each beam 
member. The VULCAN results are shown in Figs. 4-20 to 4-26. 
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(Braced frame: pin end) (Unbraced frame: spring end) 


















Fig. 4-19a A plane sub-frame model for calculation of horizontal stiffness 
m 
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Fig. 4-20 Maximum column x-deflection for x-y plane sub-frame model 1 
(Lower column 400°C, pin end) 
Beam temperature (°C) 













-+- P=2500kN, at 18/20 of lower column 
-$- P=3000kN, at 18/20 of lower column 
tr P=3500kN, at 17/20 of lower column 
-- P=4000kN, at 16/20 of lower column 
-- P=4500kN, at 14/20 of lower column 
Fig. 4-21 Maximum column x-deflection for x-y plane sub-frame model 2 
(Lower column 400°C, spring end) 
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-+- P=2000kN, at 18/20 of lower column 
-$- P=2500kN, at 18/20 of lower column 
-a- P=3000kN, at 18/20 of lower column 
-- P=3500kN, at 16/20 of lower column 
-- P=4000kN, at 14/20 of lower column 
Fig. 4-22 Maximum column x-deflection for x-y plane sub-frame model 1 
(Lower column 450°C, pin end) 
Beam temperature (°C) 

















-+- P=2000kN, at 18/20 of lower column 
-e- P=2500kN, at 18/20 of lower column 
-a- P=3000kN, at 18/20 of lower column 
-M- P=3500kN, at 16/20 of lower column 
-- P=4000kN, at 14/20 of lower column 
Fig. 4-23 Maximum column x-deflection for x-y plane sub-frame model 2 
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-. -P=2500kN, at 18/20 of lower 
column (Pin end) 
-*- P=2500kN, at 18/20 of lower 
column (Spring end) 
-b- P=3000kN, at 16/20 of lower 
column (Pin end) 
-*-P=3000kN, at 16/20 of lower 
column (Spring end) 
-- P=3500kN, at 14/20 of lower 
column (Pin end) 
P=3500kN, at 14/20 of lower 
column (Spring end) 
Fig. 4-24 Maximum column x-deflection for x-y plane sub-frame 
model 1 and model 2 (Lower column 500°C) 
Beam temperature (°C) 















-+- P=2000kN, at 17/20 of lower 
column (Pin end) 
-B- P=2000kN, at 17/20 of lower 
column (Spring end) 
-a- P=2500kN, at 15/20 of lower 
column (Pin end) 
-- P=2500kN, at 15/20 of lower 
column (Spring end) 
-x- P=3000kN, at 14/20 of lower 
column (Pin end) 
-P=3000kN, at 14/20 of lower 
column (Spring end) 
Fig. 4-25 Maximum column x-deflection for x-y plane sub-frame 
model 1 and model 2 (Lower column 550°C) 
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Fig. 4-26 The critical temperature under different level of axial load for 
x-y plane sub-frame model 1 and model 2 
From the analyses it can be seen that, because of beam buckling, some curves, 
especially with low axial load, reverse their directions. Nevertheless, the structure 
retains its stability until 1200°C (at which point the steel is considered to have lost all 
of its stiffness). It is of interest to see that there is negligible difference between the 
results for pin and spring ends for the same axial load and temperature. When the 
temperature approaches failure the internal force in the beam reverses direction to 
restrain column buckling. However the axial spring softens this restraining force. For 
this reason all the critical temperatures for cases including axial springs are slightly 
less than those obtained for pin end cases, with a maximum difference of 55°C at an 
axial load of 4000kN for the lower column of 450°C as shown in Fig. 4-26 with the 
sway (unbraced) frame performing a little worse than the braced frame. It is noted that 
in VULCAN the thermal elongation of steel is assumed to be constant between 750°C 
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and 860°C, and as the column temperature is constant there is no column instability 
likely in this range. 
4.2.3 CASE STUDY 3 -- 3D SKELETAL FRAME 
The above case has been extended to 3-dimension skeletal sub-frame as shown in Fig. 
4-27. The springs K1 and K2 represent the horizontal stiffness of six columns for the 
minor axis of the sub-frame column and three columns for the major axis, to simulate 
the sway (unbraced) structure. In this case, the lower column and both the beams are 
uniformly heated at the same rate until reaching a prescribed temperature level 
(400°C, 500°C and 550°C). The column temperature then remains constant while the 
beam temperatures continues to rise. The results are shown in Figs. 4-28 to 4-30. Figs. 
4-31 and 4-32 also show the results for the same 3D structure but re-run by using 
different heating scheme as described in 2D cases, indicating little difference in critical 
temperature compared with those based on a 2D sub-frame for an equivalent heating 
scheme, and by comparison with Figs 4-29 and 4-30 respectively there is less effect 














Fig. 4-27 Three-dimensional skeletal sub-frame 
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Fig. 4-28 Maximum column x-deflection for 3D sub-frame case 
(Lower column 400°C) 
Beam temperature (°C) 
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-ý- P=2000kN, at 18/20 of lower column 
-tr- P=2500kN, at 18/20 of lower column 
-- P=3000kN, at 16/20 of lower column 
-- P=3500kN, at 15/20 of lower column 
Fig. 4-29 Maximum column x-deflection for 3D sub-frame case 
(Lower column 500°C) 
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-1 P=2000kN, at 18/20 of lower column 
P=2500kN, at 16/20 of lower column 
--P=3000kN, at 14/20 of lower column 
Fig. 4-30 Maximum column x-deflection for 3D sub-frame case 
(Lower column 550°C) 
Beam temperature (°C) 















-A- P=2500kN, at 18/20 of lower column 
I -x- P=3000kN, at 16/20 of lower column 
I -*- P=3500kN, at 15/20 of lower column 
Fig. 4-31 Maximum column x-deflection for 3D sub-frame case at 
lower column 500°C (Heating scheme is same as 2D sub-frame case) 
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-- P=3000kN, at 14/20 of lower column 
Fig. 4-32 Maximum column x-deflection for 3D sub-frame case at 
Lower column 550°C (Heating scheme is same as 2D sub-frame case) 
4.2.4 CASE STUDY 4 -- 3D FRAME WITH FLOOR SLABS 
A more complicated composite frame case, 'which is based on the above 3D skeletal 
frame but extended to include a concrete slab of 70mm thickness (Fig. 4-33), has been 
analysed. In this case the concrete slab is divided into 16 elements and is assumed to 
be fully connected to the beams. The slab, beams and lower column are uniformly 
heated up to 400°C and 500°C respectively. The column temperature is then kept 
constant whilst the beams and slab continue to be heated until structural instability 
occurs. Four springs were used to model the column stiffnesses of a3 (row) x6 
(column) structure as illustrated in Fig. 4-33a. Because of the effect of the slab, the 
behaviour of the frame shows some differences compared with the skeletal frame, and 
all the critical temperatures are less than 1000°C due to either beam buckling or 
column buckling. The results of the analyses are shown in Figs 4-34 to 4-37. Some 
curves reverse their directions because of beam buckling or slab failure since it can be 
observed from Figs. 4-35 and 4-37 to give infinite tendencies of beam vertical 
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displacements, and their reversing actions are not too sharp as presented above for the 
skeletal case because of the inclusion of the slab. The horizontal deflection of the 
column is less than for the skeletal frame and the beam reaches a higher temperature 
before buckling. This is because the slab restrains the thermal expansion of the beam 















Fig. 4-33 Three-dimensional composite sub-frame including floor slabs 
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Fig. 4-33a Three-dimensional composite sub-frame model for calculation of 
horizontal stiffness 
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Fig. 4-34 Maximum column x-deflection at lower column 400°C 
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Fig. 4-35 Vertical deflections of beam and slab at lower column being 400°C 
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Fig. 4-36 Maximum column x-deflection at lower column being 500°C 
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Fig. 4-37 Vertical deflections of beam and slab at lower column being 500°C 
4.3 CONCLUSIONS 
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4.3 CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, a series of analyses have been carried out based on a corner sub-frame 
which involved 2D and 3D composite models. The results indicate that the most 
important factor reducing the survival temperature of columns is the P-A effect. The 
thermal expansion of unprotected beams induces extra bending moments in the 
column, as the failure temperature of the column is approached the effect reverses and 
becomes a restraining force. The slab also has a significant influence in reducing the 
effect of beam expansion. The pull-in effect, which is normally caused by bending of 
the beams, is of benefit to the survival of the column but is relatively small compared 
with the effect of thermal expansion which is the primary influence for the P-A effect. 
The analyses also point out that the existing fire design codes, such as BS5950: Part 8, 
can be unsafe. To calculate the critical temperature of the column based on these 
design codes, a modified effective length factor of 1.2 should be taken into account, 
and whether the structure is braced or not, the factors for a sway frame should be 
considered. These preliminary results indicate that the reduction in column capacity is 
not critical if a modified effective length is taken into account, particularly when a 
composite frame is used. Since the 2D frame does not present much difference in 
critical temperature from the 3D frame, it is suggested that designers use simplified 2D 
calculations to model the structural instability. These calculation methods will be 
introduced in chapter 5. 
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5. THE EFFECT OF PUSH-OUT OF PERIMETER BUILDING 
COLUMNS ON THEIR SURVIVAL IN FIRE 
In this chapter a generalised simplified approach suitable for hand calculation to 
enable a quick assessment of perimeter building columns is presented. 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Current fire design codes, such as BS5950: Part 8[471 and EC3: Part 1.2[46], typically 
consider the structure as a series of individual members ignoring the effect of adjacent 
members. Whilst this is generally a conservative assumption, it may not give a safe 
representation for the corner column as described in the preceding chapter. In chapter 
4, the particular case of a 305x3O5x137UC column with two 356x171x51UB beams 
connected was analysed, and an effective length factor of 1.2 suggested for the column 
when designed according to BS5950: Part 8[47]. However, if different sizes of columns 
or beams (including cross-section size and length) are used, the analyses have to be 
repeated to obtain a new effective length factor. It is clear that the longer and stiffner 
the beam is, the bigger thermal elongation of the beam and therefore the more induced 
bending moments we obtain, this could lead a less critical column temperature. A 
generalised simplified approach, as an alternative to complex finite element analysis 
(for example using software such as VULCAN), will enable a quick assessment of 
these problems by designers. This chapter describes such an approach. 
For a general member with large deflections, the differential equation for linear elastic 
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Considering a column subjected to an axial load P with a small deflection y, which 
implies that 
dy 2 
is small and is negligible by comparison with unity, the governing 
(dx) 
differential equation for stability of a long column can be simplified from Eqn. (5-1) 
for all boundary conditions as 
EI 
d4y+Pd2y 
=o (5-2) dx4 dx2 
where the deflection y of the column at any ýP 
point at distance x from the origin is the 
displacement of that point in the y direction, 
F 
measured from x axis to the deflection curve as 
illustrated as the right. yo 
The general solution of Eqn. (5-2) will be 
y=C, sinKX+C2 COSKC+C3C+C4 (5-3) 
Taking account of the influence of axial shortening [77 on the column, Eqn. (5-2) may 
be written 
EI d 4y+Pd2Y 
=o 
1- 
P dx4 dx2 
EA 
) (5-4) 
where EA is the axial rigidity. However, the effect of axial shortening is usually 
negligible in the case of a long column. 
A simple corner sub-frame as shown in Fig. 5-1 is used for this study. In this sub- 
frame the lower column and both beams are assumed to be uniformly heated, with the 
upper column being kept cool. In order to perform the analysis, the following 
assumptions are made, 
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" The material is linearly elastic and there is uniform temperature distribution across 
the section; 
" The column is long (large slenderness ratio) with A >_ it /1! '; 
6cr 
" Small deflection theory for simple bending is applicable and shear may be 
neglected; 
" No buckling (local or lateral) occurs; 
" The effect of axial shortening on the column is negligible; 
" The thermal expansion of the column is ignored, and the reduction factors for 
strength presented in EC3: Part 1.2 are adopted. 
P 
RI 
L (Upper colum 
L (Lower columi 
Fig. 5-1 Corner sub-frame used for calculation 
Based on Fig. 5-1, several 2D models have been developed for hand analyses. 
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5.2 HAND CALCULATION USING CLASSICAL METHOD BASED ON 
TWO DIMENSION MODEL 
5.2.1 CALCULATION MODEL 1- THE EFFECT OF THERMAL 
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Fig. 5-2 Two-dimensional model 1 for calculation 
(The effect of thermal expansion being represented as a horizontal force F) 
For the basic investigation, a simplified model of a plane sub-frame was used. This 
assumes that the effect of thermal expansion is represented as a horizontal force (F) 
acting at floor level (point C) and is shown in Fig. 5-2. If we assume that initial out of 
straightness of the column is yo = ao sin , where ao 
is the amplitude, the equations 21 
for the deflected shape of the column can be obtained from Eqn. (5-3) by applying the 
appropriate boundary conditions. However, this equation is not always easy to solve as 
it is based on a fourth-order differential equation (Eqn. (5-2)). Therefore the second- 
order equation is expected to be used since its general solution is the simplest. From 
static equilibrium as shown in Fig 5-2(c), the differential equations for 
the deflected shape of the column are 
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E, I 
d"Y 
Z' =MA-P(y, +Yo)-RAx 
(0<x51) 
EZ I 
Z° =M A- 
P(Yu + yo) - RAx + F(x -1) (1: 5 x <- 21) (5-5a) 
where y, and yu are the horizontal deflections for the lower and upper column 
respectively. Introducing the notation a. =P E, I 
7EX 4221 
+a; YI =a'MA 
a'RAx-a. 
apsiýl 
dx PP 21 
and a2 = 
EzI 




+a2 Y. = 




The general solutions of the equations are 
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Z' ao sin PP2 2l 
412 - a, 
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and we also have, 
2 7C 
a, -1 








_2 412 - 
a1 
(0_<x<_1) 
ao sin - 
(21) 
(1<_x: 5 21) 
(5-6) 
2 7C aZ 






_2 41z -a2 
(0<x51) 
(1<_x: 5 21) 
(5-7) 
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Letting YT =y+ yo, the total deflection at distance x will be 
z 
y, T = 
A, cosa, x+B, sina, x+MA -RA x+ 221 aosin 
(0<x<-1) 
PP 7c 2 21) 
- a. 412 ' 
z 
7c 
y. 7- =A2cosa2x+B2 sina2x+ 






where A, 3 
A2 , B, and B2 are arbitrary constants, which can 
be evaluated from the 
boundary conditions. Applying the boundary conditions y, = 0, y, =0 at x=0, from 












The boundary conditions at the mid-point C of column are YT = Y1r and 
Yu"= Yrr = erc 2 and at top-point 
B of column are yu = 0, y = 0. Thus the following 
equations can be obtained 
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-A cos a, 1 +A 
21 
ao sin a, l +Z ao 
P Pa, 71)2 





Zo =A2cosa2l+B2sina2l+ a ?L-a2 
21 2 
pA a, cos 
all + [Pai 
21 a' 
Z ,l - ao a, sill a 
2 
- a, 21 
=-A2a2 sin(121+ B2a2 cosa2l +F 







- A2a2 sin(2a21)+B2a2 cos(2a2l)- 
p 
+- - 
21 ao =0 
71 (21 
_(X2 


















RAS - [a'as 
- Q3a6 a2 cos(2a21) - 
alas - a4a6 a2 sin(2a21) + 1]F ; 
Q2a3 -a1Q4 Q2R3 -R1Q4 
MAS = [21a2 cos(2a21)-sin(2az1)]a'as 
-a3a6 
- a2a3 - ala4 
[21a2 si1(2a2l)+cos(2a21)]a2a5 -a4ab +1 F; 
a2a3 - a, a4 
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b_ a2a8 - a4a7 b2 _ 
alas - a3a7 
1- - a2a3 - ala4 a2a3 - ala4 
aZ - 
b3 = [a, 
a8 -a3a7 cos(2a21) - 
a2a8 - a4a7 sin(2a21) - 
21 ]aZP; 




(2a21)-sin(2a21)Ja'a$ - a3a7 
-[21a2 sin(2(l 21)+cos(2a21)ra2a$ 
- a4a7 







sin all sin(2aZ1) - 2a2l cos al sin(2a21) - cos al cos(2a21) + cos all ; 
a2 = 
fEl 




[sin a, l cos(2a21) + 2a21 sin a1! sin(2a21)] + cos a, I sin(2a21) - sin all ; 
a4 = 
EE! 
[2a2lsinK, lcos(2a21)-sina, lsin(2a21)]+cosa, lcos(2a2l)-cosa21; 
a5 =I (cosa, l+a, lsina, l-1); 
a2 
a6 =1 sinall -Icosa, l; 
a, 
IT /T zz 
Q7_Tratcosa, 
l_21a, sina11_ E, 
(L) a2 sina, 
l 
+ 21ý _ 
21ý 
ý2 2 ý2Tý2 i Ez 21 ' ý2 2 ý? rýz 2 ý2ýz 2 
21 - a2 21 - a' 
(21 - a2 21 - a' 21 - a2 
- Ira, a2 sin a, l a2 cos a, l it 
_ 
EZ /r a, Cosa, l 
ý$ 
ý? l ýz z /' z2 
(21ý 
E 21 7t 2z 
21 - a2 21 - a2 21 -1 
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P a2a3-a, a4 a2a3 -a, a4 a, 
(21a2 cos(2a21)-Sill (2(X21))a, 
a5 -a3a6 
-(21a2 sin(2(X 21)+cos(2a21))a2as 
-aaa6 
a2a3 -ala4 a2a3 -a, a4 
+l)cosa, x+1)}+C, ao (0< X: 5 1) 
Yur =F [sina2x-a2xcos(2a2l)+21a2 cos(2a21)-sin(2a21)]a1a5 
- a3a6 +[Cos a2x+ 
P a2a3 -a, a4 
a2xsin(2a21)-21a2 si1(2a21)-cos(2a21)]a2a5 
-a4a6 +C2ao (1< x:! - 
21) 
a2a3 - a, a4 
(5-10a) 
or more concisely: 
YIT --MAs Cosatx+ 
RAS 
SInaIX-RAS x+M4l +Clao (0<X: 5 1)) P Pa, PPlF 




+C2ao (1: 5 x<_21) 
(5-10b) 
The last term on the right-hand side of the equations represents the effect of the 
column imperfection, and its magnitude is 
O 





ZZ21 sina, x 
-x 2 












a2a3 - a1a4 a2a3 - a1a4 
lt 
ýýa2 
(1- cos aix)- 
2)2 l (21 
sin 
21 
-a, sin a, xJ 
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CZ = 
a'a$ -a3a7 [sina2x-a2xcos(2a2l)+21a2 cos(2a2l)-sin(2(X21)] 
a2a3 -a, a4 
+ 
o2a$ -a4a7 [COS a2x+a2xsin(2a21)-21a2 sin(2a21)-cos(2(X21)] 
a2a3 -aýa4 
71 71 ? Cx 2x2 
+( siýi-+a a) 
n22 (21)2 21 
Z 21 Z 
C21) -aZ 
The bending moment at an arbitrary point along the column can also be determined by 
M=-EIy" 
5.2.2 CALCULATION MODEL 2-A MORE COMPLICATED MODEL 
P MB 









MC KO KK 'lx 





(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 5-3 Two-dimensional model 2 for calculation 
(The effect of thermal expansion being represented as a thermal elongation 0) 
If we assume that the effect of the pushing-out of the unprotected beam is represented 
as a thermal elongation A and the semi-rigid connection between the column and beam 
as a spring of rotational stiffness K at floor level (point C), a 2D model, as shown in 
Fig. 5-3, can be established. Moment equilibrium gives 
-E, I 
ýZ 21 




=Py, ý +R,, x-MA -Rc(x-1)+Mc dx 
for lower column 
for upper column (5-11a) 
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Introducing the notation a; =P and a2= 
P, 
Eqn. (5-11a) becomes 
E1I E21 
_2Yr z ai MA ai Ra 
dx2 




-azRA x+azRc(x-1)-ctMC dXz 2Y" -PPPP 
The general solutions for deflection (y) are 




(1<_ x: 5 21 (5-l lb) 




We also have, 
y! = -Ala, sina, x+B, a, cosa, x- 
pA (0 <- x <_ 1) 
ý (15 x <_ 21 (5-13) Yu =-A2a2 sina2x+B2a2 cosa2x- 
p 
+_ 
At the bottom of the column (x = 0) the boundary conditions require y, =0 and 
y, = 0. Substituting into Eqns. (5-12) and (5-13) produces 
M 





The boundary conditions at mid-column (x =1) and top of the column (x = 21) are 
y, = y, = A, y; = y =0 and y = 0, yu =0 respectively, and noting that Mc = KO, 
a series of equations can be obtained as 
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ý_- 
pA cosa, 










l- PB (5-14b) 
MA 
a, sin al +P cos a, l - 
pA (5-14c) 
0 =-A2a2 sina2l +B2a2 cosa2l - 
pA 
+p (5-14d) 











MA - 2RA1 + Rol - KO - MB =O (5-14g) 
Rc = RA + RB (5-14i) 
Solving these equations gives 
A= 




a7a9 - asa1° A; RA = 
a6a'° - alas A; 
a6a9 - a5ag a6a9 - asa$ 





-a4asa, o -a6a9 +asa8)sin(2(7 21)P- a6a9 - asaa 
[a3 
(a, a9 --asa, o)oa2 cos(2a21)P+a6a, o -a. ag]; 
8= 
fta2 
+a, a6a10-a7a$ a, sill cc , l+a6a'0-a7ag(COS cc , 
l-1) ; 
a6a9 -a5a$ a6a9 -a5a8 
MB =MA-2RA1+Rcl-KO; 
RB = Rc -RA 
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where, 
sin a 11 1- 
a, 
1- cos (X, 1 
P 
aZ = 1-cosa11 
a3 = azl sin(2a21)+cos(2(X21)-cosa21; 
a4 = all cos(2a21) + sin all - sin(2a21) ; 
a, K Ka, sina, l 1 Kcosa, l 
a5 =P+ P2 - P2 a, -P- P2 5 
a 





a3 P2 1, 
a$ =a2 4 [sina2l-sin(2a21)]+cos(2a21)-cosa2l ; 
33 
a, a, sin al cos a1! 1 
a9= P+P-; 





a3 a3 P 
Finally, the deflected shape can be obtained by substituting these coefficients into 
equation (5-12) giving the expressions 
y, =- 
MA 
cos a, x+ 
RA 




(0< X: 5 1) P a, P PP 
y,, = A2 cosa2x+B2 sina2x+ 
pc (x-1)- p x+ p" - 
PO 
(1< 
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E21 1 (Upper column) 
Rc 7AKA 















Fig. 5-4 Two-dimensional model 3 for calculation 
(A more generalised case) 
The above analytical model (as illustrated in Fig. 5-3) has been extended into a more 
generalised case in which the axial stiffness of beam is taken into account. In this 
generalised model (Fig. 5-4), K, represents the horizontal stiffness of beam and K2 is 
the rotational stiffness of connection between the beam and column at floor level 
(point Q. Both K, and K. are assumed to remain constant. The thermal elongation 
due to beam expansion is A. By considering the effect of beam softening, which is 
simulated by the axial stiffness K,, the actual deflection of the column at the floor 




Hence, from Fig. 5-4(a), we have A2 =A - Al =A - 
R` 
. If we assume that K, K, 
the rotation of the column at point C is 0, the restraint to the column provided by the 
rotational spring KZ will be M. = K20. From the free-body diagram of the column 
(Fig. 5-4(c)) the basic governing differential equations are the same as those presented 
above, giving 
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-E1 I 2` = 
Py, + RAx - MA for the lower column (0: 5 x: 5 1) 
2 
- EZI 2u = 
Py + RAx - MA - Rc 
(x 
-1) + Me for the upper column (1: 5 x _< 21) 
(5-16a) 
Using the notation a, =P and a2 =P, Eqn. (5-16a) can be rewritten in the E, I E21 
form 
d 2Y, z- ai2 
2 MA aiRA 
2+ a , yI -p -p 
dZ Z" 
+a2y - 
a22 2 MA a2RA 
x+a2Rc (x-l)-a2Mc 
dx PPPP 
The general solutions for deflections (y) are 
y! =A, cosa, x+B, sina, x+ pMA -px 
(0<_x<_1) 
(1<_ x<_ 21) (5-16b) 













(1 <x<21) (5-18) 
At x=0 the boundary conditions are yl =0 and y; = 0, hence there are 
M' RA 
Al =-M' -P and B, = alp 
The boundary conditions at the mid-column (x =1) are y, = y = A2 and 
y; = y = 0, and at the top of column (x = 21) are yu =0 and y, 
,, =0, respectively. 
The following equations can then be obtained according to these conditions as 
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A -O-Rc =-M'`cosal+ 
RA 
sinaMA-RA 2 K, P'a, p 11+ PP 
A =0Rc =AZcosa2l+B2sina2l+MA _RAlK20 2 K, pPP 
0= 
MA 
a, sin al l+p cos all -p 




-1_2p 1_ i 
PP 
0= -A2a2 sin(2a21)+BZa2 cos(2a21)- 
p+ pý 
Solving these equations gives 
MA = 
a, c, c7 - K, a3 A 
a2a3 - a, a4 
RA = 
a2c'c7 -K'a4 A 
a2a3 - a, a4 
R- 
a1C1C3C7+ a2C1C2C7- K1a3C3 - 
K1a4C2 
A 
c Cl (a2C3 - ala4 
0-a, c, c7 -K, a3 a, sill a, l + 
a2c'c7 -K`a4 (cosa1i-1) A 
a2a3 -a, a4 a2a3 -a, a4 
P 
=1 
[sin a21-cosa, lsini(2a21)Xa2C, c7-K, a4)-a, sin a, 1sin(2a2lXa, c B2 
b2 a2P(aza3 -a, a4) 
[sin(2oc21)-sina21 a, c3c7 +a2c2c7 -K, a3 ' -K, a4 Z 
+ 
a2P(a2a3 -a, a4) 
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A= 
1 cos(2aZl)[(sina2! 
-cosa, lsin(2a21)Xa2c, c7 -K, a4) 2 a2Psin(2a21Xa2a3 -alaJ b2 

















sin a, 1 _ 
K, 
--'- 




a3 = C4C2 - C1C6 
a4 = Cl C5 - C3 C4 
c, =b, [sin(2a21)-sina2l]+b2[COS (2a21)+a21Sit' a2l] 
c2 =b, [cos a, Isin(2a21)-sina21]+b2[cosa1! cos(2a21)+2a2'Sill a21 
+Kp 2 sina2'(cos a , l-1) 
c3 =b, a, sill aIIsill (2a21)+b2 a, sill a, lcos(2a21)+a, a2 
p2 
sina1! sina21-a2Sina21 
c4 =b3K, [sin(2a21)-sinaZl]-b2K, [cos(2a2l)- cosa2l]-b2a2 sin(2a21XK, 1-P) 
c5 =b3a, K, sina, lsin2a21 
c6 =b3K, [Cos a, Isin(2a21)-sina21]+b2K, [COS a21-cos(2a21)]-b2K, a2lsin(2a21) 
C7 = b2K, a2Psini(2a21) 
b, = cosa2l cos(2a21)+sina2l sin(2a21) 
b2 = sin all cos(2a21)- cos all sin(2a2l) 
b3 =sinz(2a21Xsina21-sin(2a21))+cos(2a2! Xcosa2! -cos(2a21)] 
Therefore, the deflection of the column can be written 
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sina, x-RA x+MA (0<_x_<1) P a, P PP 
y =A2 cosa2x+B2 sina2x+R` (x -1)-R'' x+MA -K20 (15xS21) PPPP 
(5-20) 
The bending moment in the lower column will be 
M= -Ely = -El-l pA a; cos a, x -pa, sin a, x 
The extreme bending moment (maximum or minimum) in the lower column may 
occur at the position of 
dý 





5.2.3 CALCULATION MODEL 3- THE SIMPLEST MODEL OF A 









MA =K3BA `iR4 =F-K1YB 
P 







(b) Free body diagram 
Fig. 5-5 2D model for column subjected to thermal force F 
The above two-storey column models may be further simplified to include only the 
lower-storey column with appropriate boundary conditions (Fig. 5-5). In this model, 
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the column is partially restrained against rotation at each end and against horizontal 
translation at the top of the column by considering the effect of adjacent members as a 
series of appropriate stiffnesses K1, K2 and K3. Kl and K2 at the top of the lower 
column represent the restraint stiffnesses from the upper column. In this analysis these 
stiffnesses (K1, K2, K3) are assumed to be constant although in practice they are 
temperature-dependent. For the first case, we consider the thermal expansion force F 





Let a2 = 
E1 
and EI =ä, then the differential equation becomes 




It is evident from Fig. 5-5(a) that MA = K36A = K3 yA = (F - KI yB )l + PyB - MB and 
RA =F-K, yB . Hence Eqn. 
(5-22b) can be rewritten as 
d22 
+a 2Y--(F-KIYB)a2 x+K30Aa2 (5-22c) 
y 
dx PP 
The solution of homogeneous equation is 
Yh =Acosox+Bsinox 
where A and B are arbitrary constants to be evaluated from the boundary conditions, 
and the particular solution is 
yp =KIyP-FX+K3 A 
Therefore the general solution of Eqn. (5-22c) can be obtained by combining the two 
solutions 
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y=Acosu +Bsirnax+K'yP-Fx+A3 A (5-23) 
and also 
y'= -Aa sin ax + Ba cos ax + 
K' yP -F . (5-24) 
The boundary conditions are y=0, y'= 0A at x=0, from which 
A=-K3 A and B=ä(6A+F P1Yaý. 
and at the top of column (x = 1) y= YB and y'= yB = OB. Therefore a set of equations 
can be established based on these conditions as 
6B =p6, a sin al + OA +F 
p'YB 













yB -F1 (5-25b) papppp 
K30A=(F-K, yB)l+PyB -K20B (5-25c) 
Solving these equations we have 
yB = 
a3a5 + a, a6 F 
a, a4 -a2a5 
OA _ 
a2a6 + a3a4 
F 
- 
ala4 - a2a5 
where, 
a, =K3+KP 3 asinal+K2COSal; 
a2 =Kp2cosal+P-K, l-KI 2; 




PP aP P 
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sin aL K3 K3 sin al I 
a5 =a+p-P cosal; a6 =-P. 





1+ a2a6 +a3a4 P-K, a3a5 +a, a6 sill ax 
a, a4 -a2a5 a a, a4 -a2a5 a, a4 -a2a5 
+ a3a5 
+a, a6 K, -1 x+ 
a2a6 +a3a4 K3 
F 
(5-26a) 
a, a4 -alas a, a4 -a2a5 P 
or in a more concise form 
Y=-K3 6Acosax+ 
1 
OA _KýYa-F Jsinax+K'YB 
-Fx+K3 AA (5-27) 
PaPPP 
The bending moment in the column will be 
M =-EI 
P3 
AAa2 COSax-a AA - 
K, yB -F Jsinax] 
p)1 
If we know that the thermal elongation is A and rotational stiffnesses Kl and K2 at the 
top and bottom of the column respectively, the analytical model will be illustrated as 
shown in Fig. 5-6. 
P 
0 
















(a) 2D model for analysis (b) Free body diagram 
Fig. 5-6 Simplest 2D model for calculation 
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From the free body diagram the differential equation will be 
EI. 
2 
+Py=R,, x+MA (5-28a) 
















where A and B are arbitrary constants which can be evaluated from the boundary 





eA _RA p B= 
a 
From the boundary conditions that y=A and Y= AB at x=1, there are 
A= 
Kee" 









P a aP PP 
6B = 
Kp A as"tal + 6A -p Cos cd +P (5-31b) 
K26A =PO -KLOB -RA1 (5-31c) 
Solving the above Eqns (5-31a) to (5-31c) produces 
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RA -=RB = 
a, - a3P 
a2a3 - a, a4 
e_ a2 - a4P Q A- 
a2a3 - ala4 
6B =' 
2° 





al =' ZP +K, cosal+KZ; 
K, cos al K, 
a2 7-: P-P -1; 
KZ sin al K2 cos al 
a3=P+ p 
The deflected shape will be 
sin aL 1 a4= 
ap -P 







Pa aP PP 
(5-32) 
Therefore, the bending moment in the column at an arbitrary point can be obtained by 
M =-EI 
KZ paZ 
cosax-a OA - 
pA 
sin ax 
where the extreme bending moment may occur at x=1 arctg 
RA -OAP 
a K2OAa 
5.3 VALIDATION AND PARAMETRIC STUDIES 
Form the equations presented above it is obvious that the factors affecting deflection 
are: Young's modulus of the column (E) including lower column El and upper column 
E2 if a two-storey column is considered, its second moment of area (I), column length 
(L), axial load in the column (P) and the effect of thermal expansion including thermal 
force F or thermal elongation A. There is a linear relationship between the deflection 
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and the thermal expansion force (F) or thermal elongation (A). It is also clear that the 
only parameter which varies with temperature is Young's modulus, E (or El for the 
lower column). In order to validate the analyses, a corner sub-frame as shown in Fig. 
5-1 has been analysed with the two ends of the column being fully restrained against 
rotation and horizontal translation. For calculation a 2D sub-frame consisting of a 
305x305x137UC S355 column bending about its minor axis is considered. If the effect 
of thermal expansion of the beam is represented as a horizontal expansion force (F) of 
lOOkN and the column is subject to an axial load (P) of 3000kN (a load ratio of 0.59 if 
an effective length factor of 0.7 is assumed), and the reduction factor (461 for E1 at 
elevated temperature is taken into account, the results of the classical analysis from 
Eqn. (5-10) are as shown in Figs. 5-7 and 5-8. Also shown are results from the 
software VULCAN, 
"" -x "" 20°C (Eqn. (5-10)) 
- 20°C (VULCAN) 
-----200°C (Eqn. (5-10)) 
-e-200°C (VULCAN) 
20 18 16 14 12 10 8642 











Fig. 5-7 Column horizontal deflection (P = 3000kN, F =100kN) 
Column Length (mm) 
1 9000 
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-Q- Eqn. (5-10) 
VULCAN (Linearly elastic) 
- ý- VULCAN 
13 
-Ir 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
Temperature (°C) 
Fig. 5-8 Deflection-temperature plot for floor level point C. 
(Axial load P= 3000kN, thermal expansion force F=100kN) 
It is of interest to note that when VULCAN uses linear-elastic material properties it is 
in close agreement with the classical analysis. However when more realistic properties 
are used the two diverge significantly beyond 250°C because of the material yielding 
which is important for columns of medium or low slenderness [78]. 
The effects of thermal force, axial load and imperfection have been studied by using 
Eqn. (5-10) and the results are summarised in Figs. 5-9,5-10 and 5-11. It may be seen 
from Fig. 5-10 that keeping the lower column temperature below 500°C is beneficial 
since there is only a relatively small change in behaviour at lower temperatures. Fig. 5- 
9 indicates that the deflection is proportional to the thermal force when axial load is 
constant. Fig. 5-11 indicates that at a low load ratio the magnitude of imperfections 
has negligible effect. 
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CD Cl CD CD CD CD C) C) C) 0 
C) ööööö °0 °0 öö 
N CO U) CO N- CO 0) 0 
Thermal expansion force F (kN) 
Fig. 5-9 Deflection-Thermal Force plot at floor level point C. 
(Axial load P =1000kN) 





Axial Load (kN) 
Fig. 5-10 Deflection-Axial load plot (Thermal expansion force F =100kN) 
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P No imperfection 
-a-With imperfection 1/1000 
--6 - With imperfection 1/4000 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 
Temperature (°C) 
Fig. 5-11 Effect of imperfection on column with axial load 1000kN, 
thermal expansion force 100kN 
If this case is analysed by using the simplest model -- Eqn. (5-27) -- and assuming that 
the restraining axial and rotational stiffnesses afforded by the upper column are 
Kt = 
12E212 
= 3669.1N / mm and K2 = 
4E1 I2 
= 2.142x1010 Nmm respectively, the 13 
result is as shown in Fig. 5-12. It can be seen that there are some differences between 
the results of Eqn. (5-10) and Eqn. (5-27). This may be because the lateral and 
rotational restraints from the upper column are represented in a simplified manner in 
Eqn. (5-27) as Q =12EI. A and M= 
411 
A. The full expressions for restraint are in 





6 and M=19+1ZA, ignoring the second term in each 
case causes the discrepancy shown in Fig. 5-12. This represents a maximum error of 
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9.18% in horizontal displacement at ambient temperature. This error may be even 
more pronounced at high temperature. 
Column Length (mm) 
--x -- Eqn. (5-10) 
-o- Eqn. (5-27) (K2 = 2.142x1070 Nmm) 




19.39 417.76 4 15.42 
22 20 18 16 14 12 10 8642 
Horizontal deflection (mm) 
-o 0 
Fig. 5-12 Comparison between Eqn. (5-10) and Eqn. (5-27) for horizontal 
deflection at ambient temperature (P = 3000kN, F =100kN, K1=3669.1N/mm, 
K3=1020 Nmm) 
If we consider the column is subjected to an axial load (P) of 3000kN, with the 
thermal effect being a horizontal elongation (A) of 67.25mm at floor level (point C), 
the classical calculation results (from Eqns. (5-15) and (5-20)) compared with 
VULCAN results are as illustrated in Figs. 5-13 and 5-14. It is evident that the results 
obtained by using the different calculation mode (Eqns. (5-15) and (5-20)) are 
identical, and they are very close to those predicted by VULCAN. However, the effect 
of material yielding clearly starts to be important just beyond 400°C. It is to be noted 
that in Fig. 5-14 the curve corresponding to Eqn. (5-15) reverses in direction at 
temperature over 900°C. This is because the formulations include all possible 
deformation shapes. This reversal corresponds to a higher order mode of buckling as 
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external reaction force (Rc) and rotation (0) at floor level (point Q. It is clear that the 
reaction force changes sign to restrain the instability at temperatures beyond 700°C 
and approaching the critical temperature which is defined by direction reversal in Figs. 
5-14,5-16 and 5-17. This is consistent with the observations in chapter 4. Fig. 5-18 
shows a linear relationship between the horizontal deflection and thermal elongation. 
-+-20°C (VULCAN) 
--500°C (VULCAN) 
-ý- 20°C (Eqn. (5-15)) 
$-500°C (Eqn. (5-15)) 
+--20°C (Eqn. (5-20), K1=1x202 N/mm) 
---500°C (Eqn. (5-20), K1=1x202 N/mm) 









. 4o 0 
Fig. 5-13 Column horizontal deflection (Axial load P= 3000kN, 
thermal elongation 0= 67.25mm, rotation stiffness K= 0) 
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Temperature (°C) 













-- Eqn. (5-15) 
"o" VULCAN (Linearly elastic) 
- ý- VULCAN 
Horizontal deflection (mm) 
Fig. 5-14 Horizontal deflection-temperature plot at mid-point of the lower 
column. (Axial load P= 3000kN, thermal elongation A=67.25mm) 
--- First buckled shape (Eqn. (5-15)) 












Fig. 5-15 Deformation shapes of the column (Axial load P= 3000kN) 
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Temperature (°C) 














Rotation 0 (Rad. ) 
Fig. 5-17 Rotation of the mid-point of the column (point Q. 
(Axial load P= 3000kN, thermal elongation A= 67.25mm) 
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--x- 400 -' 
-A- 500 
--- 600 .' 
-+- 700 .'" 
-c- 800 
-900 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 
Thermal elongation (mm) 
Fig. 5-18 Horizontal deflection-thermal elongation plot at mid-point of 
the lower column. (Axial load P= 3000kN) 










1E5 1E10 1E15 1E20 
Rotational stiffness K2 (Nmm) 
Fig. 5-19 Horizontal deflection-rotational stiffness plot at mid-point of the 
lower column. (Axial load P= 3000kN, thermal elongation A= 67.25mm, 
axial stiffness K1=1020Nmm) 
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0126 10 100 10' 10`u 
Axial stiffness K, (12EI/I') 
Fig. 5-20 Horizontal deflection-axial stiffness plot at mid-point of the lower 
column. (Axial load P= 3000kN, thermal elongation A= 67.25mm, rotational 
stiffness K2 = 0, E=2.05x105N/mm', I =1.067x10gmm4,1= 4185mm) 
In order to investigate the effects of axial and rotational stiffness of the beam at floor 
level (point C), some parametric studies have been performed based on Eqn. (5-20) for 
the special sub-frame case. The analytical results are shown in Figs. 5-19 and 5-20. 
From Fig. 5-19 it is clear that the rotation stiffness has negligible effect when the 
column temperature is below 500°C, and it is recognised that when the beam reaches a 
high temperature it loses the stiffness and cannot provide significant rotational 
restraint. Fig. 5-20 indicates that there is only a small change in deflection once the 
axial stiffness exceeds 61 
jEI 
(i. e. the stiffness of six columns). Therefore, the effects 
of rotation stiffness from the beams may be less important. However, the axial 
stiffness cannot be ignored, especially for those exceeding 61 
2EI 
where the axial 
stiffness could be regarded as infinite in magnitude. 
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If the above case is analysed by using the simplest model and we assume the rotational 
stiffness provided by the upper column is K, = 
41 I=2.142x101 ° Nntm , the 
deflections can be calculated by using Eqn. (5-32). The results are compared with 
those obtained by Eqn. (5-15) and show some differences especially in high 
temperatures (Fig. 5-21). Fig. 5-21 also includes the case of full rotational restraint 
(K1=1020). It is clear that even though the column is fully restrained at the top, the 
deflection is still less than those calculated by Eqn. (5-15). This indicates that the 
bending moment produced by the upper column cannot be ignored. If we include this 
moment in, Eqn. (5-32) can be rewritten according to Fig. 5-22 as 
y=-K2OACOSax+(e''_. - )sinax+RAx+KZ6A Pa aP PP 
where, 
RA =RB = 
(a1 
-a3P)A+a3MU OA = 
(a2- a4P)A + a4MU 
a2a3 -a, a4 a2a3 -a, a4 
AB = 
K20A 
asinal +(8A _ )cos al + 
RA 
; a2 =P; PPP EI 
KKa sin al K cos al K 
a, _ 2P +K, cosal+K2; a2 ='PP -1; 
Kz sin al K2 cos al 
a 
sin a'L 1 
a4= P 
Therefore, the bend moment of the column is 
M= OAP-RA Slfla '-K20ACOSCLr 
a 
The extreme bending moment occurs at 
xm =1 arctg 
RA -6AP 
a KZOAa 










-K20A cos arctg 
RA -OAP (5-36) 
a K20Aa K29Aa 
Column Length (mm) 
--x- 20°C (Eqn. (5-15)) 
-e-20°C (Eqn. (5-32), Ki=4EI/1) 
----20°C (Eqn. (5-32), K1=10`0) 
--x- 700°C (Eqn. (5-15)) )e- 
a 700° (Eqn. (5-32), K, =4E1/1) 
















Fig. 5-21 Comparison between Eqn. (5-15) and Eqn. (5-32) for horizontal 
deflection (P = 3000kN, A= 67.25mm, K2=1020 Nmm, E=2.05x105N/mm2, I= 
1.067x108mm4, I= 4185mm) 
P 

















(b) Free body diagram 
Fig. 5-22 Modified simplest 2D model for calculation 
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Based on Eqn. (5-33) and assuming that the rotational stiffness is 
KI = 
4EI 
= 2.142x1010Nmm and the induced bending moment from the upper column 
is Mu = 
61 I0=5.1632x108 
Nmm , the deflected shape of the one-storey column can 
be obtained (Fig. 5-23) and is very close to those calculated from Eqn. (5-15) which is 
based on two-storey sub-frame, indicating that the simple one-storey model (Fig. 5-22 
and Eqn. (5-33)) is capable of modelling the corner sub-frame of a building. 
Column Length (mm) 
nnnA 
--x- 20°C (Eqn. (5-15)) 
-. -20°C (Eqn. (5-32)) 
----20°C (Eqn. (5-33)) "-ý-X 
-- 700°C (Eqn. (5-15)) - -"` 
-- 
-e- 700° (Eqn. (5-32)) 
-e-- 700 C (Eqn. 5-33 
-67.25: 
x-- `ýrý` 












Fig. 5-23 Comparison between Eqn. (5-15) and Eqn. (5-33) for horizontal 
deflection (P = 3000kN, A= 67.25mm, K2=1020 Nmm, E=2.05x105N/mm2, I= 
1.067x108mm4,1= 4185mm) 
5.4 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, a series of classical buckling calculations have been developed for a 
column based on the assumption that thermal expansion of a floor beam can be 
expressed as a horizontal force or elongation acting at floor level. The results indicate 
that the effects of thermal expansion of unprotected beams reduce the survival 
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temperature of the column. This is associated with the P -A effect and causes a 
significant reduction of the survival temperature for high axial loads but is less 
important for low axial loads. Both the effects of thermal expansion and axial load 
should be taken into account in designs and it is suggested that designers use 
simplified calculation in two dimensions to provide a quick approximate assessment of 
the structural instability. The general formulations for this purpose are given by 
P 
for horizontal deflection; 
MA 
cos ax + 
aP 
RA 





sin ax - MA cos ax for bending moment 
a 
where, a2 = I. 
Other parameters, such as M. and RA , are detailed 
in this chapter. 
The critical load or temperature may therefore be determined conservatively by using 




in which S is the section moduli of the cross-sectional area, M. is the extreme bending 
moment (maximum or minimum) in the column and ay is the yield stress. 
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6. MODELLING OF ASYMMETRIC CROSS-SECTION MEMBERS 
FOR FIRE CONDITIONS 
This chapter describes a general approach for modelling the three-dimensional 
behaviour of asymmetric steel beam-columns under fire conditions using two-noded 
one-dimensional beam elements. 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Recently a new type of steel beam, known as the Asymmetric Slimflor Beam (ASB), 
which was developed for use with composite floors with deep steel decking, has been 
introduced in the UK. The web of the ASB is thicker than that of the flanges, which 
significantly improves its fire resistance properties as part of a slim-floor system. In 
order to analyse this type of composite construction the software VULCAN, which has 
been shown to compare well with test data for symmetric beams and columns, has now 
been extended, and this chapter outlines the basic principles and formulations 
associated with this. The modified software is then validated by comparison with 
classical analytical results for idealised conditions at ambient temperature, and with 
the results of two tests at high temperature. 
6.2 BASIC PRINCIPLES AND FORMULATION FOR THE 
ASYMMETRICAL BEAM-COLUMN CROSS-SECTION 
For modelling the behaviour of asymmetric steel members (ASB) in a frame exposed 
to fire, a set of highly non-linear formulations has been adopted, so that accurate large- 
deflection solutions can be reached. These formulations are based on the work of 
Najj ar [34,651 and Baileyl101 who extended EI-Zanaty and Murray's[63°641 2-dimensional 
formulations to include three-dimensional behaviour and slab elements. These earlier 
details can be found elsewhere [10,34,651 and are not repeated here except where basic 
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concepts and appropriate developments are concerned. In order to formulate the 
governing equations for an asymmetric member, the following assumptions are made: 
" The member is straight, prismatic and symmetric about the y-axis. (though not 
necessarily about the x-axis) 
" Plane cross-sections of the plate elements of the thin-walled open member remain 








Fig. 6-1 Definition of the displacement of an arbitrary point 
on the asymmetric cross-section 
--pZ 
Based on the above assumptions the displacements it, v, iv of an arbitrary point A on 
the asymmetric beam cross-section (Fig. 6-1) can be derived from geometry and 
expressed in terms of the displacement of the reference axis by the following 
expressions, 
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it =110-(ysinO +xsines) (6-1a) 
V=va-y+(ycosO coseZ+xcosOxsill 9Z) (6-1b) 
IV =wo-x+(xCos ox Cos BZ - ycoseysin OZ) (6-lc) 
in which x and y are the co-ordinates of point A. The reference axis for 
displacements is the axis of the undeformed elements. 
From the above assumptions the slope of the member in the x and y-directions 
respectively is given by: 
w, =Sin O (6-2a) 
V, = sin 0, (6-2b) 
Although the slopes could be represented by tangents, the sine assumption gives a 
better representation for large-displacement problems. 
The twist angle BZ is small, so that 
sin B2 = Bz (6-3a) 
and 
cos oz =1 (6-3b) 
Then Eqns. (1) can be rewritten as: 
U= aro - (yvo + xivo ) (6-4a) 
v=vQ-y+(ycosO +xOZcosox) (6-4b) 
IV =wo-x+(xCos ox -yO2Cos By) (6-4c) 
Eqn. (6-4a) is based on the assumption that plane sections remain plane after 
deformation so that it only represents the axial deformation. However for thin-walled 
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beams it is necessary to take account of the effect of warping [791. Adding the warping 
term, Eqn. (6-4a) becomes: 
It = Ito - Yvo - , XWo 
+ COB. (6-5) 





Y1 (-) M 
A T--2 al coordinate of A: (co) x 
aded Triangle Area 
y 
Fig. 6-2 Definition of sectorial co-ordinate of the arbitrary point A 
For thin-walled beams, the axial strain EZ at any arbitrary point A can be obtained from 
the large strain-displacement relationship 169,801 in terms of the derivatives of 
displacements of the reference axis from: 
FZ - týI + 
[l t, 
I )1 + (v')2 + (, V')2] (6-6) 
Substituting Eqns. (6-4b), (6-4c) and (6-5) into (6-6), and letting cos By, = 1-(vo)2 , 
cos 0= 1- (w )Z , 
vo = cos By 
dý' 
, and wo = cos 
0s 
dz produces 




+voxO 1-(I vo)2 +1 yz 
(yo)2(y)z 






-Woy0 1-(V; )2 
1-(wo)2 
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21 -(wo) 2 
For the shear stain, the non-linear shear strain-displacement relationships[69°801 are 
given by 
all aw acv acv av av aas ass )/Jcz _-+-+(- -+- -+- -) (6-8a) ax az ax az ax az ax az 
and, 
att av acv ativ av av apt au Y'Z - ay az ( äy az ay az ay a) (6-8b) 
Ignoring higher-order terms, the above shear strains can simply be expressed as: 
Yxz = výBZ (6-9a) 
and 
yyý _ -1vý0. (6-9b) 
Applying the principle of virtual work over the length of the asymmetric member, 
6W=i(a, age. - +z 9, y,, + dyyZkly-<Q>{c&J}=0 (6-10) 
in which Bee is the incremental variation in axial strain, and dye öy, z are 
the 
incremental variations in shear strain, {&1} is the column vector of incremental 
deformations. 
Because strains can be expressed in terms of a discrete set of nodal displacement co- 
ordinates q; through shape functions, Eqn. (6-10) may be written for the stationary 
state as [8,91 
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aW 
_0 (6-l la) yr; _ 0qß 
where i has the range N (the number of local degrees of freedom per node), 
a 





7E )dAdz - Qi (6-11 b) 
AIJ aqi aR'i aqi 
If Eqn. (6-11b) is not satisfied exactly, it may be solved using a numerical method 
(such as the Newton-Raphson method) [691, and therefore the following equation can be 
obtained: 
a v; Aqj 
aq; 
(6-12) 
where the repeated-index summation convention is used and j also has a range of N. 
Substituting Eqn. (6-1 lb) into Eqn. (6-12) for repeated indices j and i produces 
aT 1 f(0'7' 06Z +aT" aYXZ + 
azn ýýAdz ýý l IA aqj aqi aqj aqi aq1 aqi 





Yn )dAdz (6-13) 
A 
aqi aqf aqi. 
Finally, we have the basic finite element formulationl10,631 as follows: 
(KT J{dq} = {AQ} 
where [KT J is the element tangent stiffness matrix, given by 
_ ýauz a6Z -taray, 
azn aYn (KT Jj ýý - -t [ Adz 
IA aq; aq1 aq j aq; 
aq, aqi 
(4Q) is the load vector of unbalanced forces, given by 
(6-14) 
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rr ae, aye am AQi = Qi -JJ (6Z a-l + rx ail + in aft )C Adz 
IA 
and {dq} is the vector of incremental displacements. 
The external virtual work done by the applied loads balances the virtual work of the 
internal stresses. In the fire condition, this means that the internal work should 
exclude other influences, such as thermal effects caused by the heating scheme and 
residual stresses from manufacturing processes. So the internal stresses (o) should 
include only those stresses due to external load. The analysis requires the relationship 
between stress and strain to be specified as a function of temperature. Various 
representations, such as those specified in EC3 Part 1.2[46] (Fig. 6-3) and BS5950 Part 
8[47], can be used. Alternatively, a mathematical relationship, such as a modified 
Ramberg-Osgood equation [4,83], can be fitted to the basic high-temperature data for the 
material. 
It is evident that at each sampling point the strains use axial mechanical strains which 
can be obtained by 
Szm ezt - 8zr - 8zth (6-15) 
In this chapter, since two-noded one-dimensional elements are used to model 
asymmetric members, it is assumed that the shear strains caused by thermal expansion 
are equal to zero. The effect of thermal axial strains is modelled using the relationship 
defined in Eurocode 3 Part 1.2[46] as shown in Fig. 6-4, although a constant coefficient 
of thermal expansion may also be used, giving[84] 
EZth _ 
TZa(t)dt 
or sZ, h = a(OT) (6-16) 
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Fig. 6-3 Stress-strain relationships of structural steel at elevated temperatures; 
strain-hardening not included. 










0 200 400 600 800 1000 
Steel Temperature (°C) 
Fig. 6-4 Thermal strain of steel as a function of temperature. 
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6.3 MEMBER REFINEMENT AND NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
In this study, two-noded one-dimensional elements are used for computational 
efficiency. The cross-section can be divided into segments as finely as necessary. This 
allows a more accurate representation of the structural behaviour of the section and 
enables non-linear temperature distributions to be modelled. The cross-section 
contains (6N+1) sampling points. The section properties and stress resultants are 
specified according to the formulations which have been given here for an asymmetric 
member. 
6.3.1 SECTION PROPERTIES AND STRESS RESULTANTS 
From Fig. 6-5 the section properties and stress resultants can be obtained. 
N±1 2N±1 Top Flange Area: AI 







"-"-"--- H(A, - A, ) 
--------- -- 2(A, + A, + A, ) 
1.6N+1 H/2.. 
Bottom Flange Area: A3 
Fig. 6-5 Division of asymmetric beam-column cross-section. 
Section properties: 
3 2N 
A= JA dA = Ark (6-17a) 
r=1k=1 
3 2N 




JA(Yo +dv)dA= JA, 
+A2+A, 
(Yo +4y)dA= (ArkdY) (6-17c) 
r=1k=1 
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3 2N 
'x2 =f (xo + ßx)2 dA = Ja +A 




(yo + Ay)2 dA = 






(Xo AX)3dA=Z Z (3lyyrkdx+Arkdx3) (6-170 
Z r=1 k=1 
3 2N 
Iy3 =f( +Ay)3dA= JýI+Aj+A3 











Iy4 =f (Yo +Dy)4dA= 




Y)dA =Z2: 1(ArkäxAY) 





(xo + AX)2 (yo + Ay)dA =f +AZ+A3 





12 = J., ýxo +Ax)(y0 +Dy)2dA= J9, +Az+Aýlxo +ý>(Yo +Ay)2dA 
3 2N 





(x0+, a )Z( +Ay)2dA r Yo 
1J 
3 2N 
-ZE(IXXrkdx2 +IYYrkAY +ArkdX20y2 -f-IXxyyrk) (6-17m) 
r=1 k=1 
where the co-ordinate system is defined in Fig. 6-6. Also, defining 1 and t as the 
breadth and thickness of any plate segment in the section (which means that 1 is an x- 
measurement in the flanges and a y-measurement in the web), the sectorial properties 
are 
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3 2N It 
Iý, =f wdA=ýý-icy; +e .) (6-17n) A. +A2+A3 * J, * 
r=1 k=1 
2 
3 2N It 
Iý, 
s = 
Jl+AZ+A3 wxdA = [w; k 
(x + 2x, 
ß) 
+ wj (x, + 2xß )J (6-17o) 9 
r=1 k=1 
6 
'cx2 =j cox2dA=E3 
2N Z It{tau; [4x; +2xß +tZ -(xirk -x )2 (1+ 
tZ2 
9, +AZ+A3 rk rk 
r=1 k=1 12 22 
22t+ 
wirk [4x 2 +2x. 2+- (xj - Xi )2 (1 + 
212 )J} (64 7p) 
2 
3 2N 





)+ co;, * 
(Yrk + 2yhk )I (6-17q) +A2+A3 
r=1 k=1 6 
(' 
3 2N It t2 2 




ih +2 -(Yj, -Ytk)2i1+212)J 
r=1 k-1 1 
+wj [4Yýk +2y? +- -(y . -Y., * 
)2i1+ tZ )J} (6-17r) 
21 


















Fig. 6-6 Co-ordinate system for segments 
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3 2N jt 
»ts = fý +A2 +Aý 6ZyýA =r (y; rk 
+ 2y,, k 
> +ßß, k 
(yirk + 2yirk ýJ (6-18b) 6 A=1 k=1 
3 2N 
111 J Cy 
2dA1 E 
It 
cY 42 +2 
2 +t2 )2(1+ 
t2 
)J 
z2 91 +Az+A3 :Y 12{ , 
[Yýk Yie 
2 
(Y; -Yr 212 r=1 k=1 
22* 
+2Y +2 -(Y;, * -Y,, ß)2(1+ 
t 
212 
)]} (6-18c) +6;. k 
[4Y 
rý+AZ+Aý 
3 2N It 
7 777 y=Jo xdA =6 [a 


















+6j* [4x 2 +2xß + -(x J, * -x. 








+2o)J,, )+c (WJ +2co ) (6-180 
=1 k=1 
6 






j2 _ + 6j [4(xß k+y; A) 




fx =J ti=dA = j]l]-(-r"i +ti. ) (6-18h) Il+AZ+A3 ý. 
r=1 k=12 
3 2N It 





where all calculations are based on the transformed section so that, taking into account 
material non-linearity and thermal effects, the thickness of each of segment is 
transformed by ti =t 
E` 
, 
in which t, is the transformed thickness of the plate 
segment, E, is the average tangent modulus of the material within the segment at the 
appropriate temperature, t is the original thickness of the plate segment, and E is the 
original Young's Modulus of the material within the segment at ambient temperature. 
By reducing the thickness of each plate segment but not its length, the original mid- 
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surface contour is maintained; this is very important. Certain sectional moments of 
area related to the segment centroids are included in these equations as follows: 
_ _t3'3 ' )y' = 
JA0 yoxodA 144 
(6-19a) 




I4 yy = 








Iyy = jA xödA=X12 (6-19e) 
0 
Where, b is the side length of a segment measured in the x-direction, and h is its side 
length in the y-direction. 
6.3.2 MEMBER REFINEMENT AND NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
The finite element software VULCAN has been extended using the above formulation 
to include asymmetric members. For the sake of efficiency of the program, the length 
of each beam element is divided into three sub-elements, one at each end and a central 
sub-element, representing 10% and 80% respectively of the element length. The 
cross-section of each sub-element is divided into 6N sub-segments, as shown in Fig. 6- 
5, each of the flanges and the web containing 2N. Increasing the number of sub- 
segments increases the accuracy of the results, and also has the advantage of allowing 
a better representation of the temperature distribution within the cross-section. It was 
shown in chapter 3 that, for symmetric section beams, using N=2 (dividing the cross- 
section into 12 sub-segments) gives sufficiently accurate results. Using the above 
principles and formulations the displacements, strains and stresses at each "Gauss 
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point" along the sub-elements can be interpolated at each of the (6N+1) sampling 
points within the cross-section using the cubic shape functions. Four Gauss points 
have been used along the length of each sub-element. For the whole beam element a 
static condensation scheme is applied to eliminate the internal degrees of freedom. The 
whole structure can be represented by assembling all the member stiffnesses in the 
usual manner, and imposing external boundary conditions. Standard solution 
procedures can then be used to determine the nodal displacements. Since the 
formulations are highly non-linear, in both geometric and material terms, a numerical 
solution procedure must be used. The Newton-Raphson method, which is probably 
the most rapidly convergent process for solving such non-linear problems, has been 
adopted here. The following subroutines were mainly involved in this program 
development: 
" SUBROUTINE MAINMG; 
" SUBROUTINE STIFF; 
" SUBROUTINE STEP; 
9 SUBROUTINE STEPF; 
" SUBROUTINE GET INFO; 
" SUBROUTINE INPUT2; 
" SUBROUTINE GET SECT; 
" SUBROUTINE GET_MEMB. 
6.3.3 POSITION OF REFERENCE AXIS 
In the software the default beam reference axis, which is the nodal position within the 
cross-section, is assumed to be at the Neutral Axis for Elastic Bending (NAB). Since 
the shift of the reference axis from its neutral position may induce an additional 
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moment and it is known that only the moment causes the curvature or bending of the 
member, the different reference axis position will lead to a different vertical deflection 
except the pinned support at which no moment is provided. Due to the significant 
effect of the reference axis, determining its position is one of the most important steps 






Fig. 6-7 Forces decomposed (where x-axis is NAB, e is eccentricity from NAB) 
61 O-f 6lb 
= 
62 O-f 0-2b 
(a) Normal stress (b) Axial (c) bending 
Fig. 6-8 Normal stresses decomposed for elastic phase. 
Let us consider a normal situation, any resultant force P acting upon the section can be 
decomposed into three components; namely an axial force N at the NAB, a bending 
moment M about the NAB and a shear force V across the section, as shown in Fig. 6- 
7. The actual position of zero axial strain is not at the NAB, except in the case of pure 
bending action. For elastic behaviour the bending moment M produces a linearly 
varying stress 6b . Thus the final distribution of normal stress 6 caused 
by axial 
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force N and bending moment M is obtained by combining the averaged axial stress 
(a f N/A) and bending stress (6b =My/I) as illustrated in Fig. 6-8. 
Hence 
N 
0": -- 0-f 01 =+ 
My (6-20) 
The shear stress is 
z= VQ / Ib (6-21) 
where Q is the first moment of the area of the cross-section. 
Hence, we can use bending stresses to determine the NAB. The resultant axial force 
due to bending stresses should be zero, and this is expressed by 
fA 6b dA = JA, 6lb dA + JAb 072b dA =0 (6-22) 
If the material is at room temperature and linear-elastic, Hooke's law for uniaxial 
stress (6 = E1) can be used to obtain 
o-b =Ec_-Eky (6-23) 
where strain sy= -ky and k=1, if D is the radius of curvature, as shown in PP 
Fig. 6-9. 
Substituting Eqn. (6-23) into Eqn. (6-22) produces 
- fA EkydA = -JA. Ekyl dA - 
Lb E/9 2 dA =0 (6-24) 
Because the curvature k and modulus of elasticity E are constants for the cross section: 
jA ydA =o or jAa y, dA+ jAb y2dA =o (6-25) 
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Fig. 6-9 Deformation of beam due to bending stresses 
If SI = JAQ yI dA and S2 = Lb Y2 dA, where S, and S. are the first moments of the area 
above and below the NAB respectively, evidently S, + S2 =0 which means that the 
NAB coincides with the geometric centroid. From Eqn. (6-25): 
A1(ý +h)+A2h-A3(! -h)=0 (6-26) 
The distance between the mid-depth of the cross section and the NAB in the elastic 





For a beam in the plastic phase, the stress-strain diagram for an homogenous elastic- 
plastic material has the same yield stress o-y and the same modulus of elasticity E in 
both tension and compression as shown in Fig. 10[84]. 
Z 
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Fig. 6-10 Stress-strain diagram for an elastic-plastic material at room 
temperature 
From equation (6-22) 
J o-bdA = jä 6ydA - 
fb 6ydA =0 (6-28) 
Integrating equation (6-28) we get 




For thin flanges (i. e. Ab>> A3 and AQ » A, ) and with reference to Fig. 6-11, 






and then there is, 
AQ+T, -Ab - T = (6-30) 
in which T, y 
is the thickness of the web and the areas A. and Ab are defined in Fig. 
11. So the following equation can be obtained. 
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A, +T, v(H -TJ')+Tkh-A, -TH, 
(H -Tf+T,, h =0 2222 
6y Q 
AQ 
_+ Y/2- - 
It 
y 











Fig. 6-11 Normal stresses decomposed for plastic phase 








for the plastic phase. 
(6-32) 
In the elastic-plastic phase the situation is more complex. The position of the reference 
axis varies between it is in elasticity and plasticity. Referring to Fig 6-12 and again 
using the condition that the resultant axial forces due to bending stresses should be 
zero, we have 
JýabdA 
=j (ay -a f)dA+ 
fAaZ abdA+ fýb1 abdA+ fýb2 (ay + (: rf)dA =0 (6-33) 
so 
(o-, -6fAl -(o, +a-f)Ab2-Ek 
flQ, ydA-Ek jbfydA=0 (6-34) 
or 
(o - a-f )AQ, - (6y + cr-)Ab2 - EkSe, ast c=0 
(6-34a) 
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Fig. 6-12 Normal stresses decomposed for elastic-plastic phase (b, B2 and Tf 
Tf2 are top flange, bottom flange width and thickness respectively) 
It can be observed that in eqn. (6-34) the first two terms represent the resultant forces 
(Fprasrjc) for the plastic area and the next two items express the resultant forces (Feiajt;, ) 
for the elastic zone. For pure bending these must be equal in magnitude but opposite 
in direction: 
Fplastic -Felastic (6-35) 
At present, for different structural elements the reference axis may differ; for example 
it is usually placed at the mid-depth for a concrete slab. When connecting elements 
with different reference axis positions an offset must therefore be used[851. 
6.4 PROGRAM VALIDATION 
As an initial validation, a self-consistency check was performed by analysing a 
number of problems (based on a simply supported asymmetric beam) in each case 
using three different assumed positions for the reference axis. These positions were: at 
the mid-height of cross-section, at the NAB and 1000mm above mid-height. The 
results were found to be identical. 
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Fig. 6-13 Simply supported asymmetric beam (280ASB100) example 
Beam Temperature (°C) 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 
-Reference axis at mid-height 
-Reference axis positioned 1000mm 
-Reference axis at elastic neutral axis 
Vertical Displacement (mm) 
Fig. 6-14 Vertical mid-span displacement of uniformly heated beam of Fig. 6-13 
Fig 6-13 shows one of those cases -- a uniformly heated simply supported beam (280 
ASB 100, S355 grade steel) of 1000mm span with a concentrated load of l000kN 
applied at the mid-span. The results shown in Fig 6-14 showed identical vertical 
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of the reference axis does not affect the mid-span deflections of simply supported 
members and the software modifications had been implemented correctly. 
More formal validation was then carried out by comparison with classical analysis at 
ambient temperature and test data for high temperatures. These are described briefly 
below. 
6.4.1 AMBIENT-TEMPERATURE VALIDATIONS 
VULCAN was used to model the behaviour of two simple cases at ambient 
temperature. The first was a simply supported beam under self-weight loading only, 
so that the assumption of linear elastic behaviour is satisfied, allowing deflections to 
be calculated by hand. The results from VULCAN were identical to those obtained 
using the elastic approach. The second was a classical case for large deflections for 
which theoretical solutions are well established(84'861. 
A simply supported asymmetric beam (280ASB100) of S355 (Grade 50) steel 
spanning 5000 mm was analysed for a uniform load of 1.003N/mm representing the 
self-weight only. For these conditions, the vertical deflections can be calculated by 
using small-deflection elastic theory[87] (y = 
qx (L3 - 2Lx2 +x')). Fig 6-15 shows 24E1 
the result of this hand calculation compared with the computer prediction. The two 
sets of deflections were found to be identical. 
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Beam Length (mm) 
0 






-0'2 - Calculated 
-o 
-0.3' 
Vertical Deflection (mm) 
Fig. 6-15 Vertical displacement for a simply supported asymmetric beam 
(280ASB100) at ambient temperature (20°C) 
Under fire conditions structural members may undergo very large deformations, so it 
is very important to check the representation of geometrical non-linearity. To do this, 
the classical example of an ambient-temperature elastic cantilever loaded at its free 
end was used (Fig. 6-16). The material properties were the same as for the above case. 
The reference axis of the beam was assumed to be at the NAB. The applied load (P) 
was gradually increased up to a value of 
1'8EI 
producing a maximum deflection at 
the free end of the cantilever equal to almost half of its span. 
Theoretical solutions for this example are readily available [84] for comparison. Figs. 
6-17 and 6-18 show the results for the vertical and horizontal displacements at the free 
end. Fig. 6-17 also includes the results for vertical displacement according to small- 
deflection theory. 
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Fig. 6-16 Cantilever beam (280ASB100) ambient-temperature example. 








Fig. 6-17 Vertical deflection at free end of elastic cantilever beam. 
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Horizontal deflection (mm) 
Fig. 6-18 Horizontal deflection at free end of elastic cantilever beam. 
It is clear that, for small vertical deflections, the classical analyses for both large and 
small deflection theory are very close and the predictions are almost identical. 
However for larger deflections the two classical curves diverge illustrating the 
importance of geometrical non-linearity in the analysis of such conditions. The results 
from VULCAN are very close to those of the classical non-linear analysis, indicating 
satisfactory representation of this behaviour. 
6.4.2 HIGH-TEMPERATURE VALIDATIONS 
Only a very small number of high-temperature tests have been performed on 
asymmetric beam sections. Two of these have been used to check the ability of 
VULCAN to model the behaviour of such sections in fire. 
6.4.2.1 STANDARD FIRE RESISTANCE TEST ON ASB BEAM 
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The first high-temperature comparison is for a standard fire resistance testE40) on a 
slim-floor beam, conducted at the Warrington Fire Research Centre in 1996. The test 
specimen consisted of a simply supported composite 280ASB100 asymmetric beam 
(depth 279mm, flanges 280mm and 183mm as shown in Table 6-1) with normal- 
weight Grade 30 concrete cast onto deep-deck profiled sheeting with an A142 mesh. 
The yield stress of the steel, measured by tensile tests on coupons, was 402N/mm2. 
The cross-section and layout are shown in Fig. 6-19. The span of the beam was 
4500mm, with four loads of 84.6kN applied at the 1/8,3/8,5/8, and 7/8 points of the 






Beam Depth 280 279 
Beam Width -- Upper Flange 180 183 
-- Lower Flange 280 280 
Flange Thickness -- Upper Left Side 18 16.0 
-- Lower Right Side 18 17.3 
Mean Value 18 16.6 
lange Thickness -- Lower Left Side 18 18.9 
-- Lower Right Side 18 18.0 
Mean Value 18 18.4 
Web Thickness 18 19.5 
Between Flanges Left Side 245.0 
Right Side 244.7 
Mean Value 244.9 
Table 6-1 Dimensional Data for the Steel Section Used in the Fire Resistance at 
the Warrington Fire Research Centre (WFRC 66162). 
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Grade 30 n. w. c. 
210 
1 A142 mesh 
279 
18.4 t 
335 280 335 
Composite ASB cross-section 
Fig. 6-19 Setup of fire resistance test [401 on a deep-deck ASB composite beam 
















--- ISO temperauture 
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Time (minutes) 
Fig. 6-20 Comparison of average furnace atmosphere temperature and the 
standard temperature / time curve 
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Two analyses have been carried out using VULCAN to compare with the test results, 
one using a pure steel beam model (neglecting the effect of the slab completely) and 
the other using a composite beam model in which Huang's(68] layered slab formulation 
has been included. The beam was divided into 20 finite elements and the cross-section 
into 12 segments and 60 segments for comparson. In order to compare directly with 
the test, the measured material properties and the recorded temperature profiles were 
used in the analysis. The comparisons of mid-span deflections are shown in Figs 6-21 
to 6-23, where Fig 6-23 presents the same results as Fig 6-22, but plotted in terms of 
the mid-span deflection versus time. 
Bottom Flange Temperature (°C) 
0 







Vertical Deflection (mm) 
Fig. 6-21 Displacement-temperature plot for the pure steel beam model 
at mid-span. 
--Test Result 
- -Pure Steel Beam (12-segment c/s) 
fy 402N/mm? 
-- Pure Steel Beam (18-segment c/s) 
fY 402N/mm2 
-*- Pure Steel Beam (36-segment c/s) 
fy=402N/mm2 
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-o-Test Result 
- -12-segment c/s; fy=402N/mm2 
-60-segment c/s; fy=402N/mm2 
-400 '' 
Vertical Deflection (mm) 
Fig. 6-22 Displacement-temperature plot for the deep-deck ASB composite beam 
at mid-span. 
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These figures indicate the importance of composite action between the ASB and the 
concrete slab, and show that the asymmetric steel beam cross-section really needs to 
be represented by more than 12 segments (N=2). Analyses with more segments, such 
as 18 segments (N=3), show a distinct improvement in correlation with test results. 
Another standard ASB fire test was also conducted at the Warrington Fire Research 
Centre, but the data could not be obtained for comparison. From the collection Figs 6- 
21 to 6-23, the results suggest that VULCAN is capable of modelling the behaviour of 
simply supported deep-deck slim-floor systems using the asymmetric beam 
formulation developed in this chapter. 
6.4.2.2 COMPARISONS OF ASB BEAMS FROM FULL SCALE FIRE TEST 
AND COMPUTER PREDICTIONS 
The final comparison is with a full-scale fire test conducted by the Building Research 
Establishment (BRE) on a composite Slimdek floor systemE88] extending across two 
bays in both directions. The slab was supported on a steel structure with two spans of 
6109mm (Fig. 6-24). One quarter of the structure was used for the analysis. The steel 
structure consisted of 254x254UC73 columns, 280ASB 100 asymmetric beams and T- 
section (191x229x49) beams. The steel grade throughout was BSEN10025 S355 and 
concrete was grade C30 NWC in accordance with BS8110. The 295mm deep 
composite slab was cast on top of a SD225 deck. A single 20mm diameter reinforcing 
bar (Grade 460) was placed in each rib. The details of sections have been illustrated in 
Fig 6-25 and Table 6-2. A uniformly distributed load of 6.88kN/m2 was applied; 
recorded test temperatures were used in this analysis. Fig 6-26 shows the average 
atmosphere temperature during the test and Fig 6-27 shows the temperature 
distribution along the cross-section at midspan for one of ASB beams (beam 2). The 
cross-section of the asymmetric beam was divided into 60 segments and 10 finite 
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elements were used along its length. 10x10 finite elements were assigned to the slab 
with each element 610.9x 610.9mm. Semi-rigid connection characteristics were 
calculated using the component method [89]. Huang's effective-stiffness slab model190 
was used to model the concrete slab. 
Column 























v- cý Plan of Quarter Frame 
' if C f 6109 
Elevation on Gridline B 
C< 
Fig. 6-24 Details of one quarter of full-scale fire test on a Slimdek Floor System 
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10 "Reinforcing Bar 
Concrete rib section ASB section T section 
Fig 6-25 A composite Slimdek floor section in the Full Scale Fire Test for 
computing. 
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o. (mm) Top Bottom (mm) 
(mm) 




Beam 2 280 ASB 100 276 184 294 6 t1 i 
t3 
Beam 3 280 ASB 100 276 184 294 16 19 h 
t2ý 
Beam 4 T191x229x49 233.5 -- 192.8 19.6 11.4 
Bottom flange 
Column 254x254xUC73 254.1 254.6 254.6 14.2 8.6 
Table 6-2 Dimensional Data for the Steel Section Used in the Full Scale Fire Test 
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Fig. 6-26 Average atmosphere temperature 
160 180 200 
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Fig. 6-27 Temperature distribution at centre of the ASB beam (beam 2) 
The analytical results for Beams 1 and 2 are compared with the test results in Figs. 6- 
28 to 6-30. The maximum average atmosphere temperature recorded in the test was 
approximately 1017°C after 75 minutes of heating. It can be seen from the figures that 
the comparisons between computer predictions and test results are very good for both 
beams. At the peak temperature the vertical deflection at mid-span of Beam 1 
deviated from the test result by about 18% and for beam 2 by 4.6%. In the cooling 
phase, it can be seen that the beam deflection reverses although it does not fully 
recover because of permanent mechanical strains. This is well modelled by the 
software. 
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Fig. 6-28 Comparison of test results with computer predictions for Slimdek Fire 
Test. 
Vertical displacement (mm) 
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" Test result for beam 2 
' Test result for beam 1 
Computer prediction for beam 2xX 
'Computer prediction for beam 1 
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Fig. 6-29 Displacement-temperature comparisons for Beam 1. 
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Fig. 6-30 Displacement-temperature comparisons for Beam 2. 
6.5 CONCLUSIONS 
A new type of steel beam element, the so-called asymmetric beam (ASB), has been 
introduced into the program VULCAN. The comparisons between computer 
predictions and classical solutions at ambient temperature and the results from high 
temperature tests indicate that the modified program is capable of predicting the 
behaviour of such members with good accuracy. However, due to the limited amount 
of test data available at present this study is at an early stage and further investigation 
is needed, especially in relation to composite action in slim-floor beams. In this 
chapter the main principles and details which relate to asymmetric members have been 
presented. Two-noded one-dimensional beam elements have been used to minimise 
computer memory and processing time, whilst refinement of the cross-section ensures 
sufficient accuracy. The latest development currently allows the structural analysis of 
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full three-dimensional composite buildings with symmetric and asymmetric beam 
cross-sections subjected to fire. At present, a new concrete beam model is being 
developed to model the behaviour of the concrete ribs of Slimdek floor systems, 
instead of using Huang's effective stiffness model1901 which is suitable for ribbed 
floors with shallower ribs at closer spacings and was already adopted in predicting the 
last full scale fire test case. This new model is more suited to ribbed floors with deep 
ribs and will be introduced in the next chapter. 
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7. GENERALISED STEEL(REINFORCED CONCRETE 
BEAM/COLUMN ELEMENT MODEL FOR FIRE 
CONDITIONS 
In this chapter a generalised beam-column element, which can model not only 
reinforced concrete sections but also steel sections of different shapes, is presented, 
The formulation is used to further develop the software VULCAN which is then 
validated by comparing with some theoretical and experimental results. 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Since 1996 when Najjar [34] extended the software to three-dimensions, the beam 
element in VULCAN has been further developed by othersI10'911 However, to model a 
composite beam, the current method is to combine a steel beam element with a 
concrete slab [68,91t This is not always convenient and may cause some errors because 
of using different shape functions and the reference axes for the beam and slab 
elements. Furthermore it is difficult to model beam cross-sections other than steel I- 
sections, such as concrete filled hollow members. A new generalised beam element 
has therefore been developed to deal with those problems, and to model the concrete 
ribs of Slimdek floor systems. Details of the main principles and program development 
for this generalised beam element are given in this chapter. Different material models 
have also been considered in the software, especially for tension in concrete, which 
may significantly affect the results. Validation of this new beam model has been 
carried out for single members and more complicated structures. The results 
demonstrate the capability of modelling alternative cross-sections in fire. 
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7.2 PRINCIPLES AND FORMULATIONS 
As for the steel beam element, the concrete beam element is a two-noded line element, 
each node having eight degrees of freedom in local coordinates (as shown in Fig. 2-2). 
Before we formulate the governing equations for the generalised beam, the following 
assumptions should be established: 
" The member is straight, prismatic and plane cross-sections remain plane under 
flexural deformations. 
  There is no slip between different materials, for example the steel reinforcement 
and surrounding concrete. 
  The twist (Bz) of the beam member is relatively small, and there is no distortion in 
cross-section. 
The calculations for the deformations of the generalised beam element are based on 
Lagrangian description with displacements of any point within the element specified in 
relation to its initial position. Therefore, the displacements at any point on the 
reference axis can be expressed by 
{ito }= [NJ{q} 
where, 
{q}T = ;, v,, v,, v;, vi, tivolvi'. tiv;, tiv;, 
e;, e, e;, Oi 
{tio}T = (tio, vo, wo, O ), 
[N] is a cubic shape function matrix 
(Na) (0) (0) (0) 
(Na) (0) (0) 
ý0) (0) (Na) (0) 
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(0) = (0,0,0,0) ; 
(Na)' (Ni, N2, N3, N4) 
1)2 in which N, =4(z+2)(z-, NZ =8 (z+1)(z-1)Z, N3 = 
4(2-z)(z+l)2, 
N4 =$ (z -1)(z + 1)', L is length of element, z= 
2z 
, -1 _< Y:: -1. 
The derivatives can be similarly expressed 
{uö} = [N'}{q} 
fit")=[N"I{q} 
where 
{z }=("o, vo, ivo, ez), 
(Ni) (0) (0) (0) 
[N]= _ 
(0ý (Ni) (o) (0) 
(o) (0) (Ni) (0) 





=(N;, NZ, N;, N4 
(Nä)=(N,, N2, N3, N4ý; 
where 
N, = 
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N3 = 
2L(z+1)(3-3z), N4 = 
4(z+1)(3z-1), 
N, =62, N2,1(3z-1), N3=-62N4 
1 3z+1). 
L L( 
Lis length of element, z= 
2z 
, -1 _< z<1. 
- -º Z 
1 
Front Elevation 
Concrete beam elements rl -\ 
Concrete segments z 
Steel reinforcing bars 
ycos 
y 
Division of concrete beam elements 
Fig. 7-1 The deformations of concrete beam element 
As shown in Fig. 7-1, the displacements of an arbitrary point A on any cross-section 
can be expressed in terms of the reference axis displacements by 
sill = uo - (y Sill OY n0) (7-2a) 
v=vo-y+(yCos eyCos eZ+xCos BsSill O) (7-2b) 
W= W0 -x+ (x cos O cos 
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in which x and y are the co-ordinates of point A. The reference axis for 
displacements is based on the undeformed elements. 
It can be seen from Fig. 7-1 that the slopes of the member in the x and y-directions 
respectively are: 
divo 
sin O= dz = iv 
(7-3a) 
dz 
sin Ay =d dz 
o= vo 0 (7-3b) 
Although the slopes could be represented by tangents, the sine function gives a better 
representation for large-displacement problems. Eqn. (7-3a, b) also give us the implicit 
expression for cosine as 
cos6z = 1-sine 6x = 1-(tivo)2 
cosey = 1-sinn ey = V1-(vo)2 
(7-3c) 
(7-3d) 
The series expressions for sin Az and cos AZ can be obtained by using Maclaurin's (or 
Taylor's) series: 
= eZ 
e3 es e7 
sill 0+_}... 
3! 5! 7! 
02 e4 86 
Cos 0,1- Z? -? 2! 4! 6! 
Since the twist angle BZ is assumed to be small, we can disregard all terms containing 
powers of 6z and therefore have 
sin BZ =O and cos BZ =1 
Then Eqns. (7-2) can be rewritten as: 
It = uo -(yvo +xwo) 
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w= wo -x+(x 1-(lvo)2 - Yez 1-(vo)2) (7-4c) 
Eqn. (7-4a) is based on the assumption (Bernoulli's hypothesis) that plane cross- 
sections remain plane after deformation so that it only represents the axial 
deformation. It will be satisfied for solid or hollow members of circular cross-sections, 
since there is negligible effect from warping. However for thin-walled open beams,, 
such as steel I-sections, it is necessary to include the effect of warping[79,92]. Adding 
the warping term ((0Oz) to Eqn. (7-4a), we have another equation for thin-walled open 
beams: 
U=Ll0-yVp-XIV +wO (7-4d) 
where co is the sectorial co-ordinate of the arbitrary point A as illustrated in Fig. 7-2. 
It should be noted that in some books the term ((oOz) may have a minus sign, because 
the different sign convention is used of the sign for the sectorial co-ordinate (w). 
Principal radius 
--4 --+ -+- 






ýM -------------- LIT- 
AIi Sectorial coordinate of A: ((OAB) 
=2 x Shaded Triangle Area 
Wy x7' 
Fig. 7-2 Definition of sectorial co-ordinate of the arbitrary point A 
The generalised equation can be obtained by applying an effective coefficient (a(s, y)) 
for the warping term. 
u= uo - yVo - Xivo + awo', (7-4e) 
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where a is a reduction factor; in the software, for thin-walled open section members a 
constant value of one will be used, but for solid or hollow members the value of zero 
should be applied to eliminate the effect of warping. 
The equations (Eqns. (7-4)) can be put into matrix form as follows: 
aa a -x °ccu -y 110 Zý az az ýz 1 00 
''° = 0100 +-y+ýy }v° 
w 0010 -x 0 on 














0+0x (0 v° )) 
x -y 0 e° 
0T 
0 {0 
az eZ 0 
(7-5a) 
where 4()= 10, and a pair of bold parenthesises "( )" has the highest priority 
compared with other operators. 
If we create a new operator that V2 ( )=11_( )2 , the tidy 
form of Eqn. (7-5a) can be 
given by: 
-ya -xa c«o az az aZ 
" 
v =( 0 1+y /2() 00 ,, +«0 00 1) ° 
w 00 1+x/2(*) 0 
}v° 
eZ 
0000 too o 
00X I2 (a) 0> }v 
2 - (7-5b) (a 7-7 )00 eo 0 -Y. / -x 
In symbolic form, we have 
{u} = 
[Ä Rtro }+ {k, } (7-5c) 
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in which 
[; 1] is the geometric description matrix and contains displacements, 
{k, }T = {0, -y, -x}r 
The general definition of axial strain at any arbitrary point of a concrete beam element 
can be found by using large displacement equations (Green's strain tensor)169>»1 as 
C1 =u, +I{(u)'` +(v")2 +(11")2 } (7-6a) 
Eqn (7-6a) can also be written in matrix form by: 
E: = (H, ){u}+ 
I {u}` [H]T [H]{u} (7-6b) 
00 
oz 
in which [H] =0a0, (H, ) =a , 
0,0 and {u}T _ (u, v, w) 
az 
00 
or in symbolic form 
E, =<S >/ u) (7-6d) 
where (S) is a suitable operator vector, and the bar indicating non-linearity. 
Differentiating Eqn. (7-4), 
u=u-yv,, -xw+moo (7-7a) 
=(-y 





Vovo ) (7-7c) 
1-(w()) ) 1-(vo)- 
Ignoring the smaller terms containing O, v, , Ow, ), and assuming the twist angle ©, is 
small, Eqns. (7-7b, c) becomes 
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V= vo y 
v°v° 
+ x8z 1- (1vo )2 (7-7d) 
1-(vß)2 
x 
IV - wo -x 
w°w° 
_ jo" 1- (vo )2 (7-7e) 
1-(wo)2 
Substituting Eqns. (7-7a, d, e) into Eqn. (7-6a) produces 
sZ = 11() - yvo -XIV(' +aco0 + {[(uo)2 +(yvo)Z +(xtivo)2 +(awoz)Z -2yuova - 
2xit ivo + 2aw6"ar' + 2z7'º'"iv 2Yti'"acoO"z - 2xiv"at, )9" J+ [(v)2 +( 
Yt'ovo )2 
0ozooo-oZ VO Zoz 1z -(vo) 
Z 
+(xez 1-(tivo)2)2 _ 
2Yý'o(yo)Z 
+2xvoOZ 1-(tivo)2 - 




x1v°tiv° )Z+(1'ß 1-(vo)2 )Z 
2x, v°(tiv°) 2yti oez 1-(vo>2 
1-(wý)Z 1-(wo)Z 
+2 
v°}v°Z 0,1-(vß)2 J} (7-8a) 
1-(wo) 
Discarding higher order terms, which may be negligible with respect to other terms, 
produces 





+xvoez 1-(ivo)2 +I (ivo)2 
v0 (1v°ýz 
-ytivoez 1-(vo)2 (7-8b) 
-(Ivo) 
Furthermore, according to Taylor's series, 
J1- (VO )2 and 
1 
can be written 
1-(vo)2 
in infinite series forms by 
1-(vo)2 =1-(v°)2 -(v°)4 28 
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24 




=1+(tiyo) +3(tiyo)Y +... 
1-(w0')2 28 
For concrete beams VO and wo are relatively small, therefore Eqn. (7-8b) can be 
simplified by ignoring high order terms, producing 
Ez =uo -yvý -xtivo +awOz + (tco)Z -yuovo -xuotivo +a oO U(') + 2(vo)2 
t 2(tivo)Z 
+xv. ez -yw. ez (7-8c) 
It is noted that, because the beam element is a two-noded line element, the strains (sx , 
s, ) in the x- and y-axes, which are perpendicular to beam z-axis, are free strains. In 
Eqn. (7-8c) the first four terms on the right hand side represent small linear- 
displacement strains and the rest are caused by non-linear displacement, thus Eqn. (7- 
8c) can be rewritten in terms of the infinitesimal and non-linear displacement 
components by 
8Z =so+sL (7-8d) 
Since we have 
A0= du - ydvö - xdtivö + aw dO i 
and 
AL = uoduo - yvoduo - yuodvo - xtivoduo - xuodtivo + acW duo + acnuod8z + v, dva 
+wo dwo +xA', dvo +xvodO' - yOzdtivö -yivödOz 
then writing in matrix form there is 






}; xýNQ }, ate\Naýl 
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and only (BL) depends on the displacements, 
(BL) = 
((uö 
- yvö - xwö + a(o 9 z)(NQ 
), (vO + xO z)(NQ) - yuO'(NQ 
), 
(wo -yA., )(NQ}-xtro 
(N; ). (xvo - ywo)(NQ)+awico(N; 
ý) 
or 
{NQ } {0} {0} {0} {0} {0} 
JBL 1_ {0} 
{Nä } {0} {0} {Nä } {0} 
1I {0} {0} {Na } {0} {o} {Na } 
{0} {0} {0} {N, } {0} {0} 





(Ni ) y(N» - x(N; 
) aco(NQ ) 
(Ni) (0) x(NQ) 
{0} (0) (0) (NQ J y(NQ) 
{0} 
{0} 
(0) x(N ) y(NQ) (0) 
{Na 
} - yQNQ l (0) (0) (0) 
- x(NQ l (0) (0) (0) 
aco(NQ) (0) (0) (0) 
L 
- y{NQ 
ýNQ }- x{N}(NQ) aW{N., 
}(NQ 







}(Ný }- y{NQ 
}(NQ ) [p} 
[Na2 ]- y[Nb2 I 
-y[Nb2]T 
[Na2 





- x[Nb2 J aw4Nb2 
[o1 X[Na2l {q} [Naz] 
-y[Na2} 
-Y[Na2 ]T [o] 
rNa2] 
- y[Nb21 - x[Nb2 
] 
aw[Nb2 
[Noz 1 [0] *az 1 











N; NZ N; N3 N; N4 
N; 2 N2 
N; N, NZN4 
symmetric N3 N3 N3 N4 
N4 N4 





















N4N, N; N; NON; N4 N4 Lo 0 0 0 
Since matrix [BL I is symmetric, i. e. [BL I: -- [BL IF , Eqn. (7-9a) may 
by rewritten as 
A, = d$o + AL = (Bo ){dq} + 
(BL){dq} = (Bo){dq} + (q)[BL ]{dq} (7-9b) 
Denoting (B) = (BO) + 
(BL) Eqn. (7-9a) becomes 
dc = 
(B){dq} (7-9c) 
in which (. ) is a strain-displacement vector and contains displacements. 
The non-linear shear strains at any arbitrary point of a concrete beam element may be 
expressed by[69] 
__ 




av acv aiv 
-+-+(--+--+- -) (7-10a) Yom" ax az ax az ax az ax az 
and 
N äw all all av av aw äw 
yyz =-+-+(-"-+-"-+-"-) (7-lob) 
0y aZ ay SZ ay az ay az 
It is evident that since we assumed no distortion over the cross-section the shear strain 
yam, is equal to zero. 
Substituting Eqns. (7-4b, c, e) into Eqn. (7-10a, b) and ignoring higher order terms 
voO and Y, = -w,, O (7-1Oc) 
and we also have their infinitesimal increments form 
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dy,, =( ){dq} and dir = (ByZ ){dq} (7-11 a) 
where 
\BXZl = \(0). 
O= (N° )' (0). vý (Na» 
or 
{o} {o} ýo) 




[0] {N° }(NQ 
_ [B ]{q} 
and, 
(0) 
[, ] [0] [ý] [0] [0] [0] 
[0] ýNQ }(Na) 
{q} 
- 
[0] [0] k21 
{q} [0] [O] 
symmetric [o] [o] 
[o] [o] j[o] 
(B3=) = 
((0). (O), -e= 
(NQ)' tivo (Na» 
or 
1{} { 
o o} (o) (0) (0) (IV. ) 
lql 1, v. } to) (o) (0) (N., (0) 
[{o} {Na } 
[o] [o] [o] [o] [o] [o] [o] [o] [o] [o] [o] [o] [o] [o] [o] [O] [O] [o] fNa XNa {q} 
symmetric [0] - [NA 
{q} 
[0] [0] {N°'\N°) [0] [o] 













N, N2 N, N3 N, N4 
NZN2 NzN3 NZN4 
N3 N2 N3 N3 N3 N4 
N4Nz N,, N3 N4N4 
Since matrixes [Bz, and [By J are symmetric, Eqn. (7-11a) may be rewritten as 
dyx_ = (q)[B, ]{dq} and dy, = (q)[B}- , l{dq} 
(7-11b) 
Therefore the infinitesimal generalised strain increments can be expressed by 
{dc} = 
[B Rdq} (7-12) 
(B 









Based on the stain-displacement relationship, Eqn. (7-12), and applying the principle 
of virtual work 
8W= I {SS}T {a}dV - 
{Sq}T {Q} =0 (7-13) 
where and {s}T = (sz, yx_, ') in which s_ expresses the 
mechanical axial strain and is given by Ezm = Ezt - Ezth - czr where 6zn, is mechanical 
axial strain, eet is total axial strain, EZ, y 
is thermally-induced axial strain, and s., is 
residual axial strain. Since the concrete beam element is a two-noded line element of 
isotropic material, the stress-strain relationship will be 
{86} = [C]{86} (7-14) 
E00 
where [C] =0G0 in which G=E. G for steel is typically G=E, and 
LooG] 2(1+v) 2.6 
for concrete in compression G= 2.2 
It may be observed from Eqn. (7-13) that twisting is not considered, but nevertheless 
the total internal twisting moment can be found by[92] 
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T= Tx, + TQ + TSv 
in which, 
(7-15a) 
Tv is the twisting moment due to the warping shear stress and is given by Tx, = M( ; 
Ta is known as the Wagner effect and T6 = kO ; here k is called the Wagner 
coefficient which is given by K=J(: F, (X2 + y2 )dA; 
T, is the twisting moment due to St. Venant shear stress and is given by 7= GJ6z . 
The first two terms on the right hand side of Eqn. (7-15a) are caused by warping 
deformation, and they are both higher order effects; these effects may be ignored 
especially for solid or closed sections, for which warping is very small. Thereby Eqn. 
(7-15a) can be simplified as 
T= TSV = GJO z (7-15b) 
where J is the St. Venant torsional constant (or torsion constant). The product of G 
and J is known as torsional rigidity. Procedures for calculating the torsion constant are 
given in appendix B. It is to be noted that the twisting moment is acting about the 
shear centre, and for I-sections and rectangular sections the shear centre coincides with 
the centroid. 
If we now consider the twisting effect from Eqn. (7-15), Eqn. (7-13) becomes 
8W=f {SE}T {a}dV + IT80zdz - 
{Sq}T {Q} =0 (7-16) 
On substitution and rewriting Eqn. (7-16) we have, 
SW = 
f( J4 {Sq}T [ ]T {6}d V+ {Sq}T (B1 )T T)dz - 
{Sq}T {Q} =0 (7-17) 
where (Br) = 
((0), (0), (0), (Nä» 
Because of equilibrium, we have 
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aw 
=o aq1 
where i has the range of the number of local degrees of freedom for the beam element, 
Thus 
{w}= j[Bf {6}dA+(B1)TT)dz-{Q}={0} (7-18) 
Eqn. (7-18) may be rearranged as 
{w} _ (f ({Bo }ßz + 
{BL }az + {B ýr + {Býz }r3Z )dA + {B1 }T)dz - 
{Q} (7-19a) 
or 
{yr} _f(A ({Bo)a z+ 
[BL }{q}6Z + [B J{q}i.. + 
[B, ]{qýyZ )dA + {B, }T )dz - 
{Q} 
(7-19b) 
where {w} represents the sum of external loads and internal generalised forces. 
Since Eqn. (7-19) is highly non-linear, it may be not satisfied exactly, and the Newton- 









ý<Ja<<B]T [CIx]+[BL]6Z +[B.. h. +[B3=}t )dA+(Bl)T GJ(B, )>dz. {Aq} 
IQ) 
- 
J(j" [ jT {6}dA + (B1)T T )dz (7-21) 
Eqn. (7-21) can be extended as 
J, ({Bo 
}Er {Bo }T + {Bo }Er 1BL IT 1BL JEr {Bo IT 1B IEr 1BL 
IT 
1B IG 1B IT + 
{B}xz)G{Byxz}T + [BL ]cFz + [Bxzt + 
[B3, )dA + {Bt }GJ{Br IT )dz " 
{Aq} 
({Bo}a + {BL }Z + {B,,, }i + )dA + {Br }T )dz (7-22) 
Rearranging produces 
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(f(f 
; 
{BQ }E, {Bo IT dA + {B, }G1 {Bt IT )dz + 11 jý ({Bo }Et {BL }T + {BL }Er {Bo }T + {B! }Eý {BL }T 
+ fB, vz 






}ß + {BL )z + ý., z + 
{By_ }zl_ )dA + {B, }T)dz (7-22) 
In symbolic form we have 
QKo ]+ [KL ]+ [KQ D" {Oq} = {Q} - 
{Q R} or [Kr ]{Oq} = {AQ} (7-23) 
in which, 
{QR } is the internal (resisting) force, 
IQR}= 1(f ({BO)uz+{BLýz+ ýý, 
z +{Bj7ýy., 
)dA+{B, }T)dz; 




[K0 is the small (linear) displacement stiffness matrix given by 
[K0] = (f; {B0 }Er {Bo }T dA + {B1 }GJ{B, IT )dz (7-25a) 







JBL IEt JBO IT 
+fL 





{. }G{B3z }T )dAdz (7-25b) 
[K6 ] represents the geometric matrix 
[Ka I-If ([BL }YYZ + [B h+ [8)= h yý 
)dAdz (7-25c) 
If we denote the section properties and stress resultants as 
" Section and sectorial properties 
A= fdA, Ix =J dA, 
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Iy = Jý ydA, Ixe =f x2dA, 
Iy2 y2dA, I., =jxydA, 
IW = JwdA, I)T =f wxdA, 
= jw2dA. I. = 
fýwydA, 1.2 
0 Stress resultants: 
fý6ZdA, mx= jo ydA, 
my= fý6ZxdA, o codA, 
v.,, = 
JET dA, Vy =f tiJzdA, 
TSV = GJO Z 
the small displacement stiffness matrix, large displacement stiffness matrix and 
geometric matrix can be expressed as follows: 
The small displacement stiffness matrix ([K0 ]): 
Denoting [K01 _ Jý {Bo }E1 {Bo IT dAdz and [K02 }=f {Bt }GJ{Br }T dz produces 
I A[NaiJdZ - 
IIy[Nb2]dZ 
- 







1r'Z `f Hwy 
[Nd2 Jdz 
ýKoi Er 
symmetric Ixe [Nd2 ]z- °cloir ENd2 ]dZ 










1 [Na2 ]dz- 
From Eqn. (7-25a) we have, 
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IKo ]16216 
- 
LKot I+ IKoz I 












"aE, Icy [Nd 2PZ 
f Etlxz[Nez]dz - 
IaE1Iü)s[Nd2PZ 
. 
t: is 2E, 42 [Nd2 ]+ GJLNa2 WZ 
(7-26a) 
N; NZ N, N3 Ni Nä 
NZ NZ Nz N3 NZ N4 
symmetric N3 N3 N3 N4 
N4 N4 
The large displacement stiffness matrix ([KL 1): 
Denoting [KLI ]_J {BL }E, {BL IT dAdz , 
z L3]= 
I jl {L 
1` t 
{BO }T d Ad , 











symmetric [KL, b 
in which 
KL2 ]=ff {Bo }Er {BL IT dAdz , 
[ 









ýE1(A(uo)2 +Iy2(vo)Z +Is2(wo)Z +a2IW2(Az)Z -21yuov" -2Isuowo + 





-Iyvovo -Isvotiva +aIUvoO" +IuoO' -I vöOz -I2wo9z + 
aIc, YO'O 
)[Na2]-(I (u0)2 -Iy2Uovo -Iýt[Owö +alc, yt[o6z)[Nb2J)dz 
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[KLIC]= JE(«UO1vo 
-IytivOvö -Ix vw +aI()tiv06z -IyuoOz +Iy2voO' +IX, vvOz - 
alý,, y6Z9z)[NQ2]-(Ix(uo)2 -I , uovö -II2u 
iv +aI-rzi Oz)[Nb2})dz 
[KLId I=I Et ((IXuOvö - IX, vovo - Ixzvýtivö + aIWxVO .- 
Iyu 1v + Iy2lvav0 + I1, tivotivo - 
(X,, iv 9z)[Na2]+(aI1(uo)2 -alýytcövö -aIIUu 1v +a2lwzl1o8Z)[Nbzl)dz 
[KLIe1 
=1E, «A(vo)2 +2Ixv0Az +Ix2(O%)2)IN021-(I zt v' +IýuoO' )([Nb2l +[Nb2]T ) 
+ Iy2 (110 )2 [Nd2 J)dz 
[KLrfý- f E, ((Avöiv, -IyvýO' +Ixwo0z +1xy(9 )2)[Na2]-(Ixuovo +IX2UOOz)[Nb2I 
-(IYUowo -Iyzuoez)[Nb2IT +I (uoý2ýNdzLdz 
[KLI 
gý- 
Er((Is(vo)2 -lyvöwo +Is2voBz -Ix, ivvOz)[Naz]+(alc, z[ovo +aI z, OzýýNb2] 
-(I , uovo -Iyiuo1vo)[NbzIT -alfay(uo)Z[Nb2Ldz 
[KL1h]= 1Er((A(tivo)2 




f Er((Ixvö1vo -Iy(1vo)2 -IxyVO z +Iy21v O )[1Va2]+(aIouowö -aI()yuOA')[Nbz] 02 
- (Ix2uöv0 -I , zi ivo 
)[Nnz ]T - al0x (ii )2 
[Nd2 ])dz 
[Kc,; l- jE1(('x2(vo)2 




LKL2b J LKL2c 
] LKL2d 
(2) 
LKL2 J- LKL3 Jr _ 
[KL2e I [KL2 
fJ 














[KL2a]= IE, (Auo -Iyvo -Ixtivö +aI O )[Na2]dz 
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[KL2d]= 1 Er«Izvo -Iy1V )[Na2 
]+OtIwu0 [Nb2})dz 
[KL2e]= f E, (-Iyzi +Iy2vo +Ix, ivo -aioy6Z)[Nb2]T dz 
[Kczf]= f Et(-(Iyvo +I., OZ)[N, ]T +Iy, zuo[Nd2Ddz 
[KL2g]= 1 Eti(-Iytivo +Iy20z)[Nbz]T +Ixytio[Nd2]dz 
[KL2h]= f Etii-Ixyvo +Iy2iv )[Nb2ýT -aIwy1u0 
[Nd2J)dz 
[KL2 ]= [E, (-Ixtc0' +Ix, vo +Ix21vo -(XIc, )Xez)[N1,2f 
dz 
[KL2J]= I E, (-(IXvo +Ix2OZ)[Nb2]T +I , zIo[Nd2])dz 
[KL2k]= jEt((-Ixiv +Ix, 9Z)[Nb2]T +Iz2Uo[Nd2J)dz 










ýaEt((Ico vo +IýxOz)[Nb2] 
T 
-Icoyuo[Nd2})dz 




[KL2P]- f E1(ailoxvo -Iý,,, ivoýýNbzIT +azlwzt{o[Ndzlýdz 
[o] 
(3) [KL4 ] 
[[0] 
[o] [o] [o] 




[0] [o] [0] 
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[o] [o] [o] [o] 
[o] [o] [o] 
(4) [KL5 ]= symmetric 
f GA6z [Na2 ]dz 1 GA1vvOZ [Nc2 ]dz 
1 GA(tivo )2 [N 2 
]dz 
[[0] [o] [o] [o] 
[o] [o] [o] 
symmetric 
[KL50 ] [KLSb ] 
[KLSc 
Therefore, from Eqn. (7-25b) we have 
[KL]16x16 [KLI]+[KL21+[KL31+[KL41+[KLS1 





[KLlc + [KL2c 
+ýKLý 
[KLM ]+ [KT2d 
+KL2 Y e KLIC + 
tKL2f I+ r [KLI 
f 
]+ [KL2g ] m [KLig 
+ [KL2h ]+ 
_ 
tKL2I T+ [KL4a ] + KL2; 




KL2k + [KLSa 
KLli T 
[KL21 ]+ 
KL2a + KL5b 
KL, j +2 KL2p 
+ [KL4C ]+ KL5c 
(7-26b) 
The geometric matrix ([KQ 1): 
Denoting [K., }_If [BL]azdAdz , 
[Ka2 ]_f Jý [B h dAdz , 
ýKa3 ]_j ýBýZ }rrdAdz 
produces 
f 1l[Na2](`z -f mx 


















































The internal forces vector will be, 
IQ R}_ {go }+ {QL } 
where 
n{NQ} 






{Na }+ T {NQ }z 
{QR }- If 
L 
jffL ýz + {B }rte + {Bjz }z3, dA dz 
(toto -mvo -mytivo +am. O ){NQ} 
(nvo +'n 0'. - + VO., )IN. I- IN. ") 
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ý('z(1+uo)-nixvo 
-my wo +am00 ){NQ 
}dz 
ý((ntvo +nt}, A_ +VO ){Na}-ntz(1+ito){NQ})dz 
{QR}- ((nwo - n1xAz - V3, Az ){Na }- m y, (1 + uo ){Na })dz 
[((myvo 
-nixtivo +T){Na}-fcun (l+zra){NQ}+(Vsvö -Vyivö){N,, 
})dz 
It is interesting to see that for linear problems the Eqn. (7-23) can be simplified by 
ignoring non-linear terms, thus 




[K0 ]fqo } (7-28a) 
Eqn. (7-28a) may be rewritten as 
[K0 ]{Oq + qo }= {Q} or [K0 ]{q} = {Q} (7-28b) 
for linearly small deflection beam. The above equation can also be obtained from Eqn. 
(7-19) directly by ignoring non-linear terms. 
We can use the transformation matrix [T] which was given in detail by Najjar[34] to 
transform the local equilibrium equation into global coordinates, thus: 
[KT]{Ar} = (Ax) or 
where, 
IKTI = [TuT 1K, IT] 
{RR1=[T]T {QRI 
We also define {q} = [T]{r}. 
AKTJ{Or}={R}-{RR} (7-29) 
Once Eqn. (7-29) has been established for each structural member, the structural 
equilibrium equation can be obtained by assembling the stiffness matrixes in global 
coordinates. The unknown displacements are obtained by solving these equations. 
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7.3 CROSS-SECTION PROPERTIES AND STRESS RESULTANTS 





Fig. 7-3 Co-ordinate system for segments 
A= JdA = Ak , Ix = 
Jý (Xo + Xk )dA = Ebk hkXk , k=1 k=1 
I. = 




(Y0 + Yk )2 dA =E (IJ. o + bk 
hkYk) 
, k=1 
f4 Ix, = (XO+Xk)(Yo+Yk)dA=EbklkXkYk, 
k=1 
co 





Iwy, =f coydA = EbkhkCoyk 1.2 =f w2dA = Ec, )2bkhk (7-30) 
k=1 k=1 
The stress resultants can be defined by 





Illy = 6., xdA 6zk'JkhkXk , 
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n 
Vx =J Txz dA = 1: Tßkbkh 
k=1 
TI, = GJOz 





zzz !vy Vy yy 
(b) Bending moment (c) Bending moment (a) Axial force (n) 
about the x-axis (ma) about the y-axis (my) 
x V. xx T5ý 
V 
zy !ý VY L vY zG/ VY 
(d) Shear force parallel (e) Shear force parallel 
to the x-axis (Vi) to the x-axis (Vy) 
zL Vy 
(f) Torsional moment due to 
St. Venant shear stress (TS, ) 
(g) Warping moment or bimoment (mom) 
for open cross-section 
Fig. 7-4 Generalised stress 
Note that, since the warping deformation of a closed-section is generally small and can 





dA = ET3--kbkhk , k=1 
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in = %11 f 6ZxdA - h2 
$ 
6ZXC1A = IlIflly(top flange) -h2 my(bottom flange) (7-32) Al AZ 
where h, is the distance between top flange and reference axis, and h2 is the distance 
from bottom flange to the reference axis. 
7.4 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
In the generalised concrete beam model, the materials are considered as temperature- 
dependent. Since any element may include two different materials, two uniaxial 
material models are required. 
7.4.1 MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF CONCRETE 
The mathematical material model used for concrete is according to EC4 Part 1.2[931. In 
this model, the thermal elongation for normal weight and lightweight concrete is 
different as shown in Fig. 7-5. The temperature-dependent stress-strain relationships 
for concrete in compression given in Fig. 7-6 from EC4. Two stress-strain curves, one 
was suggested by Vecchio and Collins, et al. L58'681 and another by Rots, et al. l59'94], have 
been employed here for concrete in tension. Both curves have the same linear 
ascending branch with an initial stiffness equal to that in compression but different 
descending branches as shown in Fig. 7-7. Vecchio and Collins's curve simulates the 
tensile strain-softening and is more stiff. The tensile strength is assumed to be 
f=0.33211f-, and the corresponding strain is s, = f1 /E,. At tensile strains greater 
than this value of E, the concrete is assumed to follow the descending branch of the 
stress-strain curve (Fig. 7-7). Once tensile strains exceed c,  
the concrete is ignored, 
although it is still assumed to be capable of carrying compression. However, once the 
concrete has crushed, it is assumed to have no residual strength in either compression 
or tension. Both the physical loss of moisture and shrinkage at high temperature cause 
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a decrease in the coefficient of expansion, but these effects have not been considered 
in the present model. The model also does not attempt to model spalling, the concrete 















--- Normal concrete (EC4) 
...... Light concrete (EC4) 
0 200 400 600 800 
Temperature (°C) 
Fig. 7-5 Thermal strain of concrete and steel 








0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 
Strain (%) 
Fig. 7-6 Stress-strain relationships of concrete under compression at elevated 
temperature. (Note: fc(200q) is compressive strength at ambient temperature) 
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Ecr 2Ecu/9 Ecu 
Strain 
Fig. 7-7 Stress-strain relationships of concrete under tension at elevated 
temperature. (Note: ff is tensile strength and Ccr is tensile strain at peak stress) 
7.4.2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF STEEL 
The thermal expansion of steel has been taken according to EC3: Part 1.2[461, and is 
shown in Fig 7-5. For the stress-strain relationship two temperature-dependent 
constitutive models are available. The first one is called the smoothed Ramberg- 
Osgood (SR-O) model[66], which was based on a fit of experimental results to a 
Ramberg-Osgood type of expressionE'o, 951 with continuous functions for its 
temperature-dependent parameters (At and Bt). The second is that defined in EC4: Part 
1.2[931 for both cold worked and hot rolled reinforcing steel, the differences being 
represented by different parameters (ES/Es(200c), 6spr/fsy(2o'c) and 6smax/fsy(200Q)" 
Properties in tension and compression are assumed to be identical. Both the 
constitutive models can model the unloading of steel, as illustrated in Fig. 7-8 and Fig. 
7-9 respectively. 
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Stress (Y) Inelastic range 
6A 
\m 
0.1 % proof stress ------, yield point 
Elastic range 
-Ep 












Fig. 7-8 Definition of unloading of smoothed Ramberg-Osgood model for steel 
Stress ((T) 
Maximum stress (a, ) 
Proportional limit (6apr) 





Fig. 7-9 Definition of unloading of EC3's model for steel 
7.5 DIVISION OF THE MEMBER 
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In order to represent variations of strain and stress, the cross-section is divided into a 
number of segments (n) as shown in Fig. 7-10. Each segment is considered to have a 
central sampling point at which the displacement is defined. As illustrated in Fig. 7-10 
the temperatures, strains and stresses within each segment are assumed to be uniform 
but by using a sufficiently large number of segments non-uniform distributions of 
these parameters through the cross-section can be approximated. Different material 
properties can also be specified for different segments. At present standard materials 
included are steel (structural steel, hot rolled and cold formed reinforcement) and 
concrete (normal and light weight concrete) materials. To allow for more general 
sections, a new "none" segment, which has free strain but no stress, has been 
developed. This none segment is so versatile that it can enable VULCAN to model 
almost any structural cross-sections. Fig. 7-10 also shows a typical section division. 
Temperature distribution T 
Strain distribution s 








®- Concrete segment 
® None segment 
Segment n T, £, 6 
Fig. 7-10 Division of generalised concrete beam cross-section 
The reference axis of the concrete beam element is normally defined as the neutral axis 
for elastic bending (NAB). However when combined with a concrete slab, its position 
is usually set at the mid-surface of the concrete slab. Some studies have been carried 
b. Vol ... ß 
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using different reference axis positions for the same simply supported beam cases, 
including concrete beams and steel beams. These showed that the assumed position of 
the reference axis had no effect on the calculated deflections, indicating that for simply 
supported beams the position of the reference axis is not important. The following 
equations define the NAB position as show in Fig. 7-10. 
From the equilibrium for the resultant axial force due to bending stresses, it requires 
Ea f 
U. 
YadAa + Eb Jib YbdAb =0 (7-33) 
Then, produces 
E- h) + Eb AbJ (Yb; -h) =0 (7-34) 
i-ý ; -I 










, hk are the modulus of elasticity, breadth and depth of segment k respectively; 
Yk is the distance from mid-depth of the cross-section to the centre of segment k. 
If the member only contains one material or the area of one material is much bigger 






7.6 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 
The software VULCAN has been modified to incorporate the numerical model 
presented above. Since two materials may exist in a single beam element, in order to 
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facilitate the programming, the transformed section concept has been employed with 
the performance based on one material at ambient temperature. Because the model 
contains highly non-linear formulations, the Newton-Raphson solution procedure is 
used, as detailed in chapter 2. The non-linear formulations also require integration over 
the length and this is achieved by using four-point Gauss quadrature formula. To 
improve computational efficiency, a beam element is subdivided into three sub- 
elements with the central sub-element being 80% of the length of the element. A static 
condensation scheme is then used to eliminate the internal degrees of freedom. At each 
temperature or load step the previous nodal displacements are used as the initial trial 
displacements. After repeating several cycles, the convergence criterion may be 
reached defining the unknown nodal displacements and internal forces. In this 
procedure, structural failure is defined by finding zero or negative element on the 
leading diagonal of the stiffness matrix. The subroutines, which have been developed 
in the modification of VULCAN, are: 
(1) SUBROTINE MAINMG; 
(3) SUBROTINE GET_CONBM; 
(5) SUBROTINE CONSTEPF; 
(7) SUBROTINE THERMEP; 
(9) SUBROTINE CONREIN; 
(11) SUBROTINE SHEMOD; 
(13) SUBROTINE JCONSI; 
(15) SUBROTINE TORCON; 
(2) SUBROTINE STIFF; 
(4) SUBROTINE CALDIS; 
(6) SUBROTINE CONTEMRD; 
(8) SUBROTINE CONBEAMN; 
(10) SUBROTINE SECARE; 
(12) SUBROTINE JCONSO; 
(14) SUBROTINE JCONS2; 
(16) SUBROTINE UNLDST. 
7.7 VALIDATIONS 
The modified version of VULCAN, incorporating the generalised concrete beam 
element has been validated for single structural members and more complicated 
structures subjected to fire conditions. Since the original version of VULCAN has 
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been well validated[62°65,91] for bi-symmetric thin-walled I-section steel beams, it is 
convenient to compare the original and modified software for such cases. A number of 
analyses were carried out at both ambient and high temperatures and indicated that the 
two versions of the software gave almost identical results. A typical case was a 
cantilever beam at ambient temperature with a point load P, which was gradually 
increased up to 
1.5L2 
, applied at the free end. The beam length was 1000mm, the 
cross-section was a 127x76x13 UB, and the material was S355 steel which was 
assumed to remain elastic. Both models had ten elements along the beam length whist 
their cross-section was divided into twelve segments. The results are shown in Figs. 7- 
11 to 7-13 together with the theoretical solutions for this classic problem [84]. It is clear 
that the two predictions are very close and demonstrate excellent correlation with th 









0.9 1.2 1.5 
P1 3: 
L=1000mm 127x76x13 UB 
New VULCAN prediction 
Original VULCAN prediction 
" Gere & Timoshenko (large deflection) 
--- Small deflection theory 
\ýýýý 
Vertical deflection (mm) 
Fig. 7-11 Vertical deflection at free end of elastic cantilever beam 
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PL=/(EI) 








-New VULCAN prediction 
""""" Original VULCAN prediction 
41 Gere & Timoshenko (large deflection) 
Horizontal deflection (mm) 
Fig. 7-12 Horizontal deflection at free end of elastic cantilever beam 
PL2/(EI) 









- New VULCAN prediction 
--.... Original VULCAN prediction 
" Gere & Timoshenko (large deflection) 
Rotation (rad. ) 
Fig. 7-13 Rotation angle at free end of elastic cantilever beam 
In order to validate the software for members other than I cross-sections or consisting 
of two materials, two schemes have been adopted. One compares with classical 
analyses performed manually, excluding material non-linearity and the thermal effects. 
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Another approach was to compare with elevated temperature test data including both 
geometric and material non-linearities. Unfortunately this was restricted by the limited 
test data available. 
7.7.1 VALIDATION WITH THEORETICAL SOLUTIONS AT AMBIENT 
TEMPERATURE FOR COMPOSITE BEAM 
Theoretical solutions for small and large deflections are well established for a wide 
range of members. Three cases have been analysed in this chapter, involving hollow 
and solid rectangular beams and a nonprismatic beam in which the materials were 
assumed to be concrete and remained elastic. 
(a) Large deflection check on hollow box cantilever beam: 
A hollow box section cantilever beam at ambient temperature was analysed by 
VULCAN for comparison with theoretical solutions. The length of beam was 1000mm 
with a concentrated load P acting on the free end. The cross-section, which was 
11 0mm x 11 0mm with a uniform wall thickness of 13.731mm, was divided into 7x7 
segments, including 5x5 `none' elements, whilst twenty elements were allocated along 
the beam length. The material was assumed to be elastic normal weight concrete so 
that the modulus of elasticity E was 18000N/mm2. The results are compared in Figs. 7- 
14 and 7-15, indicating that VULCAN is able to model hollow section beams at 
ambient temperature very accurately. 
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110mm x 110mm Section division 























""""" Small deflection theory 
" Gere & Timoshenko (large deflection) 
Vertical deflection 
(mm) 
Fig. 7-15 Vertical deflection at free end of elastic cantilever beam 
(Hollow Section) 
(b) Large deflection check on solid rectangle concrete cantilever beam: 
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The above comparison was repeated for a solid rectangular cross-section as shown in 
Fig. 7-16. In this analysis the cross-section was divided into 2x2 segments, 4x4 
segments and 10 x 10 segments respectively. The material still remained elastic. Figs. 
7-17 and 7-18 show the deflections at the free end of the cantilever. It can be seen that 
the results from VULCAN show good agreements with large deflection theory even 
when the cross-section is represented by 2x2 segments. Clearly a larger number of 
segments gives improved results, but 4x4 segments should be sufficiently accurate. 
Pf 
110mm x 110mm Section division Section division Section division 
(2 x2 segments) (4 x4 segments) (10x10 segments) L=1000mm \% 

















-+- 2x2 segments 
...... 4A segments 
-10x10 segments 
" Gere & Timoshenko (large deflection) 




Fig. 7-17 Vertical deflection at free end of elastic solid rectangle cantilever beam 
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Fig. 7-18 Horizontal deflection at free end of solid rectangle cantilever beam 
(c) Simply supported non-prismatic concrete beam -- small deflections: 
In this example a simply supported non-prismatic concrete beam spanning 1000mm 
was analysed under a central point load (P) of lOOkN. The cross-section size and 
division are shown in Fig. 7-19 and the concrete beam was divided into twenty 
elements along its length. The material was assumed to remain elastic (E=18000 
N/mm2). Since the vertical deflection was expected to be small, small deflection theory 







(0 x 4) 
Px3 PL2x PL2 11LL 
y=- ++ (---) (_< x: 12E12 16EI2 384E I, IZ 42 
(7-37) 
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100mm (1 - 1) (2-2) 
Section division 
I -1 2-2 (8 x6 segments) 
Fig. 7-19 Simply supported non-prismatic concrete beam at ambient temperature 
Beam length (mm) 












700 800 900 1000 
--- Prediction 
Small deflection theory 
Vertical deflection 
(mm) 
Fig. 7-20 Vertical deflection of elastic non-prismatic concrete beam 
at ambient temperature 
The comparisons given in Fig. 7-20 show almost identical deflections for VUCAN and 
classical analysis. 
(d) Validations on reinforced concrete beam at ambient temperature: 
The above three cases were for a single elastic material -- concrete. To test the 
modified version of VULCAN for reinforced concrete members comparisons have 
been made with theoretical solutions for a simply supported reinforced concrete beam 
at ambient temperature. This was first assumed to remain elastic, then based on more 
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realistic material properties non-linearly considering different concrete tension 
patterns. Huang's concrete slab model[681, which considers the slab as several layers, 
was also used to do the extended comparisons. In this study the concrete beam was 
rectangular and reinforced as illustrated in Fig. 7-21. The beam was 4500mm in length 
(L) with a concentrated load (P) acting at its centre, and the cross-section was 200mm 
x 150mm (B x H). Reinforcement was equivalent to a smeared steel layer 0.252mm 
thick with a concrete cover (a) of 25mm. The following material properties were 
assumed: 
ES = 210000N/mm2; Eý = 18000N/mm2. Both the steel reinforcement and the concrete 
remained elastic in the first analysis. In the second analysis the material properties 
were represented using the EC4 model for the steel, with a yield strength of 460N/mm2 










Stress distribution 2 










: 714 :3 
Fig. 7-21 Simply supported reinforced concrete beam 
under a central point load P 
The theoretical solutions for this simply supported reinforced concrete beam can be 
obtained by employing the energy theorem, based on Fig. 7-21, as follows 
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R Y" YS 
and the stresses at distance y from neutral axis will be, 
6c = Ecsc 
ER 
` and 6S = E, 85 
ER-s 
(7-39) 
We also have, 
I 6,6S 
(7-40) 
R E, yc Ey3 
For longitudinal equilibrium it requires, 
=0 or f yýdAý + 
ES f ySdAs =0 (7-41) J 6cdA ca+Jas dA: -s A RR 
If we ignore the tension effect of concrete, Eqn. (7-41) becomes 
EcB j° ycdy + Es (d - h)AS =0 (7-42) 
then, 





E,, B ESB EB 
otherwise, from Eqn. (7-41) we have 
-E, B ffh 
, 
dy + Es (d - h)AS =0 (7-44) y 
then, 
ECBH2 +2EAd I= (7-45) 
2ECBH + 2E3 As 
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M=2 P(L - z) (! <z <_ L) (7-46) 
For moments equilibrium it requires 
M=fcy dAc +aj., dA, f Yý dAc - 
E' f Ys dA, 
lý ar R ýý Rý 
-- 
ELI, + ES (d - Iz)2 AS (7-47) 
R 
in which Ic = 
Jýý 
yC dAc . 
Substituting 
R 






` E, I, +E, (d-h)ZA., Ec, +Es(d-hyA., 




U6 dV = -6dV +IV 
2E 2Ec ` "V: 
62E3 
=1 EMZyýdVc +ýjESMZysdVsJ 















96 E, I, +E3 (d -h AS 






PE (7-51) Y= 48(E, I, + E, (d - h)Z AS ) 
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where I, is the moment of inertia about the neutral axis of the concrete cross-sectional 




These results are compared with those from VULCAN in Figs. 7-22 and 7-23, where 
the reinforced concrete beam was subdivided into seven layers using Huang's layer 
model and 10 x 13 segments using the current generalised beam element. From Fig. 7- 
22 it can be seen that, for small deflections, the predictions are identical. However due 
to the effect of geometric non-linearity, the solutions gradually diverge as the 
deflections increase. This is because the theoretical solutions are based on 
Castigliano's second theorem which assumes geometrical linearity. In Fig. 7-23 the 
differences between the theoretical results and those from VULCAN are due to the 
material non-linearity. Geometric non-linearity is not significant in this case because 
the deflections are much smaller than those shown in Fig 7-22. Predictions 1 to 4 use 
the following different tension patterns for concrete as introduced in Section 7.4: 
1, Vecchio and Collins's tension modelE581; 2, Rots' tension curve (591; 3, neglecting the 
descending part of the tension curve; 4, totally neglecting the tension. 
It is interesting to see from Fig. 7-23 that prediction 1 is very close to the layer model 
results which uses Vecchio's model for concrete in tension. The other concrete tension 
models show big differences. These results show that VULCAN is capable of 
modelling reinforced concrete beams at ambient temperature but the analysis is very 
sensitive to concrete tension patterns. 
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Fig. 7-22 Vertical deflection at the central point of reinforced concrete beam 
Load P (N) 







.. -. ý`a=. 
-Theory 
--- Theory (tension ignored) 
""""""Layer model 
""---Prediction 1 (VULCAN) 
-- Prediction 2 (VULCAN) 
-- Prediction 3 (VULCAN) 




Fig. 7-23 Comparison with layer slab model for mid-span vertical deflection 
at ambient temperature 
Load P (kN) 
100 200 300 400 500 
-Theory 
---Theory (concrete tension ignored) 
...... Prediction (VULCAN) 
---Prediction (concrete tension ignored, 
VULCAN) 
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(e) Torsion deflection of a composite beam at ambient temperature: 
In order to examine the effect of torsion, a cantilever beam, 5000mm long, with a 
torque (T) applying at the free end was analysed. Since the twisting angle in the 
software VULCAN is assumed to be small, the torsion equation for the cantilever 
beam can be given by [84]: ý= TL/(GJ) 
Table 7-1 Torsion at the free end of cantilever beam 
Cross-section Torque Analysis Theory 











G= E/2.6, 0.0449 0.0492 
I shape steel 
tf E= 210000N/mmz 
beam 
14 B K 
B=H=100mm, tt= t,,, =5mm 
tt 
Steel: 
10 G= E/2.6, 0.1423 0.1444 
steel 
Hollow box 





Rectangular ýýý= k 24 10 G= E/2.6, 0.0436 0.0439 steel beam steel be - ý E= 210000N/mm2 
B=H=100mm 




0.2255 0.2269 encased 
- Concrete: composite Q G= Eß/2.4, section 
B=H=120nun, b=h=100mm, E, = 18000N/mm= 
tf= t,, =5mm 
Steel: t 
G=E, /2.6, 
10 E, = 210000N/mm2 0.1188 0.1203 Concrete filled 
ii Concrete: hollow section 
G= Eß/2.4, 
B=100mm, t=5mm Ec= 18000N/mm2 
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Table 7-1 illustrates the results for some different cross-section beams, indicating good 
agreement with theoretical solutions. 
The final ambient temperature validation was for a "T" cross-section reinforced 
concrete member which was compared with the results from Huang's effective- 
stiffness slab mode1E901. A simply supported "T" beam spanning 6100mm was 
analysed to simulate the concrete ribs as presented in chapter 6. The cross-section and 











610mm 610 mm 610mm 610mm' 610mm 
A142 
20mm 
e TAOD 70mm 
225 mm 
70mm 
125mm 150mm 225 
Fig. 7-24 Reinforced concrete beam as used to model the concrete rib of a 
Slimdek floor system at ambient temperature 
In this case, the steel reinforcement was grade 460 in accordance with BS 4449 and 
concrete was grade C30 NWC in accordance with BS8110. The "T" beam was 
modelled using ten two-noded beam elements by concrete beam model or twenty nine- 
noded shell elements by effective-stiffness slab model, respectively. Nine point loads 
(P) of 1.8576kN were applied at each beam approximating to a uniformly distributed 
load of 6.88kN/mm2. 
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Beam length (mm) 












Fig. 7-25 Vertical deflections for the reinforced concrete beam under nine point 
loads of 1.8576kN by using generalised concrete beam and effective stiffness 
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Fig. 7-26 Vertical deflection history at the central point of 
the reinforced concrete beam 
qd 
ffý -ý-Effective stiffness model 
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The results of the comparisons are given in Fig. 7- 25 and Fig. 7-26. It can be seen 
from Fig. 7-26 that, the two models are in very close agreement for loads up to about 
1000N but then diverge significantly at higher load levels. It is evident that the 
effective stiffness slab model is stiffer than the generalised concrete beam model. The 
reason for this is that, the effective stiffness model uses the effective-stiffness factors 
to modify the material stiffness matrices of plain concrete assuming that the stiffness 
in each direction is based on an elastic un-cracked concrete section. The cracking of 
the concrete ribs will in reality reduce the effective-stiffness factor. However, at 
present within the effective-stiffness model this factor is kept constant. 
7.7.2 COMPARISON WITH TEST DATA SUBJECTED TO HIGH 
TEMPERATURE 
A series of fire tests carried out at Construction Technology Laboratory of the Portland 
Cement Association according to ASTM E119 and SDHI fires and reported by 
Ellingwood and Lin [17J, have been used to validate the computer predictions for 
reinforced concrete beam at high temperature. In these fire tests, six reinforced 
concrete beams were cast according to ACI Standard 318 (building 1983) with a 20-ft 
(6.1m) span and a 6-ft (1.8m) cantilever each beam. The central span of the beam was 
exposed to fire whilst the cantilevers were kept cool. Beams 1-4 were tested using the 
ASTM El 19 fire exposure and beams 5 and 6 were exposed to a short-duration SDHI 
(high intensity) fire. Each beam was subjected to six concentrated loads (P) on the 
central span and a variable concentrated load, initially from Po on the cantilever part. 
All the beams were of normal-weight concrete and Grade 60 deformed reinforcing 
bars. Three of the beams were analysed using VULCAN and the results are shown in 
Fig. 7-27. Other details for the beams are given in table 7-2. All these measured 
properties were adopted as input data. 
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Section A-A Section A-A 
Beams no. 3,6 Beams no. 5 
Fig. 7-27 Details of fire tests on reinforced concrete beams 
(All dimensions in mm) 
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#3 #7 #8 (Mpa) 
(kN) (kN) (hr: min) 
3 f,, 483.34 fy =481.27 fy =509.54 29.65 44.48 111.2 ASTM 4: 03 
5 E Y=0.0028 cy=0.0025 cy=0.0028 33.72 44.48 115.65 SDHI 4: 03 
6 34.54 44.48 111.2 SDHI 4: 03 
For the computer analysis, the concrete beam was divided into twenty elements along 
its length and 12 x6 segments over the cross-sections. Steel segments were used at the 
reinforcing bar positions. In order to model the temperature distributions across the 
cross-section, Huang's thermal analysis program FPRCBC-TE961, which is capable of 
simulating non-linear temperature histories within reinforced concrete members in 
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fires (including ASTM E119 fire and SDHI fire as shown in Fig. 7-28), was used. The 
results of maximum vertical deflections are shown in Figs. 7-29 to 7-31. The figures 
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Fig. 7-29 Maximum deflection of beam 5 under SDHI fire 
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Fig. 7-31 Maximum deflection of beam 3 under ASTM E119 fire 
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Fig. 7-32 Predicted Cracking patterns for beam 3 under ASTM E119 fire at the 
end of test (240 minutes) 
The comparisons shown in Figs. 7-29 to 7-31, show that the proposed model is in very 
good agreement with the test results for all three cases. In particular the predicted 
results for beam 3 which is exposed to the standard ASTM E119 fire follow similar 
pattern to the test data, and give much closer predictions than Ellinwood's own 
analysis throughout the heating history. Fig. 7-32 illustrates the extent of cracking for 
beam 3 at the end of test (240 minutes), and it is interesting to see that there is no 
crushing. 
7.8 CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter, the 3D finite element software VULCAN has been extended to enable 
modelling of generalised composite beam sections in fire. Not only pure steel or 
concrete members can be analysed but also composite members with two materials, 
such as a reinforced concrete beam or a concrete filled column. The cross-section is 
divided into a number of segments allowing variations of temperatures and stresses 
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over the section. Thermal expansion and material degradation for both concrete and 
steel are considered. Since the formulations are highly non-linear, a numerical iteration 
solution procedure is required, and the Newton-Raphson method is used for this. 
Comparisons with results indicate that the modified VULCAN is clearly capable of 
modelling composite elements in fire. However there is still a need for further 
investigations on more extensive structures, including for example Slimdek floor 
systems and the behaviour of the concrete ribs. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter discusses the main research work presented in the thesis, and presents 
conclusions and recommendations for further studies. 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
The research work in this thesis has mainly concerned: 
9 the analysis of corner columns subjected to push-out by the connected beams, 
" refinement of the steel beam cross-section, 
9 modelling of asymmetrical beam sections, 
" the development of a generalised concrete beam element, all for fire conditions. 
Because columns play a key role in carrying loads back to foundations they become 
more important than other members, and are usually protected by applying thermal 
insulation. However, in the special case of perimeter building columns, an additional 
bending moment caused by the push-out of unprotected connected beams due to 
thermal expansion may be induced, and this may lead to a column buckling even 
through it is protected. For internal columns such effects are less pronounced, since 
the thermal expansions on opposite sides are to some extent balanced. The existing 
fire design codes do not consider this beam push-out effect. In order to investigate 
the potential effects of column push-out a series of parametric studies, based on a 
column sub-frame of the Cardington BRE Corner Fire Test, have been carried out. 
The finite element analysis software VULCAN has been used throughout these 
studies, together with an alternative generalised simplified approach, based on the 
classical methods of structural mechanics, which is suitable for hand calculation, 
enabling a quick assessment of perimeter building columns. 
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Full-scale fire tests are very expensive, so computer models are very important for 
investigating structures under different fire conditions. One such finite element 
software, VULCAN, has been developed at University of Sheffield to assess three- 
dimensional frames and sub-frames subjected to fire conditions, and is continually 
being developed by research workers in the Steel in Fire Research Group. Recently a 
new composite floor system, known as the Slimdek® floor system, has been 
introduced into building construction. Such floor systems offer very significant 
potential advantages compared with conventional composite floors, and the 
availability of validated software capable of modelling their behaviour in fire will be 
very important if the full advantages of these new systems are to be realised. The 
computer software VULCAN has been extended to include these requirements. The 
ASB beam and the generalised beam models have been developed to simulate 
respectively the Asymmetric Slimfor® Beam and the concrete ribs of these floor 
systems. In these models, two-noded one-dimensional elements are used and the 
Newton-Raphson method is adopted for solving the non-linear problems efficiently. 
The analysis has been validated against available test results, generally indicating 
good agreement. However, a limited number of fire tests are still necessary because 
the development of performance-based fire engineering design guidance should be 
based on both theory and experimental evidence. 
The major conclusions and recommendations for this research work are reviewed 
below. 
8.2 THE BEHAVIOUR OF CORNER SUB-FRAMES IN FIRE 
In current fire design practice the structure is normally treated as an assembly of 
isolated individual members. This is a conservative treatment in most cases, because 
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the continuity of the structure has not been taken into account. However, this method 
may give un-conservative results in some special situations. One of these cases 
occurs on heating when the perimeter building columns are connected to unprotected 
beams. In this case additional bending moments may be induced in the columns due 
to thermal expansion of the beams, and ignoring this effect may give an unsafe 
result. A typical corner sub-frame, in which two orthogonal beams, both of 
356x171x51UB Grade 50 section, one 6000mm long and the other 9000mm, are 
pinned to the mid-point of a 305x305x137UC Grade 50 column of 8370mm total 
length, was used to carry out a series of parametric studies. This analytical model is 
intended to simulate a corner frame of the Cardington test building, representing the 
worst case of column push-out. The software VULCAN was used to model this type 
of sub-frame, indicating that the P-is effect and thermal expansion are indeed 
important factors which are not normally considered in column design. 
In order to enable a quick assessment of the problem of column push-out without 
using complex finite element analysis a generalised formulation, based on a simple 
2D model, was developed using classical theory. This enables the maximum bending 
moment to be estimated, and a simple check to be performed to ensure that the 
column stresses in combined bending and compression do not exceed yield. 
Several conclusions are drawn from these studies: 
(1) The analyses show that existing fire design codes, such as BS5950: Part 8, can 
be unsafe since the P-A effect due to thermal expansion of unprotected beam 
are not normally considered in column design. 
(2) The induced column moments are mainly caused by the second-order "P-A" 
effect, linking the thermal expansion of the beams and the column axial force. 
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(3) To calculate the critical temperature of a column within a corner sub-frame 
when column and beam sizes are similar to those in the corner frames of the 
Cardington test building, an effective length factor multiplied by 1.2 should be 
used, and whether the structure is braced or not, the factor for a sway frame 
should be used. 
(4) The deflection of the column and the associated bending moment are 
proportional to the thermal effect (thermal elongation or force) of the beam, 
which in turn depends on the beam stiffness. 
(5) It is clear that the thermal push-out effect is controlled mainly by the relation 
between the stiffnesses of the beam and column -- the smaller the relative 
stiffness of the beam then the less the effect. 
(6) The thermal expansion of unprotected beams induces extra lateral force onto 
the column. As the failure temperature of the column is approached this force 
reverses and becomes a restraining force. 
(7) Each imperfection can be regarded as an equivalent initial out-of-straightness, 
which may have negligible effect in the normal case. 
(8) The slab has a significant influence in reducing the effect of beam expansion. 
(9) It is suggested that designers use a simplified calculation (the generalised 
formulation) in two dimensions to model the structural instability 
approximately. This can be implemented on spreadsheet software. 
(10) The pull-in effect at high temperature is of benefit to the survival temperature 
of the column, but is relatively small compared with the effect of thermal 
expansion which is the primary P-A effect. 
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(11) It would be helpful to carry out further work in the form of a series of 
parametric studies based on the generalised equation, and to tabulate the results 
for convenient. use by engineers. 
8.3 DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE VULCAN 
The structural software VULCAN has been developed over many years and has 
proved to be capable of performing non-linear analysis of three-dimensional frames 
and sub-frames subjected to fire conditions. The finite element approach currently 
includes both beam-column and flat-shell slab elements. 
A new kind of steel beam - the Asymmetric Slimflor Beam (ASB) -- which forms 
part of a composite slim-floor system with deep decking, has been introduced into 
VULCAN. The section of the ASB beam normally has a web of greater thickness 
than that of the flange, and this Slimdek floor system provides good fire resistance. 
The development described in this thesis allows the structural analysis of full three- 
dimensional composite buildings with symmetric and asymmetric beam cross- 
sections subjected to fire, together with a section refinement which enables the cross- 
section to be divided as finely as is required to achieve sufficient accuracy. The 
modified software has been validated by comparison with both classical analytical 
results and test results, indicating good simulation. 
To model the behaviour of the concrete ribs of the Slimdek floor system, a 
generalised concrete beam model has been developed and incorporated into the 
software. Both geometric and material non-linearities have been included. The cross- 
section is divided into a number of segments, allowing two-dimensional variation of 
temperatures and stresses over the section. Thermal properties are taken into account 
in accordance with current codes. Uniaxial temperature-dependent mathematical 
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models are considered for two different materials -- one for steel and another for 
concrete. Because two different materials may exist in a single two-noded one- 
dimensional beam element the transformed section concept is applied, with the 
performance related to one material at ambient temperature for programming 
convenience. The Newton-Raphson solution procedure is used since the model 
contains high non-linearity. Validations of this new beam model have been carried 
out, and the results demonstrate its capability of modelling alternative cross-sections 
at elevated temperature. This development also allows the modelling of a member 
composed of one or two materials -- typically steel and concrete -- with different 
section shapes. Examples include concrete-filled hollow sections or partially encased 
open sections. In comparison with Huang's effective-stiffness slab mode11901, which 
has been used to simulate the ribbed floor in VULCAN, this concrete beam model 
predicts greater deformations and is believed to be more suitable for deep ribs. For 
this reason this concrete beam element, together with a normal flat slab elementE681, 
is recommended for modelling the deep ribbed floor system instead of using the 
effective-stiffness mode1E901. Composite structures constructed with members which 
are not I-sections can also be simulated using the latest developed software. Further 
developments might include more material models, such as brick and timber. 
Another further development would be to extend the existing concrete material 
model, especially in the tension range, and to incorporate spalling, which mainly 
depends on the moisture pressure inside the concrete at elevated temperature. Based 
on the development of the software, the following conclusions can be reached: 
(1) The modified VULCAN is capable of modelling the behaviour of composite 
buildings in fire, which include not only pure steel or concrete members but also 
members composed of two materials or alternative cross-sections. 
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(2) The cross-section of the beam element is divided into a number of segments so 
that variations of strains, stresses and temperatures can be simulated. The 
analytical results indicate that division of the cross-section into 12 segments 
gives sufficiently accurate results for most analytical purposes with symmetric 
cross-section members. However for members of non-symmetric cross-sections, 
such as the Asymmetric Slimflor Beam (ASB), with highly non-linear 
temperature distributions, the cross-section really needs to be represented by 
more than 18 segments. Increasing the number of sub-segments increases the 
accuracy of the results, but costs more in computing time. 
(3) Two uniaxial temperature-dependent material models for steel and concrete are 
available in the software. The mathematical models for steel are based on EC3: 
Part1.2 or Ramberg-Osgood expressions representing the EC3 test data. Both are 
able to model the unloading of steel in the cooling phase. The concrete 
mathematical model conforms to EC4: Part1.2, and the cracking and crushing 
behaviours can be simulated in "smeared" form. The analyses indicate that the 
computer predictions are very sensitive to the assumed concrete tension model. 
This tension model may need to be further developed. 
(4) It is assumed that a member is straight and prismatic, and that its plane cross- 
sections remain plane and intact during deflection. This explicitly means that 
spalling of the concrete has not been simulated. Also there is no slip between 
different materials in the cross-section. The effects of high-temperature creep for 
both steel and concrete are implicitly taken into account by the present material 
models. 
(5) To model the composite floor systems, Huang's effective stiffness model is 
suited to ribbed floors with shallow ribs at close spacings. When ribbed floors 
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with deep ribs are present, it is necessary to use the concrete beam element 
together with a normal flat slab element [681 to model these floor system. 
8.4 Recommendations for the future work 
The latest version of VULCAN enables both steel and RC structures to be analysed 
in fire, using two-noded line elements for the beams and columns. The highly non- 
linear formulation includes 8 degrees of freedom at each node in local coordinates 
(including two unusual degrees of freedom - `strain' and `warping'). These degrees 
of freedom transform into 11 global degrees of freedom, and some doubts have been 
expressed about the need for their inclusion, particularly since they must waste 
computation time and may cause the software to become numerically unstable, also 
because transformation of "strain" leads to 3 additional apparent degrees of freedom 
in global coordinates which are not logical. Further research is being carried out at 
Sheffield to remove these extra degrees of freedom. Although the number of nodal 
degrees of freedom will be reduced, the basic method and formulations will be 
unchanged except for the transformation matrix. However, the detailed equations 
may need to be modified. Accordingly, the basic assumption that the twist angle of 
the beam member is relatively small would no longer be a restriction and the 
equations which relate to twist, for example the basic geometric equations, should be 
modified. This development could improve both program stability and 
computational efficiency. 
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APPENDIX A: 
Post-processing Program for Extracting Data from Output File (S. 1) 
A. 1 Introduction 
Recently the structural analysis software VULCAN, which can perform non-linear 
analysis of three-dimensional frames and sub-frames subjected to fire conditions, has 
been developed at University of Sheffield. It will record analytical results for all the 
nodes and members, in the form of nodal displacements and member forces, into an 
output file (S. 1) for the complete temperature heating history. However, the output 
file is normally very large, and the process of selecting certain data from it becomes 
extremely difficult, even though all the information required is in the output file. In 
order to solve this problem, two versions of a program have been written using C++ 
and standard Fortran languages. This program helps to extract the required data from 
the output file and then put them in a specially appointed file. 
A. 2 Programming 
Since the output file is formed as numbers of blocks, and those blocks are recorded in 
the sequence of temperature, displacement and force, a program was written to find 
and output the required data by using and distinguishing these specified blocks. Two 
versions of the program, one written in Fortran code and the other in C++ code, are 
available for this work. The main flowchart used by the Fortran code is shown in Fig. 
A-i. However, the C++ version is more compact and efficient. Its base class, class 
General file, is firstly created, and derived classes, such as classes 
Displacement file and Force file, can then be built by inheriting the attributes and 
methods from the base class. An Object Modelling Technique (OMT) style diagram 
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illustrates these relationships for classification hierarchy in Fig A-2. Both codes are 
listed in the following section. 
START 
Initialise System 
READ NJ, NE, NTEM, LTEM (The node 
no., member no. and temperature pattern no. ) 
IFLAG = -1? 
YES 
NO 
CALL CHK_BLK (Checks, marks and locates the blocks) 
IFLAG=O? 
(Beam-column 
temp. block? ) 
YES I Close files 










CALL READ DIS (Read nodal displacement and write nodal 




CALL READ DIS (Read internal force and write internal 
force with corresponding temperature in output file) 
Fig. A-1 Flowchart for the main program used by Fortran code 
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open input files 
Displacment file Force_file 
block mark block mark 
output file namel output file name2 
temporary linel temporary line1 
temporary line2 temporary line2 
create displacement file create force file 
I/O displacement I/O force 
close files close files 
I Both-file I 
110 both 
close both files 
Fig. A-2 An OMT style diagram showing the classes, 
attributes and methods in the C++ program 
A. 3 Program list: 
(a) Standard FORTRAN 
C*************************************************************************** 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM READS THE OUTPUT FILE OF VULCAN (S. 1) AND OUTPUTS 
C DISPLACEMENTS AND/OR FORCES. 




IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H, O-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4(I-N) 
PARAMETER (ISHOWDEF=1) 
PARAMETER (LAYERI = 1) 
PARAMETER (NUMTEMI = 11) 
COMMON /TEMPOI/ NJ, NE, LAYER, NUMTEM, TEMP(I3), TSLAB(100) 
CHARACTER* 12 TEXT 
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C 
C OPEN FILES 
OPEN (UNIT=3, FILE='S. 1', STATUS='OLD', IOSTAT=NERR) 
C IBEGIN ---- It is a flag to mark output file if it is beginning. 
IBEGIN=1 
C SLAB PARAMETER, LTEM -- SLAB TEMPERATURE PATTERN. 
LTEM =1 
LAYER = LAYERI 




NUMTEM = NUMTEM 1 
WRITE (*, '(/1X, A54, A21)') 
* 'Input: Node No. (DEF); Member No. (FRC); Temp. pattern; ', 
*'& Slab Temp. Pattern? ' 
READ *, NJ, NE, NTEM, LTEM 
C Chooses output type: Nodal displacement (1) , 
Member force (2), or Both (0). 
IF (NJ. EQ. O. AND. NE. EQ. 0) THEN 
STOP `No Nodal displacement or Member force output! ' 
ELSEIF (NJ. EQ. 0) THEN 
NTYPE=2 





IF (NTYPE. EQ. 1) THEN 
DO I=1, ISHOWDEF 
CALL MAKETEXT ('NODE', NJ, 'DEF', TEXT) 
OPEN (UNIT=20+I, FILE=TEXT) 
WRITE (20+I, '(1OX, A4,9X, 2(A5,7X), A5,3X, 3(A8,4X))')'TEMP', 
* 'Z(mm)', 'Y(mm)', 'X(mm)', 'Rx(rad. )', 'Ry(rad. )', 'Rz(rad. )' 
ENDDO 
ELSEIF (NTYPE. EQ. 2) THEN 
DO I=1, ISHOWDEF 
CALL MAKETEXT ('MEMB', NE, 'FRC', TEXT) 
OPEN (UNIT=30+I, FILE=TEXT) 
WRITE (30+I, '( I OX, A4,9X, 3 (A6,1 OX), 3 (A7,9X))') 'TEMP', 
* 'Fz(KN)', 'Fy(KN)'; Fx(KN)'; Mx(KNm)', 'My(KNm)', 'Mz(KNm)' 
ENDDO 
ELSE 
DO I=I, ISHOWDEF 
CALL MAKETEXT ('NODE', NJ, 'DEF', TEXT) 
OPEN (UNIT=20+I, FILE=TEXT) 
WRITE (20+I, '(IOX, A4,9X, 2(A5,7X), A5,3X, 3(A8,4X))')'TEMP', 
* 'Z(mm)', 'Y(mm)', 'X(mm)', 'Rx(rad. )', 'Ry(rad. )', 'Rz(rad. )' 
ENDDO 
DO I=1, ISHOWDEF 
CALL MAKETEXT ('MEMB', NE, 'FRC', TEXT) 
OPEN (UNIT=30+I, FILE=TEXT) 
WRITE (30+I, '( l OX, A4,9X, 3(A6, I OX), 3(A7,9X))') 'TEMP', 
* 'Fz(KN)', 'Fy(KN)'; Fx(KN)'; Mx(KNm)', 'My(KNm)', Mz(KNm)' 
ENDDO 
ENDIF 
C IFLAG ---- It is a flag for marking block. 
IFLAG=4 
DO WHILE (IFLAG. NE. -1) 
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C Locates and marks block. 
CALL CHK_BLK(IFLAG) 
IF (IFLAG. EQ. O) THEN 
C If it is beam-column temp. block, put out temp. 
CALL READ_TEM(NTEM) 
ELSEIF (IFLAG. EQ. 1) THEN 
C If it is slab temp. block, put out slab temp. 
CALL READ SLAB(LTEM) 
ELSEIF ((IFLAG. EQ. 2. AND. NTYPE. EQ. 1). OR. 
* (IFLAG. EQ. 2. AND. NTYPE. EQ. O)) THEN 
C If it is nodal displacement, put out displacement. 
CALL READ_DIS() 
ELSEIF ((IFLAG. EQ. 3. AND. NTYPE. EQ. 2). OR. 
* (IFLAG. EQ. 3. AND. NTYPE. EQ. O)) THEN 




IF (NERR. NE. O) THEN 




IF (NTYPE. EQ. 1) THEN 
CLOSE (21) 








SUBROUTINE CHK_BLK (IFLAG) 
C 
C CHECKS AND MARKS BLOCK 
C *********************************************************** 




READ (IN, '(A27)') MARK 
IF (MARK(1: 14). EQ. '<TEMPERATURES>') THEN 
IFLAG=O 
ELSEIF (MARK(1: 19). EQ: <SLAB TEMPERATURES>') THEN 
IFLAG=1 
ELSEIF (MARK(1: 21). EQ: <NODAL DISPLACEMENTS>') THEN 
IFLAG=2 
ELSEIF (MARK(1: 17). EQ'<INTERNAL FORCES>') THEN 
IFLAG=3 
ELSEIF (MARK(1: 10). EQ. ' CPU TIME=') THEN 











SUBROUTINE READ_TEM (NTEM) 
C 
C READS TEMPERATURE DATA (if available) 
C ****************************************************** 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H, O-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4(I-N) 
COMMON /TEMPO 1/ NJ, NE, LAYER, NUMTEM, TEMP(13), TSLAB(100) 
IN=3 




ELSEIF (NTEM. EQ. 1) THEN 
READ (IN, *) NO, (TEMP(I), I=1, NUMTEM) 
ELSE 
DO I=1, NTEM-1 
READ(IN, *) 
ENDDO 
READ (IN, *) NO, (TEMP(I), I=1, NUMTEM) 
ENDIF 




SUBROUTINE READ_SLAB (LTEM) 
C 
C READS SLAB TEMPERATURE DATA (if available) 
C ****************************************************** 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H, O-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4(I-N) 
COMMON /TEMPOI/ NJ, NE, LAYER, NUMTEM, TEMP(13), TSLAB(100) 
IN=3 
IF (LTEM. EQ. O) THEN 
DO I=1, LAYER 
TSLAB(I)=O. O 
ENDDO 
ELSEIF (LTEM. EQ. 1) THEN 
READ (IN, *) NO, (TSLAB(I), I=1, LAYER) 
ELSE 
DO I=1, LTEM-1 
READ(IN, *) 
ENDDO 
READ (IN, *) NO, (TSLAB(I), I=I, LAYER) 
ENDIF 




SUBROUTINE READ_DIS () 
C 
C READS NODAL DISPLACEMENTS DATA (if available). 
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C ****************************************************** 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H, O-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4(I-N) 




C Locates the position of node. 
CALL LOCATE (NJ, IDEN) 
IF (IDEN. EQ. 2) THEN 
READ (IN, *) NO, (DIS(I), I=1,11) 
IF (INT(TSLAB(LAYER)). EQ. 0. AND. 
* INT(TEMP(NUMTEM)). EQ. O) THEN 
STOP'No temperature output! ' 
ELSEIF (INT(TSLAB(LAYER)). EQ. 0) THEN 
WRITE (I0, '(2X, A, 3X, F9.3,6(2X, F10.4))')'', 
* TEMP(NUMTEM), (DIS(I), I=1,3), DIS(4), DIS(5), DIS(9) 
ELSEIF (INT(TEMP(NUMTEM)). EQ. 0) THEN 
WRITE (IO, '(I X, A4,1 X, F9.3,6(2X, F 10.4))') 'SLAB', 
* TSLAB(LAYER), (DIS(I), I=1,3), DIS(4), DIS(5), DIS(9) 
ELSE 
WRITE (IO, '(F8.3,1X, F8.3,6(2X, F 10.4))') TEMP(NUMTEM), 
* TSLAB(LAYER), (DIS(I), I=1,3), DIS(4), DIS(5), DIS(9) 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 




SUBROUTINE READ FRC (IBEGIN) 
C READS INTERNAL FORCES data (if available) 
C ****************************************************** 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H, O-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4(I-N) 
COMMON /TEMPOI/ NJ, NE, LAYER, NUMTEM, TEMP(13), TSLAB(100) 
DIMENSION FRC(11), SL_FRC(4,11), NO(4) 
IN=3 
IO=31 
C Locate the position of the member. 
CALL LOCATE(NE, IDEN) 
C If it is beam-column, put out. 
IF (IDEN. EQ. O) THEN 
READ (IN, *) NOO, NO1, (FRC(I), I=1,11) 
IF (INT(TEMP(NUMTEM)). EQ. O) THEN 
STOP 'No temperature output! ' 
ENDIF 
WRITE (IO, '(2X, A, 3X, F9.3,6(1X, F15.6))')'', TEMP(NUMTEM), 
* (FRC(I)/1000, I=1,3), 
* FRC(4)/1000000, FRC(5)/1000000, FRC(9)/1000000 
WRITE (*, *) 'OUTPUT BEAM-COLUMN INTERNAL FORCE' 
C If it is slab, put out. 
ELSEIF (IDEN. EQ. 1) THEN 
READ (IN, *) NOO, NO(1), (SL_FRC(I, I), I=1,11) 
DO N=2,4 
READ (IN, *) NO(N), (SL_FRC(N, I), I=1,11) 
ENDDO 
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IF (INT(TSLAB(LAYER)). EQ. O) THEN 
STOP'No temperature output! ' 
ENDIF 
C If it is at the head of output file, re-mark with the slab title. 
IF (IBEGIN. EQ. 1) THEN 
IBEGIN=IBEGIN+1 
REWIND 10 
WRITE (IO, '(1X, A10,2X, A4)') 




WRITE (IO, '(2X, F8.3,2X, I4, II (2X, F 15.3))') 
* TSLAB(LAYER), NO(I), (SL FRC(1, I), I=1,11) 
DOM=2,4 
WRITE (IO; (12X, I4, l l(2X, F15.3))') 
* NO(M), (SL_FRC(M, I), I= 1,11) 
ENDDO 





SUBROUTINE LOCATE(NDAT, IDEN) 
C 
C MARKS AND LOCATES THE POSITION OF DATA. 
C ******************************************************** 





DO WHILE(ICHK. NE. 1) 
CALL CHK DAT(IDEN) 
C at end of a block. 
IF (IDEN. EQ. -1) THEN 
STOP'Cannot find the node or member' 
C at the beginning of a beam-column internal force. 
ELSEIF (IDEN. EQ. O) THEN 
READ(IN, *) NUMDAT 






C at the beginning of a slab internal force. 
ELSEIF (IDEN. EQ. 1) THEN 
READ(IN, *) NUMDAT 








C at the beginning of a nodal displacement. 
ELSEIF (IDEN. EQ. 2) THEN 
READ(IN, *) NUMDAT 
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C TO CHECK WHAT THE DATA IS. 
C ****************************************************** 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H, O-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4(I-N) 
CHARACTER*27 TEXTXI, TEXTX2, TEXTX3 
IN=3 
ISLAB=-10 
READ (IN, '(A27)') TEXTX 1 
READ (IN, '(A27)') TEXTX2 




IF (TEXTXI(1: 1). EQ. '(') THEN 
C It is the end of block. 
IDEN = -1 
ELSEIF (TEXTXI(1: 9). EQ. ' ') THEN 
C It is the title. 
IDEN=3 
ELSEIF (TEXTX2(1: 9). NE. ' ') THEN 
C It is displacement. 
IDEN =2 
ELSEIF (TEXTX3(1: 9). EQ. ' ') THEN 
C It is slab data of internal force block. 
IDEN =1 
ELSE 






SUBROUTINE MAKETEXT (TEXTI, NUMBER, TEXT2, TEXT) 
C CONVERTS AN INTEGER INTO A FILENAME 
C ***************************************************** 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H, O-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4(I-N) 
CHARACTER TEXTI*4, TEXT2*3, TEXT*12 
TEXT(1: 4) = TEXT! 
TEXT(5: 9) ='0000: 
TEXT(10: 12) = TEXT2 
IDEF = NUMBER 
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IF (IDEF. GT. 999) THEN 
TEXT(5: 5) = CHAR(48+INT(IDEF/1000)) 
IDEF = IDEF - (1000*INT(IDEF/1000)) 
ENDIF 
IF (IDEF. GT. 99) THEN 
TEXT(6: 6) = CHAR(48+INT(IDEF/100)) 
IDEF = IDEF - (100*INT(IDEF/100)) 
ENDIF 
IF (IDEF. GT. 9) THEN 
TEXT(7: 7) = CHAR(48+INT(IDEF/10)) 
IDEF = IDEF - (10*INT(IDEF/10)) 
ENDIF 
TEXT(8: 8) = CHAR(48+IDEF) 
RETURN 
END 
(b) C++ version 
* This program reads the output file (S. 1) produced by VULCAN 
* and outputs the required displacements and/or forces 
* by Jun Cai 
#include <iostream. h> 
#include <stdio. h> 
#include <string. h> 
#include <stdlib. h> 
IlConverts integer into characters 
char *intochar(int number! ) 
{ 
int teml; 
char *charaterl = "0000"; 
if (numberl > 999) 
{ 
teml = numberl/1000; 
numberl = numberl-1000*tem1; 
charaterl [0] = 48+tem1; 
} 
if (number1 > 99) 
{ 
teml = numberl/100; 
number! = numberl-100*teml; 
charaterl [1] = 48+tem1; 
} 
if (number! > 9) 
{ 
teml = numberl/10; 
numberl = numberl-10*teml; 
charaterl [2] = 48+tem1; 
} 
charaterl [3] = 48+numberl; 
return charaterl; 
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int block = 0; 
char *markl = "<TEMPERATURES>", *mark2 = "< SLAB TEMPERATURES"; 
char *mark3 = "<NODAL DISPLACEMENTS"; 
char *mark4 = "<INTERNAL FORCES>", *mark5 =" CPU TIME=", mark[500]; 
do 
{ 
fgets(mark, 500, in); 
if (strncmp(mark, markt, 12) = 0) block=l; 
else if (strncmp(mark, mark2,17) = 0) block = 2; 
else if (strncmp(mark, mark3,19) = 0) block = 3; 
else if (strncmp(mark, mark4,15) = 0) block = 4; 
else if (strncmp(mark, mark5,7) = 0) block = 5; 
} while (block = 0); 
return block; 
float read_temperature(FILE *in, int numl) 
{ 
int i, m; 
float templine; 
char string]. [500]; 
for (i = 1; i <= num I; i++) 
{ 




void read_write(FILE *in, FILE *out, int flagl) 
{ 
int m; 
float line 1[6]; 
char stringl [500]; 
fscanf(in, "%d %f %f %f %f %f %*f %*f %*f %f', &m, Mine 1[0], &lineI[1], 
&line1[2], &line1[3], &linel[4], &linel[5]); 
fgets(string1,500, in); 
if (flag l= 0) fprintf(out, "%11.4f%11.4f%o11.4f%o11.4f%11.4f%11.4fn", line l [0], 
line l[1], line! [2], line l [3], line! [4], line! [5]); 
else if (flag! =1) fprintf(out, "%5d%11.4f%11.4, J%11.4f%11.4f%o11.4f%11.4nn", 
m, line! [0]/1000, linel[1]/1000, line! [2]/1000, line 1[3]/1000000, 




int i, m; 
long offset; 





--General_file() {cout « "Output is finished" «endl; } 
FILE *open inO; 
General-file :: General file() 
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{ 
offset= 1 OL; 
TI = "Beam Temp"; 
T2 = "Slab Temp"; 
} 
FILE *General_fle :: open inn 
{ 
if (in = fopen("s. l", "r") = NULL) 
{ 









char name I[13]; 
float linel, line2; 
FILE *outl; 
public: 
FILE *open displacement_out(char *njj, char *tem_namel., char *tem_name2); 
void IO_displacement(int nj, int ntem, int Item); 
void close_displacement_fileo ; 
}; 




char name2[13], tem_string[ 11]; 
float linel, line2; 
FILE *out2; 
public: 
FILE *open force 
_out(char 
*nee, char *tem_name1, char *tem_name2); 
void IO_force(int ne, int ntem, int Item); 
void close_force_fileO; 
}; 
class Both file : public Displacement file, public Force file 
public: 
void IO_both(int nj, int ne, int ntem, int Item); 
void close_both_file(); 
FILE *Displacement_file :: open displacement_out(char *njj, char*tem name]., 
char *tem name2) 
{ 
strcpy (name!, tem namel); 
strcat (name!, njj); 
strcat (name!, tem_name2); 
if (outl = fopen(namel, "w") = NULL) 
{ 
printf("ERROR: Output File Failed (DEF) To Open\n"); 
void exits; 
} 
fprintf(outl, "%10s%lOs%lls%lls%lls%lls%lls%lls\n", T1, T2, "Z(mm)", 
°Y(mm)", "X(mm)", "Rx(rad)", "Ry(rad)", "Rz(rad)"); 
return outl; 
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FILE *Force_file :: open_force_out(char *nee, char *tem_name1, char *tem_name2) 
{ 
strcpy (name2, tern namel); 
strcat (name2, nee); 
strcat (name2, tem_name2); 
if (out2 = fopen(name2, "w") = NULL) 
{ 
printf("ERROR: Output File (. FRC) Failed To Open\n"); 
void exitQ; 
} 
fprintf(out2, I %10s%10s%5s%11s%11s%11s%11s%11s%11s\n", T1, T2, "Node", 
"Fz(kN)", "Fy(kN)", "Fx(kN)", "Mx(kNm)", "ltfy(kNm)", "Mz(kNm)"); 
return out2; 
} 




block = check_block(in); 
if (block = 1) 
{ 
linel = read temperature(in, ntem); 
cout « "Beam tempertature=" «linel «endl; 
} 
else if(block = 2) 
{ 
if (Item > 0) 
{ 
line2zead_temperature(in, Item); 
tout << "Slab tempertature=" «line2 «endl; 
} 
} 
else if (block = 3) 
{ 
if (Item> 0) fprintf(outl, "%10.3f%o10.3f', linel, line2); 
else if (item = 0) fprintf(outl, "%10.3f%10s", linel, "****"); 
if (nj >= 2) for (i = 1; i <= (nj-1); i++) fgets(string, 500, in); 
read write(in, out!, 0); 
tout «" Output displacement. " « endl; 
} 
} while (block != 5); 
} 




block = check_block(in); 
if (block = 1) 
{ 
lineI = read_temperature(in, ntem); 
tout « "Beam tempertature=" « line 1« endl; 
} 
else if (block = 2) 
{ 
if (Item > 0) 
{ 
line2 = read_temperature(in, Item); 
tout « "Slab tempertature=" «line2 «endl; 
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} 
} 




fgets(tem string, 10, in); 
if (ne != atoi(tem string)) fgets(string, 500, in); 
} while (ne != atoi(tem string)); 
if (Item > 0) fprintf(out2, "%10.3P1610.3f', linel, line2); 




cout «" Output force. " «endl; 
} 
} while (block != 5); 
} 
void Both_file :: IO_both(int nj, int ne, int ntem, int Item) 
{ 
Displacement file :: IO_displacement(nj, ntem, Item); 
fseek(in, 0,0); 
Force file :: IO_force(ne, ntem, Item); 
} 

















int nj, ne, ntem, Item; 
int flag = 0; 
char *njj = "0000", *nee = "0000"; 
Displacement_file file l; 
Force_file file2; 
Both_file file3; 
cout « "Input: Node No. (DEF); Member No. (FRC); " 
« "Temp. Pattern; Slab Temp. Pattern. " « endl 
« "(Separated by space)" « endl; 
cin» nj» ne» ntem» Item; 
if (nj >0 && ne > 0) 
{ 
strcpy(njj, intochar(nj)); 
nee = intochar(ne); 
flag = 3; 
} 
else if (nj =0 && ne > 0) 
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nee = intochar(ne); 
flag = 2; 
} 
else if (nj >0 && ne = 0) 
{ 
njj = intochar(nj); 




cout « "No node or member output! "; 
void exit(); 
} 
if (ntem <0 11 Item <0 11 (ntem =0 && Item = 0)) 
{ 






case 1: filel. open in(; 
filel. open displacement_out(njj, "NODE", ". DEF'); 
file 1. IO_displacement(nj, ntem, Item); 
filel. close_displacementfile0; 
break; 
// Output forces. 
case 2: fle2. open in(); 
file2. open force_out(nee, "MEMB", ... FRC'); 
file2. IO_force(ne, ntem, Item); 
file2. close_force_fileO; 
break; 
Output displacements and forces. 
case 3: file3. open inO; 
file3. open_displacement_out(njj, "NODE", ". DEF'); 
file3. open_force_out(nee, "MEMB", ". FRC'); 
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APPENDIX B: 
Calculation of Torsion Constant "J " 
The Torsion Constant, or St. Venant torsional constant, J can be defined as follows 
(B. 1) Thin-wall closed section: 










L. is the entire length of median line of the tube section, 
A. is the area enclosed by the median line of the tube section. 
(B. 2) Thin-wall open section: 
For a section consisting of n flat, thin elements, the torsion constant J is 
n 
J=-ýb; t; 
3 ; _, 
where, 
b; is the width of the i-th plate element, and t; is the thickness of the i-th plate 
element. 
(B. 3) Solid rectangular or square section: 
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For a solid rectangular or square section, the torsion constant J is 
J=f3bh3 
where, 
b and h are the longer and shorter side respectively, 
P is a factor dependent on the geometry, which is given by: 
b/h 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 4 6 10 00 
0.141 0.196 0.229 0.249 0.263 0.281 0.299 0.312 0.333 
(B. 4) Composite member: 
Within a composite member, we have the equations: 




T. =TG,, J,, + GbJb 
and Tb =TG,, J,,, + GbJb , 
the twisting angle becomes 4= 
TL 
GaJa + GbJb 
Therefore, the total torsional rigidity GJ is 
GJrotai = GaJQ + GbJb 
B2 
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APPENDIX C: 
VULCAN Input File Format 
The format of the parts of the input file which have been used to input ASB beam, generalised 
beam and spring connector data, are described as follows: 
<SECTION SIZES> 
n, h(n), w(n), tf(n), tw(n) 
{SECTION SIZES} 
<SECTION SIZES (ASB)> 
notal 
no, h(no), wns 1(no), wns2(no), tfns I (no), tfils 1(no), tw(no) 
Repeat rotal tinics. for 
...... all 
ASB nlenncors 
{SECTION SIZES (ASB)} 
<MATERIAL PROPERTIES> 
n, ey(n), ep(n), eult(n), ys(n), yps(n), ults(n) 
{ MATERIAL PROPERTIES } 
<CONCRETE BEAM> 
numcon, nummat, nctemp, nctype, noutcb, kurve, icurve I 
mmat, stley(1), stlep(1), stleult(1), stlys(1), conys(1) Repeat irttmmnt times 
für all Inatc'rials 
mmo, nscon, nconh, nconb(1), nconb(2) 
conh(1), conb(1,1), conb(1,2), ... Repeat 
conh(2), conb(2,1), conb(2,2), ... nconh 
ties 
mmo I, nsteel 
nsl, nsc, nstlf I 




Repeat numcon tinies 
/Ol crll secvions 
I 
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{CONCRETE BEAM } 
<ROTATIONAL STIFFNESS> 
nnsr 
aconec, bconec, expoec, contemr 
Repeat nnsr tines 




Repeat nnsrl times 




Repeat nnsr2 times 
AXIAL STIFFNESS } 
<TEMPERATURE> 
slab_no, 2, slab_temperature, ... 
concrete-beam-no, 3, concrete_beanm_temperature, ... 
... beam_no, 1, beam temperature, 
slab_no, 0, slab_temperature, ... 
concrete_beanm_no, 0, concrete_beanl_temperature, .. 
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beam_no, 0, beam temperature, ... 
{TEMPERATURE) 
The notation used in the listing is as follows: 
notal = total number of ASB beams; 
h, wnsl, wns2, tfnsl, tfilsl, tw = section properties for ASB beam; 
numcon = total number of section types; 
nummat = total number of material types; 
nctemp = total number of different temperature patterns; 
nctype = the temperature profile, where 
=1 uniform distribution, 
=7 to specify the temperature for each segment; 
noutcb =a flag for output information control; 
icurve, icurvel = concrete tension and compression curve pattern; 
stley, stlep, stleult, stlys = steel properties for concrete beam; 
conys = compressive strength of concrete; 
nscon =a section flag for torsion constant calculation, where 
=0 closed section, 
=I opened section, 
=2 rectangular solid section, 
=3 concrete encased composite section, 
=4 concrete filled hollow section; 
nconh, nconb = section division properties as illustrated in Fig. C-1; 
conh, conb = the thickness and width of a segment as illustrated in Fig. C-l; 
nsteel = number of segments which are not normal concrete (if 0 <nsteel< 10000), 
=0 if all segments are normal concrete, 
= 10001 if all segments are lightweight concrete, 
= 10002 if all segments are hot rolled steel bar, 
= 10003 if all segments are cold worked steel bar, 
= 10004-5 if all segments are steel; 
nsl, nsc = the location of a segment; 
nstlf =a flag to identify a segment material, where 
=1 none, 
=0 normal concrete, 
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=I light-weight concrete, 
=2 hot rolled steel bar, 
=3 cold worked steel bar, 
= 4,5 steel; 
nnsr, nnsrl, nnsr2 = total number of temperature-dependent connectors, semi-rigid rotational 
connectors and axial spring connectors, respectively; 
aconec, bconec, expoec = temperature-dependent factors which have been described by 
Ramberg-Osgood expression as A, B, n; 
contemr = temperature reduction factor for connector; 
semirigd = rotational stiffness; 













Fig. C-1 Section division for a concrete beam member 
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